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I. Introduction
Welcome to the new millennium, where you ask a stranger to drive
you around in his car, stay in a stranger’s spare bedroom while on vacation,
buy a stranger’s used shoes having never seen them, and have a stranger
over to your home to build some furniture for you, and you do it all in
minutes, over the Internet, with a couple of clicks – having technically
executed a contract that agrees you’re completely responsible if anything
goes awry. This is the “on-demand economy.”
A panoply of early-stage companies has emerged to find new ways to
use the Internet to profit from connecting consumers with goods and
services they desire through this “on-demand economy.” These multitudes
of snappily-named enterprises, large and small, can be grouped into four
relatively simple categories: (1) marketplaces, where goods or property
owned by a third party can be bought and sold through a web-based
platform where end-users choose to buy and sell, (2) contractor
marketplaces, where a skilled service provider can be hired on a temporary,
task-basis to apply his or her skilled labor to a task proposed by the user,
(3) gig platforms, where a consumer can ask for a particular gig or task to
be performed that is designed by the platform, but no individual provider is
under an obligation to appear to provide the service, and (4) service
platforms, where a consumer requests a particular service designed by the
platform and the platform can guarantee an individual service provider will
be able to deliver. Albeit in different ways, the economic reality of the
workers in each of these four circumstances is comparably both traditional
employees and traditional independent contractors. Below I assess how
these similarities and differences justify a unique classification – or at least
a novel legal treatment – for workers on a gig platform.
Most entities with enough money to consult a lawyer will impose
“clickwrap”1 terms and conditions to manage relationships between the
consumer, the provider, and the platform. These terms and conditions
grant these entities great flexibility to disclaim liability and warranties.
These entities may use these same clickwrap forms to define workers’
roles, responsibilities, and classification, for example, as independent
contractors or employees. Clickwrap agreements were reliably enforceable
until recently. Of late, adjudicative bodies including at least one state labor
commissioner began to ignore them in deciding disputes regarding worker
classification involving individuals who “signed” clickwrap terms.2 Claims

1. A term of judicial origin, which is defined in detail infra.
2. See Berwick v. Uber Techs., Inc., Labor Comm’n No. 11-46739 EK (June 3, 2015),
Supre. Ct. No. CGC-15-546378.
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regarding worker reclassification have been allowed to proceed despite
being arguably barred by the plain language of the clickwrap contract.3
This article discusses how traditional rules surrounding worker
classification provide, or fail to provide, clear guidance on how to classify
workers in the four categories mentioned above. While Marketplaces,
Contractor Marketplaces, and service platforms benefit from this guidance,4
Gig Platforms’ workers are not entirely well suited to classification as
either independent contractors or employees. This lack of guidance from
traditional rules for emerging ways of doing business creates confusion that
acts to prevent on-demand economy companies from providing benefits
they often want to provide for workers and creates apprehension around
how to structure their relationships with workers.
Given that classification assertions are required by the IRS in an
entity’s annual tax filings,5 I propose below a means to use updated
versions of those tax filings to drive intelligent, custom-built legislation to
govern worker classification in Gig Platforms. Such federal legislation
could selectively negate clickwrap terms where justified by longrecognized public policy goals, and serve those public policy goals in the
modern workforce by applying either existing employee or independent
contractor rules to the freelancers who take work from Gig Platforms under
certain pre-identified circumstances.

II. The On-Demand Economy and the Niche of the Gig Platform
The on-demand economy emerged over the last decade as a new
commercial model facilitated by the laws of online contracts.6 While the
media commonly uses the term “on-demand” economy to refer to a
multitude of online platforms, companies, and web-based software-as-aservice providers, this article focuses on four specific categories of webbased services with common characteristics. Categorizing on-demand
companies in this way highlights how the law is lagging behind technology
in a near-calamitous fashion; existing classification rules address a black

3. See id.
4. Workers are classified as independent contractors in the former two and as employees
in latter.
5. Corporations must file (1) a Form 1099-MISC (also sent to the contractor) for all
contractors who made $600+, (2) a Form W-2 (also sent to the employee) for all employee wages,
(3) a Form 1120 (general tax return) that has line items for compensation of employees and
contractor expense (which is “other expense” in section 2).
6. For one of many, many examples of the use of this term in the press, see Lauren Weber,
What if There Were a New Type of Worker? Dependent Contractor, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 28, 2015,
10:28 AM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/what-if-there-were-a-new-type-of-worker-dependentcontractor-1422405831.
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and white dichotomy (employee vs. contractor) where these marketplace
realities warrant a more nuanced approach.
A. Distinguishing On-Demand Services

Here are the different kinds of companies constituting the “OnDemand Economy” considered in this article:
1) Marketplace
Description: Web-based forum, which facilitates transaction
in goods or property between third party consumers and the
owner/producer of the goods.

1) Examples:
 Pure Marketplaces – eBay and Etsy;
 “Part of the Business” Marketplace – Amazon (where it’s own
brand of goods are sold such as Kindle Fire and goods of third party
companies);
 “Forum” Marketplace – Craigslist (a forum to buy and sell goods); and
 Marketplace dedicated for renting and sharing of goods – Airbnb,7
Getaround8 or NeighborGoods.9
2) Contractor Marketplace
Description: A platform where end-users can locate and/or
engage independent contractors with specialized skills but
neither the task nor the performance is specified by the webbased platform; at most, the platform provides for reviews of
service providers’ performance or some practice tools.

2) Examples:
 Telemedicine platforms10 or companies like InCloudCounsel,11
which provides a platform for client to seek attorneys in a given
specialty.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

See, e.g., AIRBNB, www.airbnb.com.
See, e.g., GETAROUND, www.getaround.com.
See, e.g., NEIGHBORGOODS, http://neighborgoods.net.
See, e.g., TELEMEDICINE, www.telemedicine.com.
See, e.g., INCLOUDCOUNSEL, www.incloudcounsel.com.
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3) Gig Platform
Description:
A web-based tool that connects service
providers with consumers in search of a particularized
service, where the platform defines the service but does not
promise there will be a worker to provide it.

3) Examples:
 Uber, Lyft, and Sidecar (connecting passengers with individual or
entity “transportation providers”);
 Handy (connecting handymen or maids to those who are in need of
home-related services; or
 Taskrabbit (connecting consumers seeking a individual who can
perform a particular task).
4) Service Platform
Description: A website or application where end-users visit
to receive a very specific service defined by the platform at a
specific time and place.

4) Examples:
 Instacart (which allows users to order groceries and similar items
and engages a shopper to purchase and deliver the groceries in a
specified timeframe) and Shyp or Postmates (which allow users to
arrange to have a package picked up from one place and delivered to
another at a specified time).
This article does not discuss Service Platforms in depth because, for
the purposes of this argument, there is little difference between Service
Platforms’ relationships with their workers and traditional employeremployee relationships. They do use clickwrap terms, as most internetbased companies do. And some do use independent contractors, or at least
begin by designating a portion of their service providers as independent
contractors. But several Service Platforms have recently announced that
they will shift worker classification for those that perform services through
the platform to “employee” from “independent contractor.”12 This seems

12. Connie Loizos, CEO Kevin Gibbon On Why Shyp Is Converting Its 1099 Workers Into
W2 Employees, TechCrunch (July 1, 2015), http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/01/ceo-kevin-gibbonon-why-shyp-is-converting-its-1099-workers-into-w2-employees; see also Greg Bensinger,
Wading Into Silicon Valley Debate, Shyp Will Make Employees of Its Contractors, WALL ST. J.
(July 1, 2015, 1:38 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/07/01/wading-into-silicon-valley-
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consistent with the day-to-day tasks and management of Service Platform
workers, given that the market appears to be addressing this type of
classification disconnect; consequently, this argument does not focus on
Service Platforms other than as a point of comparison.
Marketplaces, Gig Platforms, and other sites designed to help
consumers find skilled service providers are commonly conflated by their
own press commentary, venture capitalists, and media outlets. They are all
lumped into the “on-demand” economy” or the “sharing economy”
categories used by the press, by venture capitalists, and other
commentators. However, enterprises in the Gig Platform category have
important common characteristics that Marketplaces or Contractor
Marketplaces lack and that I argue warrant distinct treatment. While
existing legal structures still work well for worker classification and
taxation surrounding Marketplaces and Contractor Marketplaces, they are
outdated and inapplicable in light of the Gig Platforms’ novel structures
and characteristics.
B. How Gig Platforms Relate to Traditional Employment Categories

Why distinguish Gig Platforms from Marketplaces or Contractor
Marketplaces? Because extant tax and employment law structures have a
unique disconnect with Gig Platforms. The practical consequence of the
melee of decades-old, complex state and federal laws governing worker
classification is that most startups that transact over the Internet by
connecting end-users with third party functions — Marketplace, Gig
Platform, or otherwise — will not be able to easily determine how to
classify those third parties.
Background on the genesis of the “1099 Contractor” is helpful to
explain this disconnect. Individuals who perform work for an entity can
currently do so under one of only two key tax distinctions: either as an
“employee” or as an “independent contractor.” These traditional categories
are summarized briefly below and are determined subject to a multi-factor,
case-by-case analysis governed by a plethora of federal and state level
courts and administrative bodies.
It is difficult, though not impossible, to surmise whether any ondemand economy worker is an employee or independent contractor within

debate-shyp-will-make-employees-of-its-contractors/?mod=ST1. It is not surprising that such
companies begin life using contractors to cut down on costs, but it is relevant that, once they
reach a level where public scrutiny may apply, they are opting to reclassify workers rather than
fight in court to preserve contractor classifications.
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the existing framework. The IRS does provide a form, the SS-8,13 that
either the entity or the worker can file to ask the IRS to determine which
classification is appropriate for federal income tax purposes. In light of the
additional tax and employment law obligations an entity has for its
employees that do not apply to its contractors (discussed infra), startup
companies appear inclined to treat workers as independent contractors as
often as and for as long as possible.14
Even among the melee of existing classification laws, one thing is
clear: for purposes of its federal taxes, an entity files a “W-2” form to
report wages paid to employees and a “1099-MISC” form to report
payments to its individual contractors. The IRS’ 1099 category includes a
number of forms15 that an entity can use to report business expense to the
IRS. For example, Form 1099-K16 is available to entities for reporting
processing of third party payments to a large number of unrelated recipients
through “accounts with a central organization by a substantial number of
providers of goods or services who are unrelated to the organization.”17
In the 1980s, when the IRS rules of worker classification were first
crafted, the W-2 versus 1099-MISC distinctions made great sense. The
categories reflected the reality of the 1980s workplace for an employee
versus an independent contractor, and the control-based manner of
distinguishing these lined up well with public policy and the workers’
reality. But this is no longer the case. The Internet has inexorably blurred
these lines.
1. Traditional Employees

Employees rely upon — and work as a carefully controlled element of
— employers’ reputations’ to earn income. As employees, workers are
generally subject to employers’ instructions regarding how, when, and by

13. Form SS-8: Determination of Worker Status for Purposes of Federal Employment Taxes
and Income Tax Withholding, U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREAS., I.R.S. (May 2014), http://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-pdf/fss8.pdf.
14. This observation is based generally on marketplace behavior of pre-IPO startup
companies in the 2010-2015 timeframe.
15. Forms Related To General Instructions for Certain Information Returns, U.S. DEP’T OF
THE TREAS., I.R.S., http://www.irs.gov/uac/About-Form-1099-Related-Forms.
16. Form 1099-K Payment Card and Third Party Network Transactions, U.S. DEP’T OF
THE TREAS., I.R.S., http://www.irs.gov/uac/Form-1099-K,-Merchant-Card-and-Third-PartyNetwork-Payments.
17. 2015 Instructions for Form 1099-K, U.S. DEP’T OF THE TREAS., I.R.S., http://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-pdf/i1099k.pdf.
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what means tasks are performed.18 If, in the course and scope of
performing employment duties, an employee negligently or criminally
causes harm to another individual or entity, the employer can be subject to
“vicarious liability” (aka respondeat surperior) for the harm caused by the
employee.19 The employer will also be subject to a number of state and
federal tax obligations for its employees that will be discussed in detail
infra, and include social security and Medicare taxes. If the employee falls
below either a state or federal salary threshold or works by the hour, certain
wage and hour restrictions apply to employees.20 The employer may
additionally incentivize individuals to become employees by offering
benefits like health insurance, disability insurance, life insurance, paid
leave, and pre-tax accounts to set aside funds for expenses like commuting
or retirement savings.21 Since the passage of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (“ACA”),22 employers with more than 100 employees
are also required to provide some “Minimum Essential Coverage” (i.e.,
compliant health insurance) to employees.23

18. In addition, employees generally have specified times they must appear for work, and
they are paid a salary or hourly wage regardless of which tasks or projects they work on. Should
employees invent something in the course of employment, they are obligated to assign ownership
of that invention to their employer under the “work for hire” doctrine and myriad state and federal
statues, as well as more specific employment agreement contractual provisions.
19. The precise outlines of when such liability attaches depend upon the applicable state
law. For examples of how one state, Pennsylvania, considers when vicarious liability is not
appropriate, see Valles v. Albert Einstein Med. Ctr., 758 A.2d 1238 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2000)
(assessing whether an allegedly negligent doctor was an employee of a hospital or an independent
contractor of that hospital in determining whether liability would attach); Dee v. Marriott Int’l,
Inc., 1999 WL 975125 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 6, 1999) (analyzing whether one employee’s sexual assault
against another was subject to vicarious liability or was instead “excessive and so dangerous as to
be totally without responsibility or reason” such that it should be treated as being outside the
scope of employment).
20. As an example, California surveys the various thresholds that apply to myriad
professions on the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement website, available at http://www.dir.
ca.gov/dlse/faq_overtimeexemptions.htm.
21. The IRS 20 factor test and state-level analyses do consider whether the entity provides
“employee-like benefits” to the worker — however, not providing these does not clearly read in
favor of a contractor classification. By contrast, there is a potential reclassification danger to an
entity that helps contractors buy health or disability insurance — so they are not incentivized by
current laws from providing such benefits to Giglancers.
22. See 26 U.S.C.A. § 5000A (2010) et seq.
23. For a summary of coverage that constitutes “Minimum Essential Coverage” under the
ACA, see http://www.irs.gov/Affordable-Care-Act/Individuals-and-Families/ACA-IndividualShared-Responsibility-Provision-Minimum-Essential-Coverage. See also IRS Notice 2013-54,
available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-13-54.pdf. The employer also pays the expenses
for tools and materials necessary to perform work tasks, which are in service of the employer’s
bottom-line profits.
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In general, employees accept a fixed salary or hourly wage in
exchange for appearing at a specified time and place to work in a role
defined (and free to be redefined) at the will of the employer. The work
performed is generated through the employers’ business, whose revenue
paid the salary. The employers’ payroll taxes go toward things like
covering the government’s cost of unemployment benefits and social
security once the employee is no longer employed, and the employer is
required by state law to carry Workers Compensation insurance that pays
for injuries sustained by the worker on the job. The employer’s respondeat
superior liability in turn makes that employer responsible for the
employee’s on-the-job negligence and/or other harm to third parties.24
Usually an employer “withholds” projected individual income taxes on
behalf of employees and automatically transmits it to the Treasury
Department, to which the employer reports the employee’s wages on IRS
Form W-2.
2. Traditional Independent Contractors

An independent contractor, by contrast, is hired to perform a specific
task or drive a specific outcome,25 and relies upon his or her own reputation
to earn income. The time in which work is completed and the means by
which it may be completed is in the contractor’s discretion, though of
course the hiring entity could specify a high-level timeline or certain
features for deliverables.26 The entity that hires a contractor does not pay
employment taxes, such a Medicare and other Payroll taxes; instead the
contractor must pay such taxes in the form of “self-employment” taxes to
the IRS.27 They must shop for and purchase their own health insurance,
disability insurance, life insurance, and other similar “benefits” some
employers provide.

24. Christensen v. Swenson, 874 P.2d 125 (Utah 1994).
25. Though definitions differ by jurisdiction, see, e.g., Antelope Valley Press v. Poizner, 75
Cal. Rptr. 3d 887, 900 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008) (describing the traditional “notion [of] an
independent contractor [as] someone hired to achieve a specific result that is attainable within a
finite period of time, such as plumbing work, tax service, or the creation of a work of art for a
building’s lobby.”).
26. The traditional test for whether a worker is an independent contractor presumes that a
contractor will provide and pay for the means to complete the task (i.e., the tools and equipment)
unless her agreement with the entity provides otherwise, and that the contractor has discretion to
choose work hours and accept whether or not to perform any given task.
27. Independent contractors personally pay a “self-employment tax” along with their
income taxes for amounts received from a contracting entity, and those amounts are reported on
an IRS Form 1099-MISC.
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For individual independent contractors (“freelancers”) thirty years
ago, however, the circumstances were notably different than they are today.
There was no ready method of acquiring 1099 work except through the
reputation, professional license, and/or specialized skills. These publicly
recognized credentials were not usually cheap or easy to acquire.
For example, a lawyer’s credibility would be established by
membership in a state bar association and passing of the bar, through client
referrals, and by publicity of the lawyer’s success in court or a huge merger
they had helped orchestrate. Sometimes lawyers partner to amalgamate
reputations (among other things) and develop business together — but their
individual ability or reputation help them create those partnerships. An
electrician, plumber or handyman could pay for ads in the yellow pages to
help him get work, but he might also rely on client referrals and those client
referrals might want to verify that he had a license affirming his capability
to perform the task he was to be hired to complete. Taxi drivers could
invest huge sums and undertake substantial background screening per local
laws to get a livery license that would allow them to pick up passengers —
functioning as a franchise that followed branding and presentation
standards set by a central entity, but the individual drivers controlled the
minute operations on an individual basis.
In any of these cases, vacation or illness meant missed income for the
contractor, and he or she paid his or her own expenses and selfemployment taxes that fed into the social services he or she might one day
need for support. Such contractors invested much in their reputation and
client satisfaction, because that could sometimes be more valuable than
advertising in generating client business. But they also assumed all of the
risk of harm by their contracting actions, whether to themselves or others
— after all, they were likely in sole control of the choices they made
regarding how to perform the assigned task. In sum, one had to have a
personal reputation for competency to earn significant sums through
independent contractor tasks.
3. Jurisdictional Considerations for Worker Classification Issues

The foregoing summary notwithstanding, it’s critical to note that the
rules that govern whether a particular worker should be classified as an
“employee” or an “independent contractor” vary depending on which
statute, legal obligation, jurisdiction, and circumstances are at issue – in
fact, the same person can be both an employee and an independent
contractor of the same entity at the same time if engaged to perform
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different functions.28 Rules exist at both the federal level, where they may
come not only from the IRS and its Internal Revenue Code, as well as from
other executive Departments (such as the Department of Labor) or federal
statutes (such as ERISA),29 and at the state level, where such rules take the
form of state statutes, state regulations, or rules/opinions of a specific state
agency like an employment equality agency or labor commissioner. This
creates a complicated legal framework that is difficult to apply to new
market circumstances as they arise, especially for early stage companies
with no legal team.
Even a legal advisor, however, might find it difficult to assess the
application of these diverse rules to a novel circumstance. A broad survey
of such rules, regulations, cases, and agency opinions reveals that they
overwhelmingly require a fact-specific, case-by-case determination of
which classification should apply under the present circumstances — and a
contractual agreement between the worker and the entity may be
considered or disregarded by a court, as can the use of a W-2 (employee)
tax form or a 1099 (contractor) tax filing by the entity on the individual
worker’s behalf.30 In addition, these tests were, at least at the federal level,
crafted in the 1980s, before the Internet was a commercial platform —
arguably before it even existed.31 Unsurprisingly, these fact-specific tests
do not provide clear guidance as to whether an internet-based startup
should treat someone who performs any service in connection with the
startup’s business as an employee or an independent contractor. These

28. See I.R.S., Information Letter No. 2012-0069 on Employees and Independent
Contractors Under Internal Revenue Code Section 3121(d) (Dec. 28, 2012), http://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-wd/12-0069.pdf.
29. Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-406, 88 Stat. 829
(1974).
30. See generally Trosper v. Stryker Corp., No. 13-CV-0607-LHK, 2014 WL 1619052
(N.D. Cal. Apr. 22, 2014); Yellow Cab Coop. v. Workers Comp. Appeals Bd., 226 Cal. App. 3d
1288 (1991); Toyota Motor Sales v. Superior Court, 220 Cal. App. 3d 864, 877 (1990); I.R.S.
Information Letter No. 2012-0069, supra note 28 (discussing how a particular individual can be
both employee and contractor at the same time); I.R.S., DEP’T OF THE TREAS., Pub. 15-A,
EMPLOYER’S SUPPLEMENTAL TAX GUIDE (2014), http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p15a.pdf
(explaining the considerations that apply to a classification); CAL. LAB. CODE § 3357 (Deering
2015); CAL. LAB. CODE § 2802 (Deering 2015); Cal. Dep’t of Ind. Rel., Div. of Labor Standards
Enforcement, Independent Contractor Versus Employee, http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/faq_
independentcontractor.htm (discussing the various California state agencies that may require
classification). For a summary of state and federal tests that may apply to classification, see
Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP, Classification Tests (2015), http://www.workerclassification.
com/Classification-Tests (noting certain instances where a state follows the IRS classification).
31. See JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, JCX-26-07, PRESENT LAW AND BACKGROUND
RELATING TO WORKER CLASSIFICATION FOR FEDERAL TAX PURPOSES (2007), http://www.irs.
gov/pub/irs-utl/x-26-07.pdf.
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tests also do not contemplate circumstances where a consumer might trust a
stranger to provide a service because they trust a brand that doesn’t employ
that person, nor do they contemplate circumstances where a trusted brand
can contractually disclaim liability for that stranger’s actions. They are
consequently inapposite to the classification concerns of the on-demand
economy.
C. Application of Traditional Structures to Gig Platforms

Today, many freelancers do still operate substantially as they did 30
years ago — usually where they have specialized skills or a specific
professional license. There are still solo practice lawyers, cab drivers,
plumbers, electricians, and they are still earning professional licenses,
although they may now advertise in new ways, including through
Contractor Marketplaces and otherwise over the Internet.
However, many of the reputation-based and trust-based mechanisms
that drove work to skilled freelancers in the old world have been assumed
by Gig Platforms in order to connect unskilled freelancers with work in the
new world in a way that disrupts the traditional way of doing business in
that industry. I refer to these unskilled freelancers who work on specific,
platform defined gigs as “Giglancers” in this article.
Where once you looked for a taxi company and livery license to give a
ride and would never get into a stranger’s unmarked car for one, now
thousands of people get into strangers’ personal cars everyday because they
trust Lyft, Uber, or Sidecar to connect them with a safe ride at an agreed
price.32 In San Francisco, before ride share apps like these evolved, I
would regularly have conversations with taxi drivers about the issues with
their work. Why are there never enough cabs on the weekend but you guys
always seem to available for hire during the week? My taxi drivers
explained that the city allowed only a set number of taxi licenses based on
average demand — a number that was necessarily too high during the work
week and far too low on Friday and Saturday. Rideshare apps solved this
problem by tying both compensation and worker engagement more directly
to real-time demand and offering drivers incentives to do more during peak
hours.33 But they still act franchise-like (as taxis do) in certain ways: they
require a certain kind of car, that drivers keep it clean, and a certain level of

32. This “imputed trust” phenomenon has been discussed previously with respect to both
“rideshare” companies and some Marketplaces, like Airbnb. See Jason Tanz, How Airbnb and
Lyft Finally Got Americans to Trust Each Other, WIRED MAG., (Apr. 23, 2014), http://www.
wired.com/2014/04/trust-in-the-share-economy/.
33. Interview by Anita Wilhelm with Anonymous Lyft Driver (June 15, 2015).
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city knowledge, a brand label on the outside of the car, a background
check, etc.34
Marketplaces and Contractor Marketplaces still effect transactions on
the basis of the quality of the good or the seller/contractors’ reputations as
old-world freelancers obtained work exclusively through their own (or a
firm’s) reputation. But in a Gig Platform, a freelancer can obtain work as a
result of the reputation and consumer trust built by Gig Platform. This
“Giglancer” does not need specialized skills — the Gig Platform has
defined the deliverable the end-user arrives to purchase, and that
deliverable (a ride, a delivery in a set amount of time, a simple task to be
performed) can come from any Giglancer that meets the platform criteria
(e.g., have a clean car that’s not too old, a license, and an account with the
platform). In some — but not all — cases, Gig Platform reviews speak to
the individual’s capability and performance according to the Gig Platform’s
standards. If demand suddenly increases (there’s a huge game!) the Gig
Platform can increase incentives for Giglancers to show up at that time and
meet demand. Critically, Gig Platforms do not require any particular level
of work or hours (though they may attempt to incentivize these); the
worker on a Gig Platform not only has the opportunity to start and stop
work anytime without penalty, but also the power to start and stop work for
other Gig Platforms, including among direct competitors, at will.
Service Platforms, by contrast, are much more like traditional
employers in how they meet demand. Their internal processes can
predictably assess demand (i.e., it won’t be a surprise that shipping activity
increases around the end of every year), so there’s a good reason for them
to set up service-provider-workers in advance to reliably meet that demand.
The service performed is chosen by the Service Platform, which gives the
service providers very specific instructions.35 These service providers may
be converted to employees once the Service Platform has systematized
their response to marketplace demand.36
Like Marketplace “accounts” or Contractor Marketplace “profiles,”
both end-users and freelancers that connect through a Gig Platform create
accounts with the Gig Platform. Yet, like the rules surrounding who

34. Berwick, No. 11-46739-EK, Cal. Lab. Comm’r (June 3, 2015).
35. For an enterprise like Instacart, for example, shoppers are instructed to use certain
“replacement items” if their ordered item is not available in the store. See INSTACART,
https://www.instacart.com/help/section/placing-an-order#204246964.
36. For commentary on why this conversion might occur at a given time, see generally
Connie Loizos, CEO Kevin Gibbon On Why Shyp Is Converting Its 1099 Workers Into W2
Employees, TECHCRUNCH (July 1, 2015), http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/01/ceo-kevin-gibbonon-why-shyp-is-converting-its-1099-workers-into-w2-employees.
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qualifies as which type of worker, the contractual case law governing the
commercial relationship of an “account” on a Gig Platform are designed for
a pre-Internet world, and their application to modern e-commerce thus far
has been clunky.

III. The Formation and Enforceability of Online Contracts
A basic tenant in contract law holds that forming a contract requires
an offer, acceptance (or another manifestation of mutual assent),
consideration, and (in certain cases) a writing — yet the vast majority of
contracts ever formed by Americans younger than 24 — online contracts
— lacked at least some of these elements.37 Most of the time we visit an
online article — and for some this can be hundreds of times per day — we
are assumed to be agreeing to the terms and conditions of that website,
even when we have trouble finding them.38
I have previously written39 about the genesis of the modern law of
online contracts, which arises from an exception to the unenforceability of
contracts of adhesion in the context of purchase terms printed on a cruise
ticket.40 The underlying theory of that foundational case was that the cruise
operator could not conduct business if it were required to negotiate specific
terms with each and every purchaser. Over the next two and a half
decades, courts have built off of this foundation to develop the law of
“clickwrap,” “shrinkwrap,”41 and “browsewrap” agreements.42
This overview of web terms’ enforceability is not presented to support
a normative statement regarding whether courts have adopted the correct

37. See Lindsay M. Howden & Julie A. Meyer, U.S. CENSUS. BUREAU, U.S. DEP’T OF
COMM., C2010BR-03, AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION: 2010 (2011), http://www.census.gov/prod/
cen2010/briefs/c2010br-03.pdf.
38. Consider, as just one example, this online version of Time magazine, where new article
loads as you scroll to the end of the page where a lawyer like myself expects to find the terms —
you could click article for hours on such sites and never locate the contract you’ve ostensibly
agreed to with you visit. As discussed infra, these terms may not be enforceable — but the
website host is generally still assuming they are. See Sarah Begley, Millions More Americans
Will Qualify for Overtime, TIME MAG. (June 29, 2015), http://time.com/3490889/obamaregulation-overtime.
39. Jessica L. Hubley, How Concepcion Killed the Privacy Class Action, 28 SANTA CLARA
HIGH TECH. L. J. 743, 749 (2011).
40. See Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585, 593-94 (1991).
41. See Specht v. Netscape Commc’ns Corp., 306 F.3d 17, 32 (2d Cir. 2002) (defining
shrinkwrap agreements as license agreements contained within the shrinkwrap of a box
containing a software product).
42. See Hubley, supra note 39, at 749–57. Shrinkwrap agreements are rare in 2015, as they
are defined in connection with a delivery of software on a disk.
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model for enforcing online contracts.43 It is simply to frame the diverse
means by which the on-demand entities subject of this article establish
contractual agreements with their users.
The critical difference between “clickwrap” and “browsewrap”
agreements is in the degree of notice and access to the contract terms a user
has. In sum, a “clickwrap” agreement “presents the user with a message on
his or her computer screen, requiring that the user manifest his or her assent
to the terms of the license agreement by clicking on an icon,” though the
terms need not be present on the screen with that button.44 A browsewrap
agreement requires no specific click-to-assent, and courts will “enforce
inconspicuous browsewrap agreements only when there is evidence that the
user has actual or constructive notice of the site’s terms.”45 Recently, the
Ninth Circuit ruled that browsewrap terms present on every page of a site
to which the user was never directed did not confer sufficient notice,
without more, to establish contractual assent.46 Yet at least one federal
court has found that a user who creates an account and effects a purchase
under a browsewrap form and later enters a clickwrap agreement to access
deliverables is bound by the clickwrap agreement notwithstanding the
unenforceability of the browsewrap agreement.47 If a commercial
relationship created by a clickwrap agreement is litigated today — that is,
the contract terms were presented at least through a link in association with
a specific user click — whether or not the contract is enforceable as a
general matter is in some cases never mentioned in court opinions at all; the
assumption is that the clickwrap terms will be enforceable.48
43. For one example of such commentary, please see Edith R. Warkentine, Beyond
Unconscionability: The Case for Using “Knowing Assent” as the Basis for Analyzing
Unbargained-for Terms in Standard Form Contracts, 31 SEATTLE UNIV. L. REV. 469 (2008),
http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1056&context=sulr.
44. Be In, Inc. v. Google Inc., No. 12–CV–03373–LHK, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 147047, at
*23 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 9, 2013) (citing Specht, 306 F.3dat 22 n. 4. (quotation and citation omitted))
(“mere use of a website” could not demonstrate users’ assent, and that the “mere existence of a
link” failed to notify users of terms of service.”), 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 147047, at *33.
45. Tompkins v. 23andMe, Inc., No. 5:13-CV-05682-LHK, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88068,
at *22 (N.D. Cal. June 25, 2014) (citing Sw. Airlines Co. v. BoardFirst, L.L.C., No. 3:06–
CV0891–B, 2007 WL 4823761 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 12, 2007).; Mark A. Lemley, Terms of Use, 91
MINN. L. REV. 459, 459–60 (2006)).
46. See Nguyen v. Barnes & Noble Inc., 763 F.3d 1171, (9th Cir. 2014).
47. See Tompkins, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88068 at *59 (noting that plaintiff’s challenging
the enforcement of an arbitration provision had established procedural unconscionability in light
of the first browsewrap presentation, but not substantive unconscionability).
48. See, e.g., Perkins v. LinkedIn Corp., 53 F. Supp. 3d 1190 (N.D. Cal. 2014). Note,
however, that the scope of consent provided through the language in such terms is still litigated.
See, e.g., In re Google, Inc. Privacy Policy Litig., No. 12–1382, 2012 WL 6738343, at *5 (N.D.
Cal. Dec. 28, 2012).
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IV. Contractual Distinctions and Similarities among
On-Demand Entities
The user agreement terms (“surveyed terms”) applicable to both
consumers and providers through on-demand entities were surveyed and
are provided below. Of the six sample entities surveyed (three Gig
Platforms and one each of Marketplaces, Contractor Marketplaces, and
Service Platforms), all presented online contracts to users that governed
users’ behavior and use of the applicable software.49 Users, like ondemand economy workers, who click-to-enter these contracts have no
practical means of challenging their enforcement, and therefore are bound
by strict limits upon platform liability and their own rights.
A. A Survey of Common Platform terms

The surveyed terms have some commonalities. Each of the surveyed
terms is activated (i.e., assent is deemed given) upon any use of the
services or platform. Each of the surveyed terms includes a broad
copyright license for the entity to use user data) (whether input or
collected).50 In theory, this would give the entity the copyright licenses
49. See following online terms: Terms and Conditions, UBER, https://www.uber.com/legal/
ind/terms (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter Uber Terms]; Terms of Service, LYFT,
https://www.lyft.com/terms (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter Lyft Terms]; Terms of Service,
TASKRABBIT, https://www.taskrabbit.com/terms, (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter
TaskRabbit Terms]; Terms and Conditions, INCLOUDCOUNSEL, https://www.incloudcounsel.
com/terms (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter InCloudCounsel Terms]; Terms of Use, ETSY,
https://www.etsy.com/help/article/479 (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter Etsy Terms]; Terms
of Service, SHYP, http://www.shyp.com/terms (last visited July 4, 2015) [hereinafter Shyp
Terms). Collectively I refer to these agreements in this article as the “Surveyed Terms.”
50. See Uber Terms supra (“We may, in our sole discretion, permit Users to post, upload,
publish, submit or transmit User Content on the Website or through the Service or
ApplicationFalse User Content will be deemed non-confidential and non-proprietary.
Accordingly, Uber shall have the non-exclusive, royalty-free, right to use, copy, distribute and
disclose to third parties any User Content for any purpose, in any medium and throughout the
world”); Lyft Terms supra (“To enable the Lyft Platform to use your Information, you grant to us
a non-exclusive, worldwide, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, sub-licensable (through multiple
tiers) right and license to exercise the copyright, publicity, and database rights you have in your
Information, and to use, copy, perform, display and distribute such Information to prepare
derivative works, or incorporate into other works, such Information, in any media now known or
not currently known”); Taskrabbit Terms supra (“You hereby grant Company a non-exclusive,
worldwide, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, sublicensable (through multiple tiers) right to
exercise all copyright, publicity rights, and any other rights you have in Your Information, in any
media now known or not currently known in order to perform and improve upon the Service.”);
InCloudCounsel Terms supra (“You grant InCloud a perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free,
transferable right and license to use, copy, modify, delete in its entirety, adapt, publish, translate,
create derivative works from, sell, distribute, and/or incorporate such content into any form,
medium, or technology throughout the world without compensation to you. You have the right to
remove any of your works from User Content at any time.”); Etsy Terms supra (“You grant Etsy
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necessary to, for example, show the profile picture a user uploads to other
users. In practice, unless there is some limitation elsewhere in an entity’s
contracts, the broad language through which this is achieved might be used
for other purposes, as well. For example, Uber saw a press backlash after
the revelation that it had a “God View” in which individual users were
tracked at launch parties by name, though no lawsuit was filed over the
practice as of the date of this paper.51
Whether users are bound by these form contracts also depends upon
the means of assent. Among the surveyed terms, all but Uber present a link
to the terms and conditions near the point of account creation, and
therefore, as explained supra, all the non-Uber surveyed terms are likely
enforceable. Even though Uber does not present end-user terms as a
clickwrap agreement, a swift product change implementing the courtrecognized assent procedure and a forced re-login by all users could
probably render the Uber terms enforceable to the extent they are not
now.52 For purposes of this article, therefore, I’ll assume Uber’s counsel is
busy on other matters and will implement this industry-standard practice
soon, and therefore I treat all of the surveyed terms as though they are
enforceable under current law for purposes of this analysis.
In sum, while some major online platforms still reflect a browsewraplike model, most of the commonly known apps and websites discussed here
have adopted a clickwrap model — which means users have little chance,

a license solely to enable Etsy to use any information or Content you supply Etsy with, so that
Etsy is not violating any rights you might have in that Content. You grant Etsy a non-exclusive,
worldwide, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, sublicensable (through multiple tiers) right to
exercise the copyright, publicity, and database rights (but no other rights) you have in the
Content, in any media now known or not currently known, with respect to your Content. You
agree to allow Etsy to store, translate, or re-format your Content on Etsy and display your Content
on Etsy in any way Etsy chooses. Etsy will only use personal information in accordance with
Etsy’s Privacy Policy.”); Shyp Terms supra (“By posting Your Content on or through the
Service, you hereby do and shall grant Shyp a worldwide, non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable,
royalty-free, fully paid, sublicensable and transferable license to use, modify, reproduce,
distribute, display, publish and perform, Your Content in connection with the Service and to
improve Shyp’s products and services, subject to the terms and conditions of this TOS and our
Privacy Policy. Shyp has the right, but not the obligation, to monitor the Service, Content, or
Your Content and to disclose your Your Content if required to do so by law or in the good faith
belief that such action is necessary to (i) comply with a legal obligation, (ii) protect and defend
the rights or property of Shyp, (iii) act in urgent circumstances to protect the personal safety of
users of the Services or the public, or (iv) protect against legal liability.”)
51. See Kashmir Hill, ‘God View’: Uber Allegedly Stalked Users For Party-Goers’ Viewing
Pleasure (Updated), FORBES (Oct. 3, 2014), http://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2014/10/03/
god-view-uber-allegedly-stalked-users-for-party-goers-viewing-pleasure/.
52. See Tompkins, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 88068 at *19-23.
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absent fraud in the execution,53 of challenging the formation of a contract
between user or provider and platform.
B. Survey of Limitations of Liability (Appendix A)

As with most sophisticated e-commerce platforms, each of the
Surveyed Terms limits the entity’s liability. They do so both through caps
on monetary damages and through exclusions of other categories of
damages, in a manner subject of the chart attached as Exhibit A. All but
the Uber terms disclaim all liability that can be legally disclaimed in
connection with the use of the service (Uber instead caps its liability at
€500 (approximately about US$526) and disclaims liability other than for
its gross negligence or willful misconduct, but notably the contract is
promulgated under the laws of the Netherlands).
Each platform or marketplace discussed herein has also included brisk
limits on that platform or marketplaces’ liability to the end user — whether
that end user is a 1099 service provider using the platform to find income
or a consumer looking to buy goods or services through the platform.
C. Survey of Warranty Disclaimers (Appendix B)

Differences begin to emerge when we look specifically at how
surveyed terms disclaim warranty obligations and/or offer a limited
performance warranty. While language choices vary and have slightly
different legal force, it is clear that all four types of web-based entities
make a point to disclaim not only traditional implied commercial
warranties, but also any warranties that might be implied as to the quality
of the deliverable on the platform. For an entity like Etsy, who seeks no
control over what sellers list on its marketplace, effectively disclaiming its
responsibility for the ultimate quality of the goods sold over the platform,
reflects that Etsy does not control what goods are placed on the platform
for sale, nor how they are positioned for users. Etsy has otherwise required
prospective purchasers to acknowledge and agree to this. Gig Platforms
Uber, Lyft, and Taskrabbit have much greater control over the way that the
desired gig is performed, but use the click-through form to eliminate the
implied warranties that might otherwise apply.
D. Survey of Indemnity Obligations (Appendix C)

The surveyed terms impose indemnities and/or hold harmless clauses —
that is, contractual mechanisms to require one party to assume certain
liability that may be incurred by the other — users’ use of the applicable

53.

See Hubley, supra note 39, at 764-67.
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website or application. The surveyed terms uniformly require indemnity
coverage (i.e., the end user is responsible for damages) where the terms
have been breached, and most also impose responsibility on the user for the
user’s violation of the law or third party rights. The Gig Platforms and the
Service Platform specifically impose an indemnity clause for claims arising
from ones “use of the service,” whereas the surveyed Marketplace and
Contractor Marketplace do not.54

V. Gig Platforms, Incentives, and Absurdities
By organizing the types of on-demand entities operating in the
marketplace today into the four above categories: 1) Marketplaces where
goods or property are sold on behalf of third party owners, 2) Contractor
Marketplaces where skilled workers can be engaged for unspecified tasks
by thirds parties, 3) Gig Platforms where specified tasks can be performed
for end-users by service providers with schedule flexibility but not gig
flexibility, and 4) Service Platforms where third parties arrive to ask for a
specific task at a specific time and place — a road to more efficient legal
treatment emerges.
Comparing the worker classification factors promulgated by the IRS55
with the common law opinions in recent class-actions decisions against
Uber and Lyft,56 a few common considerations come to light; courts and
regulators grapple with when deciding how to classify any particular
worker. In addition, I have identified a few related economic drivers and
mapped how each category of on-demand entity relates to these. These
charted values include:


What is the basis for the demand of what is transacted on the
entity’s software platform?

54. While an attorney drafting terms will use his or her discretion in identifying relevant
areas of risk for a client and treatment is not necessarily uniform among entities of the four types
surveyed herein, it is likely that Etsy (Marketplace) and InCloudCounsel (Contractor
Marketplace) do not state a user indemnity for “use of the service” because other provisions of
their user agreements govern predictable, recurring platform marketplace actions. These actions
can be defined and outlined in the user agreement such that breach of the user agreement
effectively gives the entity indemnity coverage for anything arising from user’s actions on the
platform. By contrast, a Gig Platform or Service Platform does not have the ability to outline in
advance all of the potential use actions of its users and therefore usually cannot disclaim all
relevant liabilities by simply requiring an indemnity for noncompliance with its online terms.
55. See Worker Classification, supra, note 31.
56. See O’Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., Case No. 3:13-cv-03826-EMC, 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 30684 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11, 2015); Cotter v. Lyft, Inc., Case No. 3:13-cv-04065-VC, 2015
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30026 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11, 2015).
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How predictable are changes in demand for the entity?
How the worker creates services, or affects the demand
serviced by the entity — in other words, is the worker’s task
central to the operations of the entity or tangential to those
operations?
To what extent is the entity’s business operation or changes
result in the unemployment of workers?
Would vicarious liability traditionally attach for worker
actions in the scope of the services designed for the platform,
absent clickwrap disclaimers?
Would workers compensation responsibility traditionally
attach given the degree of entity control over the means of
performance, absent clickwrap disclaimers? 57
Who has control over which hours the worker works?
Who has control over the workflow presented or offered to the
worker?
Who has control of the means of performance of work tasks?

A diagram summarizing the answer to each of these for each of the
four On-Demand categories is attached as Appendix D. Diagramed as
such, it’s clear that Gig Platforms mimic employer-employee relationships
at times, and they mimic independent contractor-entity relationships at
times.
A. Where Gig Platforms Align with Marketplaces

Gig Platforms behave like Marketplaces or Contractor Marketplaces
in connection with their identification and satisfaction of market demands.
Like Marketplaces and Contractor Marketplaces, demand for what the
platform provides is elastic and unpredictable — these entities are reliant
on past usage to roughly estimate future demand, but this process is
necessarily imperfect. None of these entities can really limit what work a
worker chooses to accept elsewhere.58 By contrast, on a Service Platform,

57. This is another creature of both state and federal law. Under the Social Security Act of
1935 and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, Federal guidelines drive state-specific programs –
all of which, at core, are targeted to keep skilled workers afloat at their previous income level for
a limited period of time in which they can find other work applicable to their skillset, with the
expectation that their sustained spending is good for the economy (for a high-level overview, see
Unemployment Compensation Law: An Overview, LEGAL INFORMATION INSTITUTE, https://
www.law.cornell.edu/wex/unemployment_compensation). However, where the work performed
is not skilled, the underlying justification for unemployment payments falls apart.
58. More specifically, while a solo practice attorney may sell services through a Contractor
Marketplace as well as finding clients in the traditional way (based on reputation or referrals) and
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the entity reliably predicts (or has already recorded) the demand before
engaging workers to meet it.
Like Marketplace and Contractor
Marketplaces, Gig Platforms cannot require the participation of any given
service provider at any given time — they do not control the hours that
worker chooses to work. They can offer incentives to work at predictably
busy times, but they cannot require anyone to show up on the day the work
appears. As such, their ability to respond to an uptick in demand (and
therefore their ability to profit from that unusual uptick) is limited.
In addition, Gig Platforms presently require workers to pay their own
expenses, which seems reasonable if you consider that, as with a
Marketplace, they have no way of ensuring that their expenditures on
worker business expenses would actually be used for their business. A car
might be used to perform a TaskRabbit task, to drive for Uber, or to drive
for Lyft — all in the same day.
B. Where Gig Platforms Align with Service Platforms

Gig Platforms behave like Service Platforms in their control of task
minutiae. Both Platforms fully dictate the quality, timing, and nature of the
services, or task to be performed, — In other words, characteristics of the
task or service are chosen and fixed by the platform and do not vary
according to the service provider. Both choose the means by which work is
distributed, how work is compensated, the manner in which work is
performed if, and when it is accepted by the worker.
A Giglancer or service provider on a Service Platform, who is hurt
while performing within the scope of the Gig or Platform service, as
instructed by the platform, would be the classic recipient of worker’s
compensation insurance under traditional theories.59 The common policy
reasoning behind workers compensation is that, where an employee accepts
the task of knowing what it will entail and having to perform it as the entity
instructs, and the employer is in the best position vis-à-vis the employee to
be familiar with industry pitfalls. Therefore, the employer should assume

sellers on Etsy or eBay may use other Marketplaces (online or physical) to sell their own goods,
Giglancers often take gigs from multiple Gig Platforms. Some surveys suggest as many as 60%
of drivers in a city where both Uber and Lyft take driving gigs from both competitors. See Josh
Waldrum, Uber vs. Lyft: 5 Things I Learned From Giving Up My Car, THE ZEBRA, https://www.
thezebra.com/insurance-news/848/uber-vs-lyft/; or, for an example of individual commentary
about working for both Gig Platforms, see J. Money, Side Hustle Series #52: I’m a Lyft Driver
and Uber Driver, BUDGETS ARE SEXY (Sept. 3, 2014), http://www.budgetsaresexy.com/2014/
09/lyft-uber-driver-hustle/. It’s not clear precisely how often this happens (and it is reasonable to
expect the number of people working for more than one Gig Platform at a time changes almost
daily), but it is clear that it happens.
59. See Nguyen v. Barnes & Noble Inc., 763 F.3d 1171 (9th Cir. 2014).
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the costs of the workers risk.
For this reason, foreign national
governments, and U.S. States began to adopt laws that replaced tort-based
dispute resolution with automated worker compensation payments for
injuries sustained in the course of performing the task of employment
within the scope of employment.60
The same logic can be applied to the issue of whether respondeat
superior61 liability should attach to Gig Platforms: Where the Giglancer is
following instructions and/or within the scope of the gig, the entity is
probably in the best position to avoid the harm and/or minimize the damage
from that task, and is ultimately profiting from the risky behavior it has the
opportunity to avoid. At present, the surveyed terms disclaim any such
liability and frequently require an indemnity from both end-users and
workers for the kind of tort claims that might be subject to respondeat
superior liability were the tortfeasor an employee.
C. What Makes Gig Platforms Unique

Unique questions apply to Giglancers working through Gig Platforms.
What about injuries sustained or inflicted while in-between gigs? What
about expenses for things used in a gig and for other purposes? After all,
the Gig Platforms don’t instruct workers as to what to do in between gigs,
so they don’t know and cannot control the actions that might cause (or
prevent) injury. In a Marketplace, there is no clear delineation between
“on” time and “off” time; the goods sold or services performed are
generally unique, there is no common expense that the Marketplace could

60. See Gregory P. Guyton, A Brief History of Worker’s Compensation, 19 IOWA ORTHOP.
J. 106, (1999), available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1888620/ (“The
central tenet is that of “no-fault” insurance; industrial accidents are accepted as a fact of life and
the system exists to deal with their financial consequences in as expeditious a manner as
possible.”); see also id. at n.7. Compare unemployment insurance/taxes, another creature of both
state and federal law. Under the Social Security Act of 1935 and the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act, Federal guidelines drive state-specific programs — all of which, at core, are targeted to keep
skilled workers afloat at their previous income level for a limited period of time in which they can
find other work applicable to their skillset, with the expectation that their sustained spending is
good for the economy (for a high-level overview, see Unemployment Compensation Law, supra
note 57. However, where the work performed is not skilled, the underlying justification for
unemployment payments falls apart. Since Giglancers don’t perform skilled tasks, I disregard
unemployment protections for purposes of this article.
61. A core tenet of tort law wherein an employer is deemed liable for actions of its
employees within the scope of their employment. As an example of a state implementing law, see
CAL. CIV. CODE § 2338 (West 2015) (“Unless required by or under the authority of law to
employ that particular agent, a principal is responsible to third persons for the negligence of his
agent in the transaction of the business of the agency, including wrongful acts committed by such
agent in and as a part of the transaction of such business, and for his willful omission to fulfill the
obligations of the principal.”).
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provide. Service Platforms, by contrast, will engage workers62 when they
can meet predictable demand for services (e.g., shipping services), so there
is not generally “between” time to consider.
This “between gigs” (effectively, between accepting instructions and
performing the task) time is unique to the Gig Platform. It does not only
create a period of ambiguity as to which body of public policy (employee
vs. independent contractor) should apply, but it also allows Giglancers to
use tools in service of multiple constituents (or on their own behalf) on the
same days and/or at the same times as they use them in the gig.
D. Where the Clickwrap Structure Falters

In 2015, courts in California63 and Florida, refused to observe the
contractual terms of Giglancers and Gig Platforms reached by way of a
click-through agreement in the context of employment law.64 By allowing
cases against Gig Platforms to proceed beyond summary judgment upon
claims that are expressly barred in the online terms (or, for which liability
is technically placed on the worker/user by such terms), these suits have
showed a limited space where at least some clickwrap terms are treated as
unenforceable.
The work done in surveyed terms, summarized supra, to specifically
disclaim certain kinds of liability is therefore, thrown into question. While
there is no clear guidance as to how a court would treat claims against Gig
Platforms under certain circumstances, there is clearly potential harm to
users and Giglancers that might arise from using a Gig Platform. Recent
press has reported allegations of property damage, assault, and rape by ondemand workers on Gig Platforms.65

62. Admittedly, some service platforms begin their business life with workers as
contractors. They do generally shift to classifying workers as employees (which is appropriate
given the analysis here) for compliance purposes.
63. See Cotter v. Lyft, Inc., 60 F. Supp. 3d 1067 (N.D. Cal. 2015); see also Berwick v. Uber
Techs., Inc., Labor Comm’n Case No. 11-46739-EK (June 3, 2015).
64. See Cotter, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1074. Note that these cases also appear to disregard
arbitration provisions in such terms.
65. Consider the following incidents from recent news (this article does not seek to assess
whether any of the following allegations are true, but rather demonstrate that they exist to be
adjudicated by our legal system):
- Rideshare app drivers reporting damage to their cars from intoxicated passengers.
- Rideshare app driver allegedly stabbed in the face. Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez, Stabbed
Uber Driver Files Class-Action Lawsuit Against Tech Company, THE EXAMINER (May 3,
2015), http://archives.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/stabbed-uber-driver-files-class-actionlawsuit-against-tech-company/Content?oid=2928834.
- Rideshare app driver falsely accused of rape and had trouble paying his lawyer. Steve
Schmadeke, Rape Charge Dropped Against Former Uber Driver, CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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True or not, each of these allegations purportedly occurred within the
scope and in the course of a gig taken from a Gig Platform. The Uber
and/or Lyft terms put the liability for such alleged actions on the user/and
or the driver, neither of whom is likely to have the spare change to either,
employ a lawyer, litigate, or defend litigation — unlike a traditional large
employer. Gig Platforms, where successful, are the party with the most
potential control over the behavior of the end user and the service provider.
Uber is the only party in a position to force the video and/or audio
recording of an Uber trips for use as evidence, as Lyft is for Lyft trips.
Taskrabbit is in a better position than either any tasker or any end user to
implement safety checks through photos.
Recall that vicarious liability principles were crafted with pre-internet
drivers on mind. Traditional independent contractors secured business on
the basis of their own reputation, while traditional employees secured
income based on the employer’s reputation and the business the employer
secured as a result. Thus, the employer was liable for actions of employees
while profiting from control over those actions. Each Gig Platform is
profiting on the basis of a market assumption that it is a trustworthy place
to have a certain kind of gig fulfilled, and that the Gig Platforms set rules
workers must follow to try to maximize that chances of a satisfactory
placement of such trust and the resulting platform profits. Yet Gig
Platforms’ contracts still put all the responsibility for that placement, the
underlying trustworthiness, and the performance of what they command on
the shoulders of users and workers. The courts in Cotter66 and Berwick67
have begun to lift certain obligations off those individual shoulders on
public policy grounds. However, they have yet to touch of the issue of
vicarious liability. The opportunity is ripe to design a broader solution that
puts the responsibility for the breach of consumer trust on the entity, which
is profiting from that trust.

-

-

66.
67.

(Apr. 6, 2015, 6:51 PM), http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-uberdriver-rape-charge-dropped-met-20150406-story.html.
Rideshare app driver allegedly raping drunk passenger in his home. Dug Begley, Uber
Driver Accused of Rape Did Not Have City Permit, HOUSTON CHRONICLE (Apr. 6, 2015,
9:09 PM), http://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/transportation/article/Uber-driveraccused-of-rape-not-permitted-by-city-6182503.php.
College student at USC who blacked out allegedly told her Rideshare app that driver had
raped her. Tracy Bloom, Uber Investigating After USC Student Accuses Driver of Rape,
KTLA 5 (May 1, 2015, 8:28 AM), http://ktla.com/2015/05/01/usc-student-accuses-carservice-driver-of-rape/.
See Cotter, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1078.
See, e.g., Berwick, Labor Comm’n No. 11-46739-EK.
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VI. A Proposed Legislative Solution
Calls for a “third classification” or “third category” (i.e., besides
independent contractor and employee) have come from various corners
over the past year.68 From within such cries emerge two polar concerns:
(1) will regulating these entities stifle innovation and (2) will not regulating
these entities abuse citizens who should be offered certain employment
benefits.
First, this is a false dichotomy. These entities are not “unregulated”
now. They are subject to a set of laws governing worker treatment whether
they refer to those workers as “employees” or “contractors.” Whichever
they choose, they will have to file a form (W-2, 1099-MISC, 1099-K, etc.)
with the IRS each year. They will still have default legal obligations, albeit
they will have more concrete, broader ones with respect to employees
versus contractors. Satisfying marketplace cries to create a “new category”
would not necessarily mean introducing regulation where there was none
before. It might mean removing a legal exception that perhaps never
should have applied to Gig Platforms.
Under normal circumstances, a “contractor” will have much greater
flexibility to outline his or her liability and work deliverables in an
independent contractor engagement. In software development contracts,
for example, the parties tend to choose indemnities, limitations of liability,
and warranty disclaimers tailored to the task at hand.69 This is in contrast
to employees, who are presented with an employment agreement that is
usually non-negotiable. Gig Platforms, which set the non-negotiable rules
of the platform and give instructions to both service providers and users,
are in the best position to monitor their own Platform for wrongdoing. They
control exactly how work will be performed and choose the compensation
level for that work. The work they aggregate can be performed without
special skills — where worker supply is high, pay is generally lower, and

68. Noah Lang, Employee or Contractor? Online Businesses Like Uber Need a New
Category, NEWSWEEK (June 21, 2015, 4:14 PM), http://www.newsweek.com/employee-orcontractor-online-businesses-uber-need-new-category-345082; Lauren Weber, What If There
Were a New Type of Worker? Dependent Contractor, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 28, 2015, 10:28 AM),
http://www.wsj.com/articles/what-if-there-were-a-new-type-of-worker-dependent-contractor-142
2405831; Tristan Zier, Could Creating a New Class Of Worker Solve The Sharing Economy’s
Labor Problems?, FASTCOMPANY (June 19, 2015, 8:25 AM), http://www.fastcoexist.com/3
047617/could-creating-a-new-class-of-worker-solve-the-sharing-economys-labor-problems;
Connie Loizos, A Third Classification of Worker? Don’t Count On It, TECHCRUNCH (July 2,
2015), http://techcrunch.com/2015/07/02/a-third-classification-of-worker-dont-count-on-it/?ncid= rss.
69. This generalization is drawn from my own experience representing contract software
developers as well as common legal practice surrounding such contracts.
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the public policy justifications for things like workers’ compensation and
minimum wage are strongest.
The IRS 1099 forms can better reflect our digital reality. A new set of
1099 forms can establish the status of Platform and Marketplace
participants.70 Existing forms that include a 1099-K where payments were
routed through a marketplace or services marketplace can remain where
they make great sense for marketplaces and contractor marketplaces, who
do really just serve as payment processors. A 1099-MISC where a
uniquely skilled worker performed a one-off task defined by its deliverable
and was paid more than $600, can continue to work for those with unique
skills, who trade on their own reputations. I propose this class of tax
reporting forms should also include a “1099-GIG” to report income a
Giglancer has been paid by a Gig Platform.71
The proposed 1099-GIG would be the only one of these forms that
does not presume the traditional independent contractor relationship under
all circumstances. It would instead be created by a federal statute (which
would preempt state employment laws, etc.). That federal statute would (1)
distribute some worker’s compensation liability to the Gig Platforms, (2)
impose some vicarious liability on the Gig Platforms, (3) impose antidiscrimination laws upon the hiring and firing of Giglancers, (4) allow the
Gig Platforms to avoid application of wage and hour laws to the 1099-GIG
worker, (5) allow the Gig Platform to require the Giglancer to cover some
selected expenses as long as those expenses were disclosed in advance of
engagement, and (6) contemplate a grace period, as with the ACA, such
that the applicable worker’s compensation and vicarious liability laws
wouldn’t kick in until a certain number of “1099-GIG” were engaged. For
example, none of these legislative exceptions and conditions would be
effective until an entity filed its 50th 1099-GIG in a single tax year. This
would allow early stage companies to avoid costs in the same way that has
supported the growth of the on demand economy to date. Each of these
statutory mechanisms is discussed in turn as a means to protect the
innovation enabled by the 1099 contractor classification, while also serving
the public policy goals employment laws were designed to serve. In
addition, rather than the status quo — where Gig Platforms have a
disincentive to provide or subsidize health, life, or disability insurance for

70. Note that any of the 1099 forms will require the entity to obtain the social security
number or Employer Identification Number of the individual contractor, so to do the same for
other 1099 forms would not create an additional burden on startup businesses.
71. There may also be reason to use a “1099-P” where a Contractor Marketplace transmits
user’s payments to those who perform unique tasks and would be 1099-MISCs but withholds a
commission.
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workers for fear they will be reclassified as employees, an updated system
could require that the provision of such benefits be ignored in any
reclassification analysis. In other words, whether or not Uber and Lyft
elected to pay for a part of drivers’ health insurance premiums, standing
alone, would not create a risk of reclassification.72
Critically, any such statute should impose such obligations regardless
of any click-wrapped contract terms used to establish the relationships
between the Giglancer, Gig Platform, and consumer. The genesis of clickthrough enforceability was in the context of a software license,73 not an
agreement for personal services. We should instead use the kind of
contract law applied to agreements for personal services to govern the
relationships of Giglancers and Gig Platforms. I submit that it is sensible
to impose public policy limits on contractual obligations of a Giglancer in
the same way our laws limit employment agreements’ enforceability, and
that we can do that through the above-outlined statute by referencing
existing state employment laws that supersede employment contracts in the
marketplace today.
A. Workers Compensation Liability for Gigs

Gig Platforms have extensive control over most aspects of the Gig
itself, but never whether or how much the Giglancer elects to work on a
given day.74 Gig Platforms do not — and cannot — prohibit a Giglancer
from taking work elsewhere, including from competitors. I submit that Gig
Platforms’ liability to workers for injuries sustained on the job arise only
when the Giglancer is performing the task for that Gig Platform within the
scope of any Gig Platform instructions — in the moments when the Gig
Platform has control over the Giglancer that mirrors control it would have
over an employee, and when the Gig Platform is tapping its main revenue
stream through the worker’s labor. For example, a Giglancer on the
72. Note that the IRS has declared that an employers’ paying individual market premiums
does not meet the requirement that employers provide “Minimum Essential Coverage” under the
ACA. See I.R.S. Notice 2013-54 (Sept. 13, 2013). This is despite the fact that Qualified Health
Plans on the individual market meet the requirements promulgated for employer’s “Minimum
Essential Coverage.” One might argue that this structure unfairly prejudices smaller business
with less negotiating leverage, or that it harms the public because health insurers can discriminate
based on pre-existing conditions in the small group market. I hypothesize that the illogical result
of IRS Notice 2013-54 arises from the IRS’ desire to avoid employers using federal subsidies to
help pay for employees’ care. If this is indeed a concern, Gig Platforms could additionally be
required to pay their share (i.e., the percentage of Giglancer income that originates with that Gig
Platform) of the applicable individual’s federal health insurance subsidy.
73. See Specht v. Netscape Commc’ns. Corp., 306 F.3d 17 (2d Cir. 2002).
74. This is true, although they may provide incentives to well-reviewed workers in order to
try to get them working more.
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Taskrabbit platform who drops a hammer on his foot and breaks it while
performing a gig that will make both himself and Taskrabbit money (but
will drive a customer to use Taskrabbit rather than his individual services
again), gets whatever worker’s compensation would be available to
employees under state laws. By contrast, a 1099-GIG worker for both
Uber and Lyft hurt by an exploding gas canister while refilling, would be
treated as an independent contractor; he could not recover from either Gig
Platform by virtue of his 1099-GIG filing from those platforms because he
was outside of the scope of work for either Gig.
B. Vicarious Liability for Gig Platforms

Gig Platforms profit by advertising, to acquire public trust, in their
ability to deliver the specified Gig safely and to customers’ satisfaction. If
that trust is a core reason for the sustainability of a business — as it must
be with a Gig Platform – the entity should not be able to simultaneously
profit from that trust and disclaim responsibility for breaking that trust. For
example, Uber and Lyft were sued on December 2014, by the Los Angeles
District attorney, who argues they “misrepresent and exaggerate” the
quality of their background checks on their drivers.75 Yet their surveyed
terms would make the alleged crimes and torts occurring on the platform
discussed supra (rape, stabbings, etc.) the responsibility of drivers and
users alone. The Gig Platforms currently disclaim all of this liability.
I submit, therefore, that the proposed legislation requires courts to
apply the laws of vicarious liability applicable to employees to 1099-GIG
contractors acting within the scope of their Gig and/or pursuant to a Gig
Platform’s instructions. If an Uber driver picks up a passenger and assaults
her rather than driving her to her destination, Uber would be subject to civil
liability to the passenger in addition to the assaulting driver’s personal
criminal liability. In addition, if a crime or tort is enabled by the Gig
Platform, the Gig Platform would be vicariously liable (for example, if a
driver uses a rideshare app trip to know a passenger would be out of town
and subsequently burgles the house where he picked her up).76 One can
imagine how the threat of such liability would motivate larger enterprises
to implement additional safety mechanisms (such as the video cameras that
already operate in taxi cabs at all times) and/or more extensive screening of

75. See Associated Press, California Sues Uber Over Background Checks; Lyft Settles,
BOSTON GLOBE, Dec. 10, 2014, http://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2014/12/10/californiasues-uber-over-background-checks-lyft-settles/YzQlr4ZUm9H4aGOGzeJNmJ/story.html.
76. Tara Fowler, Uber Driver Allegedly Drove Woman to Airport, Then Went Back to Rob
Her Home, PEOPLE, Apr. 1, 2015, http://www.people.com/article/uber-driver-arrested-attemptedburglary.
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Giglancers, which will increase public safety. By contrast, if a Lyft driver
exited his car and began beating a man on the street,77 Lyft would not be
liable because he was outside of the scope of his Gig.
In addition, states would be free to impose particular insurance
requirements, as California has.78 If the IRS had created the 1099-G
category, new insurance and public policy regulations could more directly
target the actors they seek to regulate.
C. Removing Wage and Hour Laws for Giglancers

Because the Giglancer can choose how much to work and when to do
it, there is less need for Depression-era protections of mandatory work
breaks. Because Giglancers are free to shift between Gig Platforms if the
economics of one Gig Platform no longer allow them to make sufficient
income, there is no traditional justification for minimum wage laws or
unemployment insurance schemes to apply to Giglancers.79 Because Gigs
are available to the same workers on multiple Gig Platforms at once, the
danger of finding oneself without income because of the corporate
restructuring, downsizing, or closing of one Gig Platform is minimal.
Because the traditional justifications for wage, hour, and unemployment
laws are not applicable to Giglancer circumstances, the proposed
legislation would require courts to treat Giglancers as independent
contractors when applying these laws.
D. Removing Expense Reimbursement Rules for Giglancers

Because a Giglancer may use the same possession in performance of
gigs for multiple Gig Platforms, it would not make much sense to require
Uber to cover the cost of a car and gas that is also used to help its main
competitor, Lyft, profit. This is especially true when a Giglancer is using
“expenses” like a car she already owned. As such, for the payment of
77. Elyce Kirchner & David Paredes, Exclusive Video: Lyft Driver Allegedly Attacks
Pedestrian, NBC BAY AREA (Feb. 11, 2015, 3:40 PM), http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/
Exclusive-Video-Lyft-Driver-Allegedly-Attacks-Pedestrian-240026921.html.
78. Compare Legis. Counsel’s Digest, Ch. 389, Assemb. B. 2293 (Cal. 2014) (discussing
Transportation Network Companies and insurance requirements), with Uber’s Insurance
coverage, which falls slightly below this level at publication (see Nairi, Insurance for UberX With
Ridesharing, UBER GLOBAL (Feb. 10, 2014), http://newsroom.uber.com/2014/02/insurance-foruberx-with-ridesharing).
79. Prior to drafting this article, I conducted informal interviews with five Lyft drivers
during rides. Of these five, four worked for Uber as well sometimes, and these people switched
platforms depending on the demand on that platform. In addition, three of five reported that they
had other jobs besides Giglancing. One woman explained she was a certified family therapist
with a master’s degree and an ongoing practice, but she drove Lyft on the weekends to have
enough money to pay San Francisco rent.
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business expenses, the proposed legislation would require the application
of state law applicable to independent contractors unless a state specifically
legislated to have a particular expense covered under particular
circumstances. Even without regulations requiring the payment of
expenses, Gig Platforms may have market reasons to cover or share certain
expenses.80
E. Providing a “Startup” Grace Period

Those who criticize any new regulation of Gig Platforms often
bemoan what they consider an inevitable stifling of innovation through
regulation: “If Uber and Lyft had to guarantee minimum wages, buy cars,
and take on the liability for 25,000 cars in a city, they could not have
existed in the first place!”
Early-stage companies often have no choice but to ignore onerous
laws or see their businesses fail. Legal compliance can be expensive.
Without opining as to whether this practice is correct, it’s certainly true that
Uber and Lyft (and a number of other “on-demand” entities) are not in
compliance with every city ordinance, livery fee, hotel tax, etc. In other
contexts — namely the ACA81 — expensive compliance requirements
exempt smaller businesses; then, once a business grows large enough (for
example, 100 employees) regulatory compliance becomes mandatory. If
stifling innovation is a concern, it can be assuaged by exempting Gig
Platforms with less than n (i.e., 50) 1099-G forms filed in a given year from
being treated as employers for vicarious liability or workers’ compensation
purposes.

VII. Conclusion
For our laws to effectively evolve with our markets, a critical review
of those markets is warranted. In the case of the Gig Platform, as
distinguished from a Marketplace where an independent contractor
relationship fits traditional public policy justifications and a Service
Platform where an employee relationship fits traditional public policy
justifications, no old-world categories fit perfectly. Rather than leaving
Gig Platforms guessing — or spending to fight litigation rather than

80. See, e.g., Josh Lowensohn, Lyft Goes After Uber’s Black Cars With New High-End
Rides, THE VERGE, May 8, 2014, http://www.theverge.com/2014/5/8/5694720/lyft-goes-afterubers-black-cars-with-new-high-end-rides.
81. The ACA and its implementing regulations create a filing requirement for businesses
with 50-100 employees, but only require employers to provide “Minimum Essential Coverage” if
they have 100 or more employees. See Affordable Care Act Tax Provisions for Employers, IRS,
http://www.irs.gov/Affordable-Care-Act/Employers.
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comply with a reasoned framework — there is an opportunity to
promulgate intelligent revisions to worker classification frameworks. If
promulgated from Congress in a way that clearly indicates to the
marketplace where compliance is required, this is feasible. Congress
would need to (1) create a means to identify a Giglancer, such as a
particular annual tax filing, (2) identify where Giglancers should be treated
as employees, (3) identify where they should be treated as independent
contractors, and (4) categorically limit the enforceability of online terms in
wsays consistent with public policy.
“Take it or leave it” terms have grown commonplace in e-commerce,
but there are limits to where public policy permits them. Courts and
administrative agencies have begun, piecemeal, to attempt to define such
limits, but the nature of the worker classification questions and the need for
case-by-case analysis of the issue by a fact finder makes it incredibly
difficult for market actors to implement compliance.
It seems an appropriate time, therefore, for Congress to provide such
guidance. Fortunately, a simple comparison of On-Demand entities reveals
a laser-focused way to do so.

In no event will we, our affiliates, or each of our respective officers, directors,
employees, agents, shareholders or suppliers, be liable to you for any incidental,
special, punitive, consequential, or indirect damages (including, but not limited to,
damages for deletion, corruption, loss of data, loss of programs, failure to store any
information or other content maintained or transmitted by the Lyft Platform, service
interruptions, or for the cost of procurement of substitute services) arising out of or
in connection with the Lyft Platform, the Services, or this Agreement, however
arising including negligence

In the event that you have a dispute with one or more Users, you
agree to release Lyft (including our affiliates and each of our
respective officers, directors, employees, agents, shareholders, and
suppliers) from claims, demands and damages of every kind and
nature, known and unknown, suspected and unsuspected, disclosed
and undisclosed, arising out of or in any way connected to such
disputes with other Users or to your use of the Lyft Platform or
participation in the Services

WINTER 2016]

Uber

Lyft

Common language + COMPANY DOES NOT ACCEPT ANY
The Service is only a venue for connecting Users. Because Company is not involved
LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE QUALITY OR FITNESS in the actual contact between Users or in the completion of the Task, in the event
OF ANY WORK PERFORMED VIA THE SERVICE.
that you have a dispute with one or more Users, you release Company (and our
officers, directors, agents, investors, subsidiaries, and employees) from any and all
IF, NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING EXCLUSIONS, IT claims, demands, or damages (actual or consequential) of every kind and nature,
IS DETERMINED THAT COMPANY OR ITS PARTNERS IN
known and unknown, suspected and unsuspected, disclosed and undisclosed, arising
PROMOTIONS, SWEEPSTAKES OR CONTESTS,
out of or in any way connected with such disputes. Company expressly disclaims
AFFILIATES, ITS LICENSORS, OR ANY OF SUCH PARTIES’ any liability that may arise between Users of its Service.Company has no control
AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
over the use of any User's account and expressly disclaims any liability derived
CORPORATE PARTNERS, OR PARTICIPANTS IS LIABLE
therefrom. Each Tasker hereby waives all rights and releases the Company from,
FOR DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF THE TASKRABBIT
and shall neither sue nor bring any proceeding against any such parties for, any
GUARANTEE TERMS, IN NO EVENT WILL THE
claim or cause of action, whether now known or unknown, for defamation, invasion
AGGREGATE LIABILITY, WHETHER ARISING IN
of right to privacy, publicity or personality or any similar matter, or based upon or
CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE,
relating to the use and exploitation of such Tasker’s identity, likeness or voice in
EXCEED THE TOTAL FEES PAID BY YOU TO COMPANY
connection with the Service.Each User assumes all liability for proper classification
DURING THE SIX (6) MONTHS PRIOR TO THE TIME SUCH of such User’s workers as independent contractors or employees based on applicable
legal guidelines.
CLAIM AROSE.

Uber shall not be liable for any damages resulting from the use of (or inability to
use) the Website or Application (but to the exclusion of death or personal injury),
including damages caused by malware, viruses or any incorrectness or
incompleteness of the Information or the Website or Application, unless such
damage is the result of any wilful misconduct or from gross negligence on the part
of Uber.

Liability Limits

Without prejudice to the foregoing, and insofar as allowed under
mandatory applicable law, Uber’s aggregate liability shall in no
event exceed an amount of EUR 500 or, where applicable, the
equivalent of that amount in the currency used by you for the
payment of the transportation services to the Transportation
Provider.

Liability Cap
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EXCEPT AS PROHIBITED BY LAW, YOU WILL HOLD INCLOUD AND ITS
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS HARMLESS FOR
ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE, HOWEVER IT ARISES (INCLUDING
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND ALL RELATED COSTS AND EXPENSES OF
LITIGATION AND ARBITRATION, OR AT TRIAL OR ON APPEAL, IF
ANY, WHETHER OR NOT LITIGATION OR ARBITRATION IS
INSTITUTED), WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE,
OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, OR ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION ANY CLAIM FOR PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY
DAMAGE, ARISING FROM THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY VIOLATION
BY YOU OF ANY FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAWS, STATUTES,
RULES, OR REGULATIONS, EVEN IF INCLOUD HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. EXCEPT AS
PROHIBITED BY LAW, IF THERE IS LIABILITY FOUND ON THE PART
OF INCLOUD, IT WILL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THE
PRODUCTS AND/OR SERVICES, AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
WILL THERE BE CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES. SOME
STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE
PRIOR LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU
ETSY'S LIABILITY, AND (AS APPLICABLE) THE LIABILITY OF ETSY'S IN NO EVENT SHALL ETSY, AND (AS APPLICABLE) ETSY'S
SUBSIDIARIES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AND SUPPLIERS, SUBSIDIARIES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES OR ETSY'S
TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTIES IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCE IS LIMITED SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER,
TO THE GREATER OF (A) THE AMOUNT OF FEES YOU PAY TO ETSY IN WHETHER DIRECT, INDIRECT, GENERAL, SPECIAL,
THE 12 MONTHS PRIOR TO THE ACTION GIVING RISE TO LIABILITY, COMPENSATORY, CONSEQUENTIAL, AND/OR INCIDENTAL,
AND (B) $100. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF YOU OR
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ANYONE ELSE IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SITE,
ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU
ETSY'S SERVICES, OR THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, BODILY INJURY, EMOTIONAL
DISTRESS, OR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES

Liability Cap
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Etsy

Liability Cap

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 13, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, OR
OTHERWISE) SHALL SHYP BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY
FOR (A) ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOST PROFITS,
LOST SALES OR BUSINESS, LOST DATA, OR (B) ANY DIRECT DAMAGES,
COSTS, LOSSES OR LIABILITIES IN EXCESS OF THE FEES ACTUALLY
PAID BY YOU IN THE LAST SIX (6) MONTHS PRECEDING THE EVENT
GIVING RISE TO YOUR CLAIM, OR, IF NO FEES APPLY, one hundred ($100)
U.S. dollars. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION ALLOCATE THE RISKS
UNDER THIS TOS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, AND THE PARTIES HAVE
RELIED ON THESE LIMITATIONS IN DETERMINING WHETHER TO ENTER
INTO THIS TOS.

Liability Limits
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Uber

“[The Driver] will be solely responsible for any and all liability that results from or
is alleged as a result of your provision of Services, including, but not limited to
personal injuries, death and property damages (however, this provision shall not
limit the scope of Lyft’s insurance policies referenced on
www.lyft.com/safety)…We have no control over the quality or safety of the
transportation that occurs as a result of the Services. We cannot ensure that a
Driver or Rider will complete an arranged transportation service. We cannot
guarantee that each User is who he or she claims to be. Please use common sense
when using the Lyft Platform and Services…“

“The quality of the transportation services requested through the use of the
Application or the Service is entirely the responsibility of the Transportation
Provider who ultimately provides such transportation services to you. Uber under
no circumstance accepts liability in connection with and/or arising from the
transportation services provided by the Transportation Provider or any acts,
actions, behaviour, conduct, and/or negligence on the part of the Transportation
Provider. Any complaints about the transportation services provided by the
Transportation Provider should therefore be submitted to the Transportation
Provider.”

Performance Warranty

36

Where permitted by law, “disclaim any implied warranties of title,
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. Some states do not allow the disclaimer of implied
warranties”; “do not warrant that your use of the Lyft Platform or
Services will be accurate, complete, reliable, current, secure,
uninterrupted, always available, or error-free, or will meet your
requirements, that any defects in the Lyft Platform will be corrected,
or that the Lyft Platform is free of viruses or other harmful
components. We disclaim liability for, and no warranty is made with
respect to, connectivity and availability of the Lyft Platform or
Services.”

Warranty Disclaimers
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Performance Warranty
“Company is not responsible for the performance of Users, nor
does it have control over the quality, timing, legality, failure to
provide, or any other aspect whatsoever of Tasks Clients, nor of
the integrity, responsibility or any of the actions or omissions
whatsoever of any Users. Company does not have control over
the quality, timing or legality of Tasks delivered by its Taskers.
Company makes no representations about the suitability,
reliability, timeliness, or accuracy of the Tasks requested and
provided by Users identified through the Service whether in
public, private, or offline interactions.”

“InCloud is not the publisher or author of the User Content.
InCloud takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for any
content posted by you or any third party -You are legally and
ethically responsible for any User Content - writings, files,
pictures or any other work - that you post or transmit using any
InCloud service that allows interaction or dissemination of
information.”

Warranty Disclaimers

“NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR
COMPLETENESS OF THE CONTENT PROVIDED THROUGH THE SERVICE OR
THE CONTENT OF ANY SITES LINKED TO THE SERVICE”… “ASSUMES NO
LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY (I) ERRORS, MISTAKES, OR
INACCURACIES OF CONTENT, (II) PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE,
OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER, RESULTING FROM YOUR ACCESS TO AND
USE OF THE SERVICE, (III) ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR USE OF OUR
SECURE SERVERS AND/OR ANY AND ALL PERSONAL INFORMATION AND/OR
FINANCIAL INFORMATION STORED THEREIN. NEITHER COMPANY NOR ITS
AFFILIATES OR LICENSORS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONDUCT, WHETHER
ONLINE OR OFFLINE, OF ANY USER… EACH CLIENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
DETERMINING THE TASK AND SELECTING THEIR TASKER AND
DETERMINING THE TASK AND COMPANY DOES NOT WARRANT ANY GOODS
OR SERVICES PURCHASED BY A CLIENT AND DOES NOT RECOMMEND ANY
PARTICULAR TASKRABBIT. COMPANY DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY
WARRANTIES OR GUARANTEES REGARDING ANY TASKER’S PROFESSIONAL
ACCREDITATION, REGISTRATION OR LICENCE.”

“TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, INCLOUD EXPRESSLY
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NONINFRINGEMENT….INCLOUD MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT: (A) THE SITE,
APPLICATIONS, OR THE MATERIALS WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS; (B)
THE SITE, APPLICATIONS, OR THE MATERIALS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AN
UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR ERROR-FREE BASIS; (C) THE RESULTS
THAT MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE USE OF THE SITE, APPLICATIONS, OR
ANY MATERIALS OFFERED THROUGH THE SITE OR APPLICATIONS, WILL BE
ACCURATE OR RELIABLE; OR (D) THE QUALITY OF ANY PRODUCTS,
SERVICES, INFORMATION OR OTHER MATERIAL PURCHASED OR OBTAINED
BY YOU THROUGH THE SITE, APPLICATIONS, OR IN RELIANCE ON THE
MATERIALS WILL MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS.”
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Performance Warranty
“Etsy has no control over the quality, safety, morality or legality of any aspect of
the items listed, the truth or accuracy of the listings, the ability of sellers to sell items
or the ability of buyers to pay for items. Etsy does not pre-screen users (except for
services that require an application) or the content or information provided by users.
Etsy cannot ensure that a buyer or seller will actually complete a transaction…Etsy
cannot guarantee the true identity, age, and nationality of a user. Etsy encourages
you to communicate directly with potential transaction partners through the tools
available on the Site. You may also wish to consider using a third-party escrow
service or services that provide additional user verification…”

“If a shipment is lost or damaged while in Shyp’s Possession, you may file a claim
with Shyp for reimbursement. All claims must be initiated within [30 days] of the
mailing date by contacting us at [hello@shyp.com] where we will provide more
details on how to file a claim. The original receipt of the shipping label and an image
or photograph of the damaged item may be required when filing a claim. If the
recipient accepts the shipment without noting any damage on the delivery record, we
will assume the shipment was delivered in good condition. In order for us to
consider a claim for damage, the contents, original shipping cartons, and packing
must be available to us for inspection. Written documentation (such as a receipt)
supporting the amount of a claim will also be required. All supporting
documentation must be submitted within 30 days of claim initiation (60 days of
mailing date) of the mailing date.”

Warranty Disclaimers
“[Where local law permits], ETSY [and its affiliates]
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, PERFORMANCE, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
IN ADDITION, NO ADVICE OR INFORMATION (ORAL OR
WRITTEN) OBTAINED BY YOU FROM ETSY SHALL
CREATE ANY WARRANTY.” “You agree that Etsy is a venue
and as such is not responsible or liable for any content, for example,
data, text, information, usernames, graphics, images, photographs,
profiles, audio, video, items, and links posted by you, other users, or
outside parties on Etsy. You use the Etsy service at your own risk.”
“THE SERVICE, INCLUDING THE SITE, SOFTWARE AND
CONTENT, AND ANY SERVER AND NETWORK
COMPONENTS ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” AND “AS
AVAILABLE” BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY
KIND, AND SHYP EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL
WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT.“
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No indemnity; hold harmless cause for any damage arising “out of or in connection with” the Terms.

Claims due to or arising from breach of the Terms, violations of law, or violations of any tinned party rights.

Claims “arising or resulting from your breach of this TOS, any of Your Content, or your other access, contribution to, use or misuse of the Service.”

Uber

Taskers’ worker misclassification/employment claims arising from platform use, as well as “(i) your use or inability to use the Service, or (ii) any content
submitted by you or using your account to the Service, including, but not limited to the extent such content may infringe on the intellectual rights of a third
party or otherwise be illegal or unlawful.“

WINTER 2016]

Claims relating to or arising out of your use of the Lyft Platform and participation in the Services (in violation of laws or third party rights)

In connection with: “(i) your use of the Services or services or goods obtained through your use of the Services; (ii) your breach or violation of any of these
Terms; (iii) Uber's use of your User Content; or (iv) your violation of the rights of any third party, including Third Party Providers” and damage to Uber
arising from User Content posted, user “violation or breach of any term of these User Terms or any applicable law or regulation, whether or not referenced
herein,” user “violation of any rights of any third party, including Transportation Providers arranged via the Application, or your use or misuse of the
Application or Service ”

Warranty Disclaimers
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I. Introduction: Humanity’s Ambassadors to the Heavens
On July 20, 1969, Apollo 11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin became the first human beings to land on the surface of the moon.
Thereafter, Armstrong stepped off the “Eagle” and said, “[t]hat’s one small
step for a man, one giant leap for Mankind.”1 It is estimated that 600
million viewers watched the moon landing.2 During this time, Neil
Armstrong took some of the most memorable and awe-inspiring
photographs and film ever, including one of his fellow astronaut, Buzz
Aldrin.3 While on the moon, the astronauts received a phone call from
President Richard Nixon. He told them, “because of what you have done,
the heavens have become a part of man’s world . . . For one priceless
moment in the whole history of man, all the people on this Earth are truly
one.”4 The Apollo 11 astronauts were heroes.
Upon their return to Earth, the astronauts quickly became cultural
celebrities, receiving the Presidential Medal of Freedom and appearing in
parades throughout the world.5 New York City welcomed the astronauts
from the Apollo 11 mission with a ticker tape parade, which was, at the
time, the largest parade in the city’s history.6 The astronauts also travelled
the world in the Giantstep-Apollo 11 Presidential Goodwill Tour, which
carried the astronauts through twenty-four countries and twenty-seven
cities in forty-five days.7 The public’s appetite for information about the
historic moon walk and for the astronauts themselves was insatiable. Not
only were the photographs and film taken on the moon’s surface
immensely valuable as historic and scientific records, they had tremendous
commercial value, gracing the cover of virtually every magazine that
mattered at the time — the July 25, 1969 edition of Time Magazine, the

1. NASA PUBLIC AFFAIRS, THE KENNEDY SPACE CENTER STORY (1991), available at
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/about/history/story/ch8.html.
2. NASA PUBLIC AFFAIRS, supra note 1.
3. BUZZ ALDRIN & KEN ABRAHAM, MAGNIFICENT DESOLATION: THE LONG JOURNEY
HOME FROM THE MOON 39 (Crown Archetype 2009).
4. BUZZ ALDRIN & KEN ABRAHAM, supra note 3.
5. Biographies of Apollo 11 Astronauts, PROJECT APOLLO, http://history.nasa.gov/
ap11ann/astrobios.htm (last visited Mar. 2, 2015).
6. Michael Hahn, New York City Welcomes the Apollo 11 Astronauts, GREAT IMAGES IN
NASA, http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/ABSTRACTS/GPN-2002-000034.html (last updated May 13,
2010).
7. Michael Hahn, President Nixon Meets the Apollo 11 Astronauts on the Lawn of the
White House, GREAT IMAGES IN NASA, http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/ABSTRACTS/GPN-2002000019.html (last updated May 13, 2010).
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August 8, 1969, edition of Life Magazine, and Life Magazine’s Special
Report of the Apollo 11 mission.8
Subsequent journeys to the moon and into space have produced
further iconic photographs. For example, on August 1, 1971, Col. James
Irwin, the Lunar Module Pilot for the Apollo 15 mission, was captured in a
now-famous photograph saluting the flag while on the moon’s surface with
the lunar module in the background. In 1984, Bruce McCandless was the
first astronaut to make an untethered free flight in space and a wellrecognized photograph shows him flying in space about 320 meters away
from the cargo bay of the space shuttle Challenger.
Interest in the early days of space exploration has not waned.
Hollywood has produced numerous films and television programs
regarding astronauts and their journey to the moon. Notably, Ron Howard
directed the feature film Apollo 13 in 1995, drawing enormous crowds
worldwide and earning over $355 million.9 Similarly, HBO produced
From the Earth to the Moon, a twelve-part mini-series that chronicled the
Apollo expeditions to the moon, which cost approximately $68 million to
produce.10
Since the early days of the American space program, companies have
recognized the commercial value of associating their products with an
astronaut’s identity and have sought to capitalize on the goodwill
engendered by them. These companies retained astronauts as product
spokespersons and have licensed the use of their names, likenesses, images,
or identities in advertising for considerable value.11 For example, shortly
after Alan B. Shepard, the first American to travel to outer space, returned
from his historic flight, he was presented with a new 1962 Corvette from
General Motors, as were other astronauts from the Mercury, Gemini, and

8. Neil Armstrong, TIME, July 25, 1969, http://www.time.com/time/covers/ 0,16641,1969
0725,00.html (last visited Mar. 2, 2015); Time Life Pictures, Footprints and Photographs by Neil
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin, LIFE, Aug. 8, 1969, http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/50704185
/Time-Life-Pictures (last visited Mar. 2, 2015); Ben Cosgrove, ‘To the Moon and Back’: LIFE’s
Complete Special Issue on Apollo 11, LIFE, Aug. 8, 1969, http://life.time.com/history/apollo-11to-the-moon-and-back-life-magazine-lunar-landing/# 1.
9. Apollo 13, BOX OFFICE MOJO, http://boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=apollo13.htm (last
visited Mar. 2, 2015).
10. From the Earth to the Moon, INTERNET MOVIE DATABASE, http://www.imdb.com/title
/tt0120570/business (last visited Mar. 2, 2015).
11. ALDRIN & ABRAHAM, supra note 3, at 256-65; JAMES HANSEN, FIRST MAN: THE LIFE
OF NEIL A. ARMSTRONG 627–28 (Simon & Schuster 2005); Mem. of P. & A. in Supp. of Pl.
Nancy Conrad’s Mot. for Prelim. Inj. at 3–4, Conrad v. Media Group, No. SA CV 00-570-DOC
(Anx) (C.D. Cal. Aug. 30, 2000) (from 1992 to 1999 Dura Lube paid Conrad nearly $400,000 to
use Conrad’s celebrity in marketing its products).
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Apollo space programs.12 Astronauts have also appeared in television
commercials or have otherwise promoted a variety of products for
corporations such as Boeing,13 Fidelity Investments,14 General Motors,15
Hasbro Inc.,16 HBO,17 Honda,18 Jockey International, Inc.,19 Kodak Film,20
Louis Vuitton,21 Nike,22 PepsiCo,23 Progressive Insurance,24 Snapple
Beverages,25 and Volkswagen,26 to name a few.
Although many companies recognize that astronauts should be
compensated for the use of their celebrity status for commercial purposes,27
a number of companies have used astronauts’ names, images, likenesses,
and voices without obtaining permission from or providing compensation
to the astronaut whose identity has been invoked for commercial purposes.
Seeking to protect the commercial value and goodwill associated with their
names, several astronauts have challenged, most commonly in California,

12. Commemorating 50 Years of Corvettes and Astronauts, GM NEWS (May 5, 2011),
http://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2011/May/0505
_corvettes.html.
13. Zack Winnick, Buzz Aldrin, Topps Butt Heads Over Iconic Moon Shot, LAW 360 (Apr.
25, 2011, 9:28 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/241324/buzz-aldrin-topps-butt-heads-overiconic-moon-shot.
14. David Gianatasio, Fidelity Makes Strange Bedfellows, AD WEEK (Oct. 18, 1999, 12:00
AM), http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising/fidelity-makes-strange-bedfellows-41186; Dale
Buss, Online Advertising Report - 11 Fidelity Investments, MARKETING MAG. (Aug. 1, 2000),
http://www.marketingmagazine.co.uk/article/136992.
15. Winnick, supra note 13.
16. Rebecca Maksel, Guys and Dolls: G.I. Joe Is 50, AIRSPACEMAG. (Feb. 6, 2014),
http://www.airspacemag.com/daily-planet/guys-and-dolls-gi-joe-turns-50-180949667/?no-ist.
17. Winnick, supra note 13.
18. See Winnick, supra note 13.
19. Jockey Unveils New Men’s Marketing Campaign “Supporting Greatness,” JOCKEY
BLOG (Aug. 19, 2014), http://blog.jockey.com/jockey-unveils-mens-marketing-campaignsupporting-greatness/.
20. Winnick, supra note 13.
21. Rachel Dodes, New Vuitton Ad Campaign: The Right Stuff?, WALL ST. J SPEAKEASY
BLOG (June 1, 2009, 12:01 AM), http://blogs.wsj.com/speakeasy/2009/06/01/new-vuitton-adcampaign-the-right-stuff/.
22. Winnick, supra note 13.
23. See Winnick, supra note 13.
24. Buzz Aldrin Highlights and Achievements, http://buzzaldrin.com/files/pdf/Highlights_
Achievements.pdf (last visited Sept. 14, 2015).
25. Winnick, supra note 13; Christy Fisher, Star Fails to Rise for Moon Landing, ADVER.
AGE, (June 20, 1994), available at http://adage.com/article/news/star-fails-rise-moon-landing/86
579/.
26. See Advertisement, LIFE 4 (Apr. 28, 1972).
27. ALDRIN & ABRAHAM, supra note 3, at 264 (“Fortunately, most of my commercial
endeavors were about building positive relationships, rather than chasing after infringements.”).
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the unauthorized commercial use of their name and likeness by invoking
common law and statutory causes of action that protect one’s right to
control the commercial use of one’s identity — often referred to as the right
of publicity.28 Although their efforts have not led to a published opinion,
the results have been highly favorable for the astronauts and, in many
cases, enjoyed considerable media attention prior to settlement.
This article examines the efforts by astronauts to establish and protect
their publicity rights. Part I summarizes the development of the right of
publicity generally. Part II discusses the development of that right within
California jurisprudence. Part III analyzes the arguments offered against
astronauts who have been compelled to protect their publicity rights in
court. Finally, Part IV addresses practical concerns arising from the
prospect of facing off against an astronaut (or his or her estate) before a
jury. This article concludes that an astronaut generally will be able to
successfully invoke right-of-publicity laws against companies that use the
astronaut’s name or image in products and advertising without securing a
license.

II. The Origins of the Right of Publicity
The right of publicity “is the inherent right of every human being to
control the commercial use of his or her identity.”29 Whether based on
common law or established by statute, claims for misappropriation of the
publicity rights of both living and deceased persons most commonly
involve the unauthorized use of an individual’s identity on merchandise or
in the advertising of goods or services.30
This right historically derives from state privacy law, which in turn
was first concretely articulated by Louis Brandeis and Samuel D. Warren in
their now-famous 1890 law review article, “The Right to Privacy.”31 After
Brandeis and Warren’s article was published, states began to recognize

28. ALDRIN & ABRAHAM, supra note 3, at 256–65; HANSEN, supra note 11, at 627–28.
29. 1 J. THOMAS MCCARTHY, THE RIGHTS OF PUBLICITY AND PRIVACY § 1:3 (2d ed.
2010). Of course, such control implies not only the power to permit a particular use, but also the
power to refuse a use. See Abdul-Jabbar v. Gen. Motors Corp., 85 F.3d 407, 415 (9th Cir. 1996)
(“[T]he right of publicity protects not only a celebrity’s ‘sole right to exploit’ his identity, but also
his decision not to use his name or identity for commercial purposes.”) (citation omitted).
30. Bela G. Lugosi, Competing Perspectives and Divergent Analyses California Expands
the Statutory Right of Publicity for Deceased Celebrities While Its Courts are Examining the First
Amendment Limitations of That Statute, 10 DEPAUL-LCA J. ART & ENT. L. & POL’Y, 259, 261
(2000).
31. MCCARTHY, supra note 29, § 1:4; Robert T. Thompson III, Image As Personal
Property: How Privacy Law Has Influenced the Right of Publicity, 16 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 155,
161 (2009).
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privacy rights.32 Initially, these rights amounted simply to the right to be
However, celebrities began to complain about the
left alone.33
commercialization of their identities not so much because they wanted to
be left alone, but rather because they wanted “to control when, where and
how their identity” was used and to receive compensation for that use.34 In
1953, the Second Circuit concluded that the common law of New York
recognized just such a right in Haelan Labs., Inc. v. Topps Chewing Gum,
Inc.35 The Haelan court held
[T]hat, in addition to and independent of that right of privacy
(which in New York derives from statute), a man has a right in the
publicity value of his photograph, i.e., the right to grant the
exclusive privilege of publishing his picture, and that such a grant
may validly be made “in gross,” i.e., without an accompanying
transfer of a business or of anything else.36

The Haelan court remarked that “[t]his right might be called a ‘right
of publicity.’”37
This innovation was not received with immediate and universal
acclaim.38 Nevertheless, other courts slowly began to embrace the idea that
a person should not only be able to demand to be left alone, but also be able
to exercise some say in the commercial use of their identity by others.39
Over time, “practical and economic concerns resulted in recognizing
publicity as a separate tort, which transformed it into an interest in property
rather than privacy.”40 Thus, during the 1970s, beginning with California,

32. MCCARTHY, supra note 29, §§ 1:4, 1:15–18.
33. MCCARTHY, supra note 29, § 1:7.
34. MCCARTHY, supra note 29, § 1:7. This is not to imply that the right is limited to
celebrities. See Nimmer Article, 217 (“Since its inception, authorities have recognized that ‘the
right should be available to everyone.’”).
35. Haelan Labs, Inc. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., 202 F.2d 866, 868 (2d Cir. 1953) (“We
think the New York decisions recognize such a right.”).
36. Id.
37. Id.
38. See Strickler v. Nat’l Broad. Co., 167 F. Supp. 68, 70 (S.D. Cal. 1958) (“This Court
does not feel it wishes to blaze the trail to establish in California a cause of action based upon the
right of publicity.”); MCCARTHY, supra note 29, § 1:29.
39. Hogan v. A. S. Barnes & Co., Inc., No. 8645, 1957 WL 7316 (Ct. Com. Pl. Pa. June 19,
1957); Sharman v. C. Schmidt & Sons, Inc., 216 F. Supp. 401, 407 (E.D. Pa. 1963); Cabaniss v.
Hipsley, 151 S.E.2d 496, 504 (Ga. Ct. App. 1966); Cepeda v. Swift & Co., 415 F.2d 1205, 1206
(8th Cir. 1969); Uhlaender v. Henricksen, 316 F. Supp. 1277, 1282 (D. Minn. 1970), abrogated
by Dryer v. Nat’l Football League, No. 09-2182 (PAM/FLN), 2014 WL 5106738 (D. Minn. Oct.
10, 2014).
40. Thompson, supra note 31, at 157.
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five states passed statutory protections that encompass the right of an
individual to control the commercial exploitation of his or her identity.41 In
1977, the United States Supreme Court decided Zacchini v. ScrippsHoward Broadcasting Co., the only right-of-publicity case the Court has
ever taken.42 The Court observed that “[t]here is no doubt . . . that the right
of publicity which petitioner was held to possess was a right arising under
Ohio law.”43 As the Court recognized, “‘[n]o social purpose is served by
having the defendant get free some aspect of the plaintiff that would have
market value and for which he would normally pay.’”44 Since that time,
the right of publicity has become an unquestionable fixture of American
jurisprudence.45

III. The Right of Publicity in California
Because many of the right-of-publicity actions brought by astronauts
have been filed in California, this article focuses on California law and
jurisprudence.46 However, as the prior section establishes, the right of
publicity is recognized in other states as well.47
In California, both the common law and statutory law protect the right
of a person to control the commercial use of his or her identity.48
California’s common law cause of action (often referred to as “commercial
misappropriation” but substantively indistinguishable from the right of
publicity) is available to a plaintiff who can establish (1) the defendant’s
use of the plaintiff’s identity; (2) the appropriation of plaintiff’s name or
likeness to defendant’s advantage, commercially or otherwise; (3) lack of
consent; and (4) resulting injury.49

41. CAL. CIV. CODE § 3344 (West 1972); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 9-1-28 (West 1972); MASS.
GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 214, § 3A (West 197[3/4]); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 995.50(2)(b) (West 1977);
NEB. REV. STAT. § 20-202 (1979).
42. Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broad. Co., 433 U.S. 562 (1977).
43. Id. at 566.
44. Id. at 576 (citing Harry Kalven, Jr., Privacy in Tort Law—Were Warren and Brandeis
Wrong?, 31 Law & Contemp. Probs. 326, 331 (1966)).
45. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF UNFAIR COMPETITION §§ 46–49 (1995);
McCarthy, supra note 29, § 1:38.
46. See infra note 62.
47. McCarthy, supra note 29, § 6:3 (“[U]nder either statute or common law, the right of
publicity is recognized as the law of 31 states.”).
48. Hoffman v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 255 F.3d 1180, 1183 (9th Cir. 2001).
49. Downing v. Abercrombie & Fitch, 265 F.3d 994, 1001 (9th Cir. 2001).
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Section 3344 of the California Civil Code compliments the common
law cause of action for commercial misappropriation.50 As initially
enacted, Section 3344 “applied only to an unauthorized use ‘for purposes
of advertising products, merchandise, goods or services, or for purposes of
solicitation of purchases of products . . .”’51 In 1984, Section 3344 “was
amended to encompass any unauthorized use “on or in products,
merchandise, or goods . . .”52 Even in its current state, however, Section
3344 is narrower than the common law right of publicity in a few distinct
ways.
First, the section requires that the defendant’s use be knowing and that
the use have a direct connection to the commercial purpose.53 Second, the
Ninth Circuit has observed that Section 3344 “is apparently limited to
commercial appropriations.”54 Third, the Ninth Circuit has held that
California’s common law right of publicity, which applies to the
misappropriation of another’s “identity,” is broader than the statutory right,
which applies only to the misappropriation of another’s “name, voice,
signature, photograph, or likeness . . . .”55 This final distinction, however,
has been criticized by at least one California court.56 Suffice to say, in
addition to proving the elements of the common law cause of action, a
plaintiff making a claim under Section 3344 must allege a knowing use by
the defendant as well as a direct connection between the alleged use and the
commercial purpose.57

50. Eastwood v. Superior Court, 149 Cal. App. 3d 409, 416–17 (1983); CAL. CIV. CODE §
3344(g) (West 1972) (“The remedies provided for in this section are cumulative and shall be in
addition to any others provided for by law.”).
51. KNB Enters. v. Matthews, 92 Cal. Rptr. 2d 713, 717 n.5 (2000) (quoting CAL. CIV.
CODE § 3344(a) (West 1972)).
52. Id.
53. CAL. CIV. CODE § 3344 (West 1972) (“Any person who knowingly uses another’s
name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, in any manner . . . .”) (emphasis added).
54. Abdul-Jabbar v. Gen. Motors Corp., 85 F.3d 407, 414 (9th Cir. 1996).
55. Id. (citing White v. Samsung Elecs. Am., Inc., 971 F.2d 1395, 1397 (9th Cir. 1992), as
amended (Aug. 19, 1992); Midler v. Ford Motor Co., 849 F.2d 460, 463 (9th Cir. 1988)).
56. Ackerman v. Ferry, 2002 WL 31506931, at *17 (Cal. Ct. App. Nov. 12, 2002) (“We
note that although no California court has addressed such a theory, our Supreme Court has
described the reach of the statute in dicta as protecting ‘identity’. . . as well as ‘personality.’”
(quoting Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 395 (2001); Guglielmi v.
Spelling-Goldberg Prods., 603 P.2d 454, 461 (1979))).
57. See Eastwood v. Superior Court, 149 Cal. App. 3d 409, 417 (1983); CAL. CIV. CODE §
3344(a) (West 1972) (“Any person who knowingly uses another’s name, voice, signature,
photograph, or likeness, in any manner, on or in products, merchandise, or goods, or for purposes
of advertising or selling, or soliciting purchase of, products, merchandise, goods or services,
without such person’s prior consent . . . shall be liable for any damages sustained by the person or
persons injured as a result thereof.”).
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Where the person whose identity is being misappropriated has died,
Section 3344.1 provides a posthumous right of publicity by establishing a
cause of action belonging to that person to whom the interest has been
transferred or to whom it has descended. Under Section 3344.1, such a
person may sue for the unauthorized use “in any manner” of a deceased
person’s “name, voice, signature, photograph or likeness” for commercial
purposes.58 Section 3344.1 requires “proof of the same elements” as
Section 3344.59

IV. Astronauts Vindicate Their Right of Publicity
Astronauts have consistently resisted the infringement of their right of
publicity when their identities have been used for commercial purposes
without their consent.60 During litigation, offending companies have raised

58. CAL. CIV. CODE § 3344.1(a)(1) (West 1972) (“Any person who uses a deceased
personality’s name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, in any manner, on or in products,
merchandise, or goods, or for purposes of advertising or selling, or soliciting purchases of,
products, merchandise, goods, or services, without prior consent from the person or persons
specified in subdivision (c), shall be liable for any damages sustained by the person or persons
injured as a result thereof.”).
59. Estate of Fuller v. Maxfield & Oberton Holdings, LLC, 906 F. Supp. 2d 997, 1007
(N.D. Cal. 2012); see also Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 392
(2001) (“The statute was evidently modeled on section 3344: many of the key provisions of the
two statutory schemes were identical”); (Unlike Section 3344, Section 3344.1(a)(1) omits the
word “knowingly.”).
60. See, e.g., Aldrin, supra note 3, at 263–64 (discussing right-of-publicity actions filed
against such companies as Bacardi-Martini, a liquor company, Omega, a watch manufacturer, and
Action Products, a toy company); Hansen, supra note 11 at 627–28 (describing lawsuit by Neil
Armstrong against Hallmark for use of his likeness on an ornament); Bill Romano, Neil
Armstrong sues over use of name in ad, BOCA RATON NEWS, Feb. 6, 1997, at 16A (describing
lawsuit by Neil Armstrong against producers of ergonomic office equipment who used
Armstrong’s name a photograph in advertisements), available at http://news.google.com/newspap
ers?nid=1291&dat=19970206&id=1ClUAAAAIBAJ&sjid=TY4DAAAAIBAJ&pg=4495,173122
1 (also described on page 28 of company’s SEC filing, available at http://www.sec.gov/Archive
s/edgar/data/1042488/0000950134-97-006219.txt); Conrad v. Media Group, No. SA CV 00-570DOC (Anx) (C.D. Cal. Aug. 30, 2000) (action based on use of deceased astronaut Charles “Pete”
Conrad Jr.’s likeness to promote automobile-related products); Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals,
Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000) (action based on use of astronaut Buzz
Aldrin’s photograph on commemorative medallion); Conrad v. Action Prods, Inc., No. SA CV
99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000) (action based on use of lunar landing photograph,
containing astronauts Aldrin, Conrad, and James B. Irwin, on the back of packaging of toy); Irwin
v. Fisher Pen Co. Nev., 2002 WL 31961659 (Cal. Super. Ct. Sept. 17, 2002), available in 3
TRIALS DIGEST 6th 11 (Jan., 20, 2003) (action based on use of photograph containing astronaut
James Irwin in products as well as packaging and advertisements); Aldrin v. Encore Software,
No. BC 305356 (Cal. Super. Ct.), available in Unauthorized Use of Famed Lunar Photo Alleged
to Violate Astronaut’s Publicity Rights, 8 ELEC. COMMERCE & LAW (BNA) 1153, 1168 (2003)
(discussing software product packaging containing Visor Shot of Aldrin); Universal Spaceworks
v. Intervisual Commc’ns, No. SC 063264 (Cal. Super. Ct.); Aldrin v. Topps Co., Inc., 2011 WL
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a variety of arguments for the proposition that astronauts should not enjoy a
right of publicity; or, at least, that the particular appropriation did not run
afoul of the right. Some of these defenses are uniquely tied to the
astronaut’s status qua astronaut, including that (1) an astronaut is not
“readily identifiable” in a photograph of the astronaut within a space suit;61
(2) advertisements and merchandise related to the events surrounding
astronauts should be exempt from right-of-publicity claims under the First
Amendment because such events are of significant historical and public
interest;62 (3) astronauts should be precluded from invoking the right of
publicity because they are employed by the United States government and
some are members of the United States Armed Forces;63 and (4) NASA has
placed the iconic photographs of astronauts within the public domain.64
As discussed below, however, these arguments are inconsistent with
the controlling precedents. Indeed, in the few cases these arguments have
been advanced, they have nearly unanimously met with defeat.

4500013 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 27, 2011) (action based on use of Visor Shot of Aldrin); Aldrin v.
Bacardi-Martini U.S.A., Inc., No. SACV 98-544 LHM (EEx) (C.D. Cal.) (action based on use of
astronaut’s photograph in connection with advertisement for alcohol beverage); Ben Evans,
‘Plenty of People to Talk to Me’: 30 Years Since First Untethered Spacewalk (Part 2) (Feb. 2,
2014) (noting that Astronaut Bruce McCandless and singer Dido amicably settled a dispute
arising from the use of McCandless in space on one of Dido’s album covers), available at
http://www.americaspace.com/?p=50663; see also Yeager v. Virgin Am. Inc., 2014 WL 801421
(Cal. Ct. App., Feb. 28 2014) (action based on right-of-publicity claims by Charles E. “Chuck”
Yeager, who was the first pilot to exceed the sound barrier and was discussed in Tom Wolfe’s
celebrated book about the early space program, “The Right Stuff”); Yeager v. Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc., No. 109CV151913 (Cal. Sept. 10, 2009) (discussing same).
61. See Opp’n to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 3, Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC
220608 (Cal. Jan. 21, 2000); 3 TRIALS DIGEST 6th 11 (Jan. 20, 2003) (“Defendants The Fisher
Pen Company of Nevada and Paul C. Fisher dba Fisher Space Pen Company contended that the
photograph used in their products and advertising portrayed a generic astronaut rather than the
identifiable image of Col. Irwin. They contended that Col. Irwin was not recognizable in a space
suit.”); Opp’n to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 7–10, Conrad v. Action Prods., Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223
DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000); Compl. 4, Aldrin v. Bacardi-Martini U.S.A., Inc., No.
SACV 98-544 LHM (EEx) (C.D. Cal. June 23, 1998).
62. See Dem. to Pl.’s Compl. 7–10 & Opp’n to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 4–5, Aldrin v. Unified
Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Jan. 21, 2000); Resp. to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 14–18,
Conrad v. Action Prods, Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000); Mot. to
Strike Compl. 14–17 & Opp’n to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 9–12, Aldrin v. Topps Co., Inc., No. CV
10-09939 DDP (FMOx), 2011 WL 4500013 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 27, 2011).
63. See Opp’n to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 3, Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC
220608 (Cal. Jan. 21, 2000).
64. Id.; Resp. to Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 13–14, Conrad v. Action Prods., Inc., No. SA CV 991223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000).
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A. An Astronaut is “Readily Identifiable” in an Iconic Photograph of
Him or Her in a Space Suit During a Space Exploration Mission

Where a defendant misappropriates a photograph or likeness of a
plaintiff, a plaintiff must establish that he or she is “readily identifiable” in
the misappropriated image.65 Civil Code Section 3344(b)(1) provides the
standard: “A person shall be deemed to be readily identifiable from a
photograph when one who views the photograph with the naked eye can
reasonably determine that the person depicted in the photograph is the same
person who is complaining of its unauthorized use.” As stated above,
companies that misappropriate the iconic photographs of astronauts in their
space suits during missions have argued that an astronaut within a space
suit is not “readily identifiable” because his facial features are not visible.
This argument fails, however, where the subject of a photograph can be
“readily identifiable” even though the facial features of the subject are not
visible from the photograph or image.
In Newcombe v. Adolf Coors Co., the Ninth Circuit held that an
advertisement by defendant Adolf Coors Co. misappropriated the identity
of former major league baseball Dodger all-star Donald Newcombe.66
That advertisement contained a drawing of a baseball pitcher in a windup
position and the background included a single infielder and an oldfashioned outfield fence. The depicted player’s facial features were not
clearly visible. The players’ uniforms did not depict an actual team, and
the background did not depict an actual stadium. However, Newcombe,
along with family, friends, and former teammates, immediately recognized
the pitcher featured in the advertisement as Newcombe in his playing days.
In reaching its decision, the court noted that the drawing was virtually
identical to a photograph of Newcombe from a newspaper taken years
prior. The pitcher’s distinctive stance, proportions, and shape were
identical to the photograph, and even the styling of the uniform was
identical, right down to the wrinkles in the pants. On this basis, the court
stated that “[a] jury could rationally find from this that Newcombe was
readily identifiable, even though his facial features were not entirely
visible.”67
Similarly, in Motschenbacher v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., the
plaintiff was Lothar Motschenbacher, an internationally famous race car
driver. Motschenbacher was known for “individualizing” his car to set it
apart from those of other drivers and to make it more readily identifiable as

65.
66.
67.

Newcombe v. Adolf Coors Co., 157 F.3d 686, 692 (9th Cir. 1998).
Id.
Id.
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his own.68 Defendant R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company produced a
television commercial that used an image of Motschenbacher’s racing car
in an advertisement with the word “Winston,” the name of its product, on
the car.69 Motschenbacher’s facial features behind the car’s windscreen
and helmet were not visible in the image. Motschenbacher brought an
action against R.J. Reynolds for injunctive relief and damages for
misappropriation of his name, likeness, and personality in the United States
District Court for the Central District of California. Several of plaintiff’s
affiants, who had seen the commercial on television, had immediately
recognized Motschenbacher’s car and had inferred that it was sponsored by
Winston cigarettes.70 Notwithstanding, the district court granted summary
judgment in favor of R.J. Reynolds, holding that the driver of the car in the
commercial was anonymous, unrecognizable, and unidentified, and that a
reasonable inference could not be drawn that the driver was
Motschenbacher.71
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit, applying California law, held that the
“likeness” of Motschenbacher was not recognizable, but that the driver of
the car was nonetheless identifiable as Motschenbacher.72 In reaching this
conclusion, the court noted that the district court failed to attribute proper
significance to the uniquely distinguishing decorations appearing on
Motschenbacher’s car.73 These markings were not only peculiar to the
plaintiff’s car, but they caused some persons to think the car in the
advertisement was driven by the plaintiff.74
Finally, in White v. Samsung Electronics America, Inc., plaintiff
Vanna White was the hostess of “Wheel of Fortune,” which is “one of the
most popular game shows in television history.”75 Defendants Samsung
Electronics America, Inc., and David Deutsch Associates, Inc., ran
advertisements in half a dozen publications for Samsung electronic
products “hypothesizing outrageous future outcomes for the cultural
items[.]”76 One of these advertisements “depicted a robot, dressed in a wig,

68. Motschenbacher v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, 498 F.2d 821, 822 (9th Cir.
1974).
69. Id. at 822.
70. Id.
71. Id. at 822–23.
72. Id. at 827.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. White v. Samsung, 971 F.2d 1395, 1397 (9th Cir. 1992), as amended (Aug. 19, 1992).
76. “For example, one lampooned current popular notions of an unhealthy diet by depicting
a raw steak with the caption: ‘Revealed to be health food. 2010 A.D.’ Another depicted irreverent
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gown, and jewelry which Deutsch consciously selected to resemble
White’s hair and dress.” The robot was posed, in a stance for which White
is famous, next to a game board clearly intended to reflect the Wheel of
Fortune game show set. The caption on the advertisement read: “Longestrunning game show. 2012 A.D.”
After the advertisement was circulated, White sued Samsung and
Deutsch in the United States District Court for the Central District of
California and brought claims under California’s common law and
statutory right of publicity, inter alia. The district court dismissed both
claims on the ground that the robot was not a “likeness” of White within
the meaning of Section 3344 and that the defendants had not appropriated
White’s identity within the meaning of the common law. “Without
deciding for all purposes when a caricature or impressionistic resemblance
might become a ‘likeness,’” the Ninth Circuit agreed that the robot was not
White’s “likeness” within the meaning of Section 3344. However, the
court held that the common law right of publicity’s first element is not
confined to cases wherein the defendant merely uses the plaintiff’s “name
or likeness.” Rather, the court held, the right can be invoked wherever the
defendant has misappropriated the plaintiff’s identity. This may occur even
where “the individual aspects of the advertisement” do little to indicate the
identity of plaintiff. The element is satisfied, at least, where, when all the
aspects of the advertisement are viewed together, they leave little doubt
that the ad is meant to depict the plaintiff.77
These holdings accord with J. Thomas McCarthy, who observed in
this regard:
[t]o establish liability, plaintiff need prove no more than that he or
she is reasonably identifiable in defendant’s use to more than a de
minimis number of persons. Thus, unlike trademark law, which
requires a significant percentage of potential customers be likely to
be confused, there should be no particular quantum of people who
in fact identified plaintiff from defendant’s use. Rather the number

‘news’-show host Morton Downey Jr. in front of an American flag with the caption: ‘Presidential
candidate. 2008 A.D.’” Id. at 1396.
77. Samsung and Deutsch sought en banc review, but the Ninth Circuit rejected the
petition. 989 F.2d 1512 (9th Cir. 1993). Judge Alex Kozinski dissented from the denial, and
observed that, under the ruling, the right of publicity would likely extend to “[a] commercial with
an astronaut setting foot on the moon . . . .” Id. at 1515. Although Judge Kozinski’s rejection of
the Ninth Circuit’s holding is a minority view that has never prevailed; his prediction about the
right of publicity extending to astronauts was prescient and has proven to be entirely accurate.
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of people who can reasonably identify plaintiff goes to the context
of the remedy.78

Newcombe, Motschenbacher, and White support the proposition that,
where a company misappropriates the photograph of an astronaut in his
spacesuit on a mission, the astronaut is nonetheless still “readily
identifiable.” Although the astronaut’s face may not be visible in such a
photograph, Newcombe and Motschenbacher explicitly rejected the
argument that an individual’s facial feature must be visible in order to
satisfy the “readily identifiable” requirement. Rather, the crucial question
is whether the photograph would lead some viewers to infer that the
astronaut is the one depicted. There is no doubt that the photograph of an
astronaut on a mission would lead some viewers to infer the astronaut’s
identity. The public is enthralled by missions to space, and follows them
closely. Inevitably, photographs taken of astronauts on such missions are
widely circulated.79
Thus, when such photographs appear in
advertisements, many, (if not most) members of the public will recognize
the photograph and know whom the astronaut depicted is. Such cases
easily surpass the standard set by Newcombe wherein the court noted that
“family, friends and former teammates” of the plaintiff understood the
photograph to reflect the plaintiff, and by Motschenbacher where “[s]everal
of plaintiff’s affiants” inferred that the photograph was supposed to be of
the plaintiff.
Moreover, White instructs that the analysis must turn on all aspects of
the photograph viewed together. Thus, a photograph of an astronaut
walking on the moon instantly informs a viewer that the astronaut must be
one of only twelve men.80 Similarly, if the photograph displays the
astronaut on a Lunar Roving Vehicle, the viewer knows with certainty that
the astronaut must be one of only six men — as the lunar rovers were used

78. McCarthy, supra note 29, § 3:18; see also Hirsch v. S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., 90 Wis.
2d 379 (1979) (holding that the fact that the proof might show that only a few people would
reasonably identify plaintiff would “not vitiate the existence of a cause of action” but would
“affect the quantum of damages.”); Negri v. Schering Corp., 333 F. Supp. 101, 104 (S.D.N.Y.
1971) (“In any event, the number of people who recognized the photograph in the advertisement
as Miss Negri, while it may be relevant on the question of damages, is not material on the issue of
liability. On that issue the question is whether the figure is recognizable, not the number of
people who recognized it.”).
79. See, e.g., Millennium Moments: Keeping Pace on the Long Road to the Moon, NAT’L
GEOGRAPHIC, Oct. 1999 (observing that the “Visor Shot” is said to be “[n]early as famous as the
words uttered on the Moon by astronaut Neil Armstrong.”).
80. Facts About Spacesuits and Spacewalking, NASA, http://www.nasa.gov/audience/
foreducators/spacesuits/facts/index.html (last visited May 27, 2014).
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only during the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions.81 Thus, many viewers will
recognize who the astronaut is in the photograph the moment they see it.
This conclusion is supported by those decisions addressing claims by
astronauts that a company has violated his right of publicity by using a
photograph of the astronaut in a space suit in an advertisement or product.
In Conrad v. Action Products, Inc.,82 the widows of Apollo astronauts
Pete Conrad (who commanded the Apollo 12 mission and was the third
man to walk on the moon) and Col. James Irwin (an Air Force Colonel and
the Apollo 15 lunar module pilot who set the record for the length of time
spent on the moon’s surface) joined forces with Aldrin in an action against
a toy company, Action Products International, Inc. The plaintiffs had
learned that Action Products was using photographs of Aldrin and Irwin on
the packaging of their space themed toys, as well as Conrad’s name on a
replica space patch.83 They brought suit in the United States District Court
for the Central District of California against Action Products for violating
their common law and statutory right of publicity, and postmortem right of
publicity, and sought a preliminary injunction enjoining such use.84 In its
defense at the preliminary injunction stage, Action Products did not dispute
that Aldrin and Irwin were the persons inside the spacesuits in the
photographs, or that they used those images (or Conrad’s name) on their
toy packaging and products.85 Rather, the company argued that its use of
the astronauts’ photographs should not be enjoined because the astronauts
were not readily identifiable inasmuch as their faces were covered by their
space suit visors.86
The plaintiffs cited to the Newcombe and Motschenbacher decisions,
inter alia, to rebuff Action Products’ argument.87 Subsequently, United
States District Judge David O. Carter issued a tentative order citing
Motschenbacher, and held that the image, likeness, and identities of the

81. Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV), SMITHSONIAN NATI’L AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM,
http://airandspace.si.edu/explore-and-learn/topics/apollo/apollo-program/spacecraft/lrv.cfm (last
visited Mar. 2, 2015).
82. Conrad v. Action Prods. Inc, No. SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18,
2000).
83. Mem. of P. & A. in Supp. of Pls.’ Nancy Conrad, Dr. Buzz Aldrin, Mary Irwin and
Universal Spaceworks, LLC’s Mot. for Prelim. Inj., at 9–11, Conrad v. Action Prods. Inc., No.
SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000).
84. Id. at 1–2.
85. See Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj., Conrad v. Action Prods. Inc., No. SA CV 991223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000).
86. Id. at 7–10.
87. Reply Mem. of P. & A. in Further Supp. of Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 9–11, Conrad v.
Action Prods. Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000).
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astronauts were readily identifiable even though their facial features may
not have been.88 Although Action Products also argued that the plaintiffs
should have established through survey data that the general public viewing
the toy package would identify the figures as astronauts Aldrin and Irwin,
rather than other astronauts, the court disagreed.89 The court noted that
under Newcombe, California’s right-of-publicity statute does not require a
majority of the general public to be able to identify the person in the
photograph, but that family, friends, and former teammates may suffice.90
Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc.,91 arose from a licensing
agreement between Excelsior Productions, Inc., and World Network, Inc.,
regarding the endorsement of commemorative coins and plaques relating to
the 30th anniversary of Apollo 11.92 However, Aldrin terminated the
contract after Excelsior and World Network did not make the initial
payment and indicated that they would not make minimum guarantee
payments.93 Nevertheless, Unified Precious Metals, Inc., doing business as
American Historical Society (“AHS”), promoted a medallion featuring the
Visor Shot affixed to a pocket watch.94 AHS marketed the watch as an
Apollo 11 pocket watch which “features the special limited edition Apollo
11 Medallion issued to commemorate the 30th anniversary of man’s first
landing on the moon.”95 In response to a cease and desist letter from
Aldrin’s counsel, AHS denied the misappropriation and countered that the
company “[did] not see any name, likeness, image or identity of Aldrin on
the Apollo 11 medallion.”96 Additionally, AHS produced a contract
purportedly assigning Excelsior and World Network’s prior agreement to
AHS.97
Aldrin brought suit in the Superior Court of the State of California for
the County of Los Angeles against AHS, Excelsior, and World Network.

88. Conrad v. Action Prods., Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18,
2000).
89. Id. at 6.
90. Id. (Not surprisingly, after the district court issued its tentative order, Action Products
settled with Aldrin, Conrad, and Irwin for an undisclosed amount. Pls.’ Final Report to the Court
re Settlement and Dismissal of Action 2, Conrad v. Action Prods., Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223
DOC (ANx) (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18, 2000).).
91. Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
92. Mem. of P. & A. in Supp. of Pl. Dr. Buzz Aldrin’s Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 6, Aldrin v.
Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
93. Id. at 5.
94. Id. at 6–7.
95. Id.
96. Id. at 6.
97. Id. at 6–7.
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He alleged violations of his common law and statutory rights of publicity,
among other claims. The defendants argued that Aldrin was not readily
identifiable in the Visor Shot because his face was not prominently
displayed. In response, Aldrin argued that, because the medallion
specifically intended to commemorate the Apollo 11 mission to the moon,
the image was meant to memorialize an astronaut from that mission, and
did not merely represent an empty space suit. Aldrin also pointed out that
he had licensed the visor shot image to numerous parties, and that the visor
shot had appeared in many magazines, newspapers, history books, and
television programs where the image had specifically been identified as
depicting Aldrin.98
The trial court rejected the defendants’ argument and granted, in part,
Aldrin’s motion for preliminary injunction, ordering defendants to
immediately cease and desist further manufacture, advertisement, and sale
of any products with Aldrin’s name, image, likeness, or identity, including
the commemorative medallions, pocket watches, or coin collections
without his express written consent.
The precedent is clear: a person can be “readily identifiable” within a
photograph even if the person’s facial features are not visible. This is so
where the photograph, taken as a whole, could lead some viewers to infer
that the person was the subject of the photograph. When it comes to
photographs of an astronaut in his spacesuit on a mission, this standard can
in most cases be easily met. Photographs of astronauts are widely
disseminated cultural icons that cannot but be recognized by viewers.
B. The First Amendment and the “Public Interest” Defense

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution may preclude
a claim for violation of the right of publicity with respect to the
“publication of matters in the public interest . . . .”99 This is so because the
First Amendment requires that the right to be protected from unauthorized
publicity “be balanced against the public interest in the dissemination of
news and information consistent with the democratic processes under the
constitutional guaranties of freedom of speech and of the press.”100 Indeed,
Section 3344(d) specifically excludes from its protection the “use of a
name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness in connection with any

98. Reply Mem. of P. & A. in Supp. of Pl.’s Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 7, Aldrin v. Unified
Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
99. Montana, Jr. v. San Jose Mercury News, Inc., 34 Cal. App. 4th 790, 794 (1995).
100. Gill v. Hearst Publ’g Co., 40 Cal. 2d 224, 228 (1953); Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary
Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 401-–02 (2001); See Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary Saderup,
Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 401-02 (2001).
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news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account, or any political
campaign . . . .”
Consequently, companies that misappropriate the identities of
astronauts for commercial purposes have argued that, because the events
surrounding astronauts are of public interest, any right-of-publicity action
is precluded. However, this argument is inconsistent with the precedents
addressing the intersection of the First Amendment and the right of
publicity. Advertisements are commercial speech entitled to less vigorous
First Amendment protections.101 Where a plaintiff’s identity is used for the
purpose of soliciting viewers to purchase the defendant’s product, the First
Amendment will rarely shield the defendant from the plaintiff’s right-ofpublicity claims.102
In Comedy III Productions, Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc.,103 the
California Supreme Court recognized that the right of publicity has a
“potential for frustrating the fulfillment” of both well-established purposes
of the First Amendment — namely, to preserve the market place of ideas
and public debate and to respect individual development and selfrealization.104 The court observed that use of a celebrity’s likeness could
further “debates about culture and values” and could also be incorporated
by individuals into works of individual expression.105
However, the Comedy III court concluded that the First Amendment
does not render the right of publicity a nullity. That is, not all expression
with respect to celebrities is insulated by the First Amendment.106 The
court quoted Chief Justice Rose Bird’s dissent in Lugosi v. Universal
Pictures,107 one of its prior right-of-publicity decisions:

101. Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of N.Y., 447 U.S. 557, 562-63
(1980) (“The Constitution therefore accords a lesser protection to commercial speech than to
other constitutionally guaranteed expression.”).
102. Comedy III Prods., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 396 (2001)
(“[B]ecause . . . nonmisleading commercial speech is generally subject to somewhat lesser First
Amendment protection, the right of publicity may often trump the right of advertisers to make use
of celebrity figures.”).
103. Id. at 397.
104. Id. at 396–97.
105. Id. at 397 (“[T]he very importance of celebrities in society means that the right of
publicity has the potential of censoring significant expression by suppressing alternative versions
of celebrity images that are iconoclastic, irreverent, or otherwise attempt to redefine the
celebrity’s meaning.”).
106. Id. at 399 (“The right of publicity, like copyright, protects a form of intellectual
property that society deems to have some social utility.”).
107. Lugosi v. Universal Pictures, 25 Cal. 3d 813, 834 (1979).
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Often considerable money, time and energy are needed to develop
one’s prominence in a particular field. Years of labor may be
required before one’s skill, reputation, notoriety or virtues are
sufficiently developed to permit an economic return through some
medium of commercial promotion. For some, the investment may
eventually create considerable commercial value in one’s
identity.108

The court concluded, consequently, “the state’s interest in preventing
the outright misappropriation of such intellectual property by others is not
automatically trumped by the interest in free expression or dissemination of
information.”109
To reconcile these competing interests, and enable courts to
“distinguish between protected and unprotected expression,” the Comedy
III court looked to the concept of “transformative works” derived from the
fair use doctrine in copyright law. That inquiry is part of the “first factor”
in the fair use doctrine under Federal Copyright law.110 The court declined
to wholly import the fair use doctrine into right-of-publicity jurisprudence.
However, the court held that the “transformative” inquiry provides the
necessary basis for squaring the right of publicity with the First
Amendment. The court summarized the standard thus: the inquiry is
“whether a product containing a celebrity’s likeness is so transformed that
it has become primarily the defendant’s own expression rather than the
celebrity’s likeness.”111 That is, “whether the literal and imitative or the
creative elements predominate in the work.”112 Under this standard,
whether the plaintiff is proceeding under the common law or Section 3344,
“depictions of celebrities amounting to little more than the appropriation of
the celebrity’s economic value are not protected expression under the First
Amendment.”113
The California Supreme Court’s holding that the First Amendment has
limited applicability in right-of-publicity cases involving simple
misappropriation of another’s identity primarily for commercial purposes is
reinforced by decisions from the federal courts.
In Downing v.
Abercrombie & Fitch,114 an upscale retailer of casual apparel used a

108. Comedy III Prod., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 399 (2001) (quoting
Lugosi v. Universal Pictures, 25 Cal. 3d 813, 834–35 (1979) (citation omitted)).
109. Comedy III Prod., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 401 (2001).
110. Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 578–79 (1994).
111. Comedy III Prod., Inc. v. Gary Saderup, Inc., 25 Cal. 4th 387, 406 (2001).
112. Id. at 407.
113. Id. at 400 (emphasis added).
114. Downing v. Abercrombie & Fitch, 265 F.3d 994, 1002 (9th Cir. 2001).
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photograph of professional surfers as part of advertisements in its magazine
of models wearing items from its clothing line. The edition of the
magazine in which the photograph appeared contained various articles
about surfing, including an interview with a former world surfing
champion.
The photograph of the surfers appeared on the page
immediately following an article about the history of surfing.
The surfers brought claims for violations of California’s common law
and statutory rights of publicity. Abercrombie defended “on the basis of
the First Amendment arguing that the photograph illustrates an article
about surfing, a matter in the public interest.”115 The district court accepted
this argument and granted Abercrombie’s motion for summary judgment.
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit reversed. The court recognized that the theme
of “surfing and surf culture” is “a matter of public interest.”116
Nevertheless, the court concluded that the uses of the plaintiffs’
photographs did nothing to directly contribute to the magazine’s “story
about surfing which came within the protected public interest.”117 The
court held that because the use of the plaintiffs’ photographs did “not
contribute significantly to a matter of the public interest” and were
primarily “commercial in nature[,]” the First Amendment did not bar the
plaintiffs’ right-of-publicity claims.118
Most companies use an astronaut’s identity to draw the viewer’s
attention to the product advertised and to associate, in the viewer’s mind,
the depicted astronaut with the company’s product.119 Thus, the First
Amendment should not preclude a right-of-publicity claim unless the
product is an expressive work, that is, something that transforms the
photograph or name used and contributes to the marketplace of ideas (such
as a documentary), or where the advertisement is for such an underlying
expressive work.120 A review of state and federal decisions in California
115. Id. at 1002.
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Id.; Id. at n.2.
119. McCarthy, supra, § 4.8.
120. See Charles v. City of Los Angeles, 697 F.3d 1146, 1155 (9th Cir. 2012) (“While lower
courts have occasionally used imprecise, overbroad language in describing these exceptions, it is
only in the narrow context of this principle that we have recognized that the noncommercial First
Amendment status of an underlying expressive work extends to advertisements for that work.”);
Cher v. Forum Int’l, Ltd., 692 F.2d 634, 639 (9th Cir. 1982) (“Advertising to promote a news
medium . . . is not actionable under an appropriation of publicity theory so long as the advertising
does not falsely claim that the public figure endorses that news medium.”); Browne v. McCain,
611 F. Supp. 2d 1062, 1071 (C.D. Cal. 2009) (“[A] mere finding of ‘public interest’ alone does
not automatically exempt a defendant from liability on a right of publicity claim. . . . [The
defendant must show that the use] itself is a matter of public interest.”).
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involving right-of-publicity suits by non-astronaut celebrities demonstrates
that the courts understand this to be the rule.121 As the United States
Supreme Court stated in Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co.:
“The Constitution does not prevent [a state] from making a similar choice
here [that is, creating a right-of-publicity cause of action] in deciding to
protect the entertainer’s incentive in order to encourage the production of
this type of work.”122
On three of the four occasions that trial courts have considered this
defense in the context of astronauts or space program pilots, the argument
has been rejected. In the fourth case, while the court issued a ruling that
invoked the correct standard, the opinion appears to have improperly
limited the reach of the right of publicity in California.
In Conrad. v. Action Products, Inc.,123 discussed in detail above, the
defendants argued that their use of Conrad’s name and Aldrin and Irwin’s
photographs were protected by the First Amendment and Section 3344(d)
because Action Products’ goods and advertising related to matters of public
interest. In its tentative order, the district court rejected this argument, and
held that “[t]he protections of the First Amendment do not bar Plaintiffs
from being compensated from commercial exploitation of their names and
likenesses.”
Similarly, in Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc.,124 also discussed
above, the defendants argued that their use of Aldrin’s image was protected

121. Compare Winter v. DC Comics, 30 Cal. 4th 881, 892 (2003) (observing First
Amendment precluded right of publicity claim where “defendants essentially sold, and the buyers
purchased, DC comics depicting fanciful, creative characters, not pictures of the [plaintiffs].”);
Montana, Jr. v. San Jose Mercury News, Inc., 34 Cal. App. 4th 790, 797 (1995), as modified
(May 30, 1995) (finding that the First Amendment barred a right of publicity claim for sale of
posters with name and photograph of famous football player where the defendant “sold the
posters to advertise the quality and content of its newspaper.”); Dora v. Frontline Video, Inc., 15
Cal. App. 4th 536, 546 (1993) (holding that documentary about surfing is protected by the First
Amendment from a right of publicity claim); Baugh v. CBS, Inc., 828 F. Supp. 745, 754 (N.D.
Cal. 1993) (observing weekly news magazine protected by First Amendment), with Estate of
Fuller v. Maxfield & Oberton Holdings, LLC, 906 F. Supp. 2d 997, 1010 (N.D. Cal. 2012)
(“Because Facebook’s publication of Plaintiffs’ ‘Likes’ is alleged to be for commercial
advertising purposes and not part of ‘any news, public affairs, or sports broadcast or account, or
any political campaign,’ the Court does not find it appropriate to dismiss the claim under the
newsworthiness exception provided in § 3344(d).”); Abdul-Jabbar v. Gen. Motors Corp., 85 F.3d
407, 416 (9th Cir. 1996) (“While Lew Alcindor’s basketball record may be said to be
‘newsworthy,’ its use is not automatically privileged. GMC used the information in the context
of an automobile advertisement, not in a news or sports account. Hence GMC is not protected by
section 3344(d).”).
122. Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562, 577 (1977).
123. See Part III.A, supra.
124. See Part III.A, supra.
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by the First Amendment and the “public interest” doctrine in opposing
Aldrin’s motion for a preliminary injunction. Specifically, the defendants
argued that, because Aldrin was a major player in the newsworthy event of
man’s landing on the moon, the visor shot was a “form of public interest
presentation . . . to which statutory and First Amendment protection must
be afforded.”125 The defendants also argued that, like the visor shot itself,
the commemorative memorabilia bearing the visor shot and honoring the
thirtieth anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission was a “matter of public
interest” that should be afforded statutory and First Amendment protection.
In its tentative ruling, however, the trial court granted Aldrin’s motion,
necessarily rejecting the defendant’s defense.
In Yeager v. Cingular Wireless LLC,126 retired Air Force Major
General Charles E. “Chuck” Yeager, famous for being the first pilot to
exceed the sound barrier127 and profiled in Tom Wolfe’s celebrated book
about the early space program, The Right Stuff,128 brought an action against
Cingular Wireless for use of his name in a publication entitled, Cingular
Wireless Announces Enhanced Emergency Preparedness Program for 2006
Hurricane Season.129 The Cingular Publication contained information
about Cingular’s preparedness for disasters through its emergency
preparedness equipment and it also referenced Yeager and his achievement
in relation to Cingular’s equipment:
Nearly 60 years ago, the legendary test pilot Chuck Yeager broke
the sound barrier and achieved Mach 1. Today, Cingular is
breaking another kind of barrier with our MACH 1 and MACH 2
mobile command centers, which will enable us to respond rapidly to
hurricanes and minimize their impact on our customers. . .130

The Cingular Publication did not include a picture of Yeager, nor did
it propose a commercial transaction or offer for sale any specific product or

125. Dem. to Pl.’s Compl. 9, Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal.
Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
126. Yeager v. Cingular Wireless LLC, 673 F. Supp. 2d 1089 (E.D. Cal. 2009).
127. Although Yeager did not go to space, he participated in America’s early flight programs
that help establish the basis for America’s subsequent journeys into space. TOM WOLFE, THE
RIGHT STUFF 44–79 (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, N.Y. 1983). Unsurprisingly, like astronauts,
Yeager has found himself compelled to defend his right of publicity against infringement by
companies seeking to use his name and image in their advertisements. See 673 F. Supp. 2d 1089
(E.D. Cal. 2009) (recounting various right of publicity suits instituted by Yeager), available at
http://www.callawyer.com/Clstory.cfm?eid=911868&wteid=911868_The_Rights_Stuff.
128. Wolfe, supra note 127, 44–79.
129. Yeager, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1093–94.
130. Id. at 1094.
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services.
Although the publication was not a traditional product
advertisement, Cingular officials admitted that it was designed “to create
positive associations in people’s mind with the AT&T brand so they would
think highly of the company.”131
Yeager brought a suit in the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of California alleging, inter alia, violations of his common
law and statutory rights of publicity. Moving both to dismiss and for
summary judgment, Cingular attempted to have the claims dismissed on the
theory that the publication was protected by the First Amendment because
it was not commercial speech and was newsworthy.132 The district court
rejected the First Amendment defense. First, the court held that a
publication designed to suggest that Cingular’s service was specifically
capable of dealing with natural disasters and to present Cingular favorably
to the public was commercial speech.133 Second, relying on the Ninth
Circuit’s ruling in Downing v. Abercrombie & Fitch,134 the court held that
the use of Yeager’s name was not entitled to First Amendment protection
in virtue of its newsworthy character because the use of Yeager’s name did
not contribute to Cingular’s supposed newsworthy purpose of conveying
information regarding disaster preparedness.135 Moreover, the court
emphasized that Yeager’s name was incorporated into the publication for
the purpose of promoting Cingular’s brand.136 The court’s rulings
constitute a definitive rejection of Cingular’s First Amendment defense,
and a jury ultimately found for Yeager and awarded him $135,000 in
damages.137
Lastly, in Aldrin v. Topps Co.,138 defendant Topps Company, Inc.,
released a set of trading cards containing images of American celebrities,
including of various NASA photographs among which was the Visor Shot
of Aldrin. Aldrin sued Topps Company for violations of his right of
publicity, and Topps Company filed a motion to strike the complaint under
California’s anti-SLAPP statute.139 The district court held that a package of

131. Id. at 1096.
132. Id. at 1093; Yeager v. Cingular Wireless LLC, 627 F. Supp. 2d 1170, 1172–73 (E.D.
Cal. 2008).
133. Yeager, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1098.
134. Downing, 265 F.3d 994, 1000 (9th Cir. 2001). See Part III.B, supra.
135. Yeager, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1089, 1099.
136. Id.
137. Jury Verdict at 2, Yeager v. AT&T Mobility, LLC, 2012 WL 3247562 (C.D. Cal.
2012).
138. Aldrin v. Topps Co. 2011 WL 4500013, at *1 (C.D. Cal. 2011).
139. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 425.16 (West 2011).
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cards containing the Visor Shot was protected by the First Amendment
because the cards conveyed “information about his historically significant
achievements,” and were not advertisements that proposed commercial
transactions. The former basis for the ruling — whether or not it is
factually correct — is consistent with the rule that the First Amendment
protects speech that contributes to an area of public interest. However, the
latter basis of the court’s ruling is of questionable validity because the right
of publicity protects not just against use of a person’s identity in
advertising, but also against the use of a person’s identity in a commercial
product.140 The implicit elevation by the court, in this case, of bubble gum
trading cards to the status of newspapers or history books appears to be
unique.
In sum, although the use of an astronaut’s identity in a transformative
manner or in a media that contributes to a matter of public interest may be
protected by the First Amendment, mere misappropriation of an astronaut’s
name or likeness for commercial purposes is not.
C. Employees of the Government and Members of the Armed Services

Those who wish to use the names and photographs of astronauts
without obtaining consent have contended that astronauts cannot claim the
protection of the right of publicity because they are government employees
and, in some cases, military personnel.
A government official may have more limited privacy interests “when
he holds a position that ‘has such apparent importance that the public has
an independent interest’ in his performance, ‘beyond the general public
interest in the . . . performance of all government employees.’”141
Consequently, those who hold office would likely face greater obstacles if
they were to attempt to assert their rights of publicity.142 Indeed, in the

140. See CAL. CIV. CODE § 3344(a) (West 2015) (“Any person who knowingly uses
another’s name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, in any manner, on or in products,
merchandise, or goods, or for purposes of advertising or selling, or soliciting purchases of,
products, merchandise, goods or services, without such person’s prior consent . . .”) (emphasis
added); see also MCCARTHY, supra, § 1:26 (noting that the seminal right-of-publicity case,
Haelan Labs., Inc. v. Topps Chewing Gum, Inc., 202 F.2d 866 (2d Cir. 1953), involved the use of
a professional baseball player’s image on trading cards included in packages of gum).
141. Harris v. Maricopa Cnty. Superior Court, 631 F.3d 963, 977 (9th Cir. 2011) (quoting
Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75, 86 (1966)).
142. See MCCARTHY, supra note 29, §§ 4:23–25. Still, there is reason to think that even
publically elected officials do not entirely forego their right to control the purely commercial
exploitation of their name, image, likeness, or identity. One case that received wide-spread media
attention pitted California’s then-Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger against an Ohio bobbleheaddoll maker, Ohio Discount Merchandise, Inc., in Los Angeles Superior Court. Tyler T. Ochoa,
The Schwarzenegger Bobblehead Case: Introduction and Statement of Facts, 45 SANTA CLARA
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context of defamation law, courts treat public officials differently from
other public figures as well as private figures.143
Regardless of how courts come down on the question of a public
official’s ability to assert publicity rights, astronauts are not public officials
that are elected. Astronauts are merely government employees — either
civilian or military. There is no support in law or fact for the proposition
that a government employee forfeits any property rights merely because
they are public servants paid by taxpayer dollars. Just as a government
employee’s house or bank account is not forfeited when he or she is placed
on the government payroll, an astronaut’s property right to control the
commercial use of his or her image likewise is not relinquished.144
Of course, unlike the average government employee, astronauts do
have celebrity status in virtue of their involvement in the United States’
space program. As such, courts would likely consider astronauts — like
other celebrities145 — to be “public figures” under the law.146 But
celebrities are unquestionably entitled to invoke the right of publicity, as
noted above,147 celebrities initially championed for the right’s

L. REV. 547, 547–54 (2005). Governor Schwarzenegger and his licensing company contended
that the toy company had violated his right of publicity under California law through the
advertising and sale of a bobblehead doll that depicted Schwarzenegger wearing a gray suit, a
bandolier of ammunition and an assault rifle. Id. at 551–53. Schwarzenegger argued that the doll
did not meet the “transformative test” and was simply a commercial exploitation riding on the
movie star fame of Schwarzenegger. John Broder, Schwarzenegger Files Suit Against
Bobblehead Maker, N.Y. TIMES, (May 18, 2004), http://www.nytimes.com/2004/05/18/national/
18arnold.html. The Ohio company contended that Schwarzenegger’s name and likeness were in
the public domain and, moreover, that the doll was a medium of expression and was
“transformative” in that it was not a mere depiction of Schwarzenegger but was a distorted
caricature showing both his history as an action movie hero and a politician. Id. Ultimately, the
two sides settled the lawsuit, allowing Ohio Discount Merchandise Inc. to produce the
bobblehead, but without the gun. Ochoa, supra. Ohio Discount also agreed to donate a portion
of its sales of the upcoming bobblehead doll to Schwarzenegger’s nonprofit, Arnold All-Stars
after-school program in Los Angeles. Id. Similarly, the John F. Kennedy Library Foundation
requires “requires permission be obtained for any use of photographs from the Kennedy Family
Collection . . . in any type of commercial or non-profit project” and the payment of a license fee
for such use. John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum, Research Services: Copyright
Guidance, (last visited Mar. 2, 2015), http://www.jfklibrary.org/Research/Research-Services/
Copyright-law.aspx.
143. See Curtis Publ’g Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130, 155 (1967) (addressing, in the context of
an action for libel, “a ‘public figure’ who is not a public official”).
144. Charles J. Harder & Henry L. Self, III, Schwarzenegger vs. Bobbleheads: The Case for
Schwarzenegger, 45 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 557 (2005).
145. See Hoffman v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 255 F.3d 1180, 1184 (9th Cir. 2001) (noting
that a famous actor is a “public figure” under First Amendment jurisprudence).
146. There is no definitive ruling regarding whether astronauts should be classified as
“public figures.”
147. See Part I, supra.
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recognition.148 Thus, as long as the public figure is not a public official, he
or she unquestionably is entitled to the full protections of the right of
publicity regardless of the basis of his or her publicity.149
Moreover, there does not appear to be a basis for treating a member of
the Armed Forces differently from other citizens when it comes to publicity
rights. An individual does not lose his right to own private property merely
because he or she joins the military. To clarify this issue, some states have
enacted statutes specifically granting protections to members of the military
similar to those provided by the right of publicity.150 In 2010, California
amended Civil Code Section 3344.1 for the purposes of protecting the
names of deceased members of the Armed Forces from being misused.151

148. This is not to say that only celebrities have a right of publicity. It is well-established
that “both celebrities and noncelebrities have the right to be free from the unauthorized
exploitation of their names and likenesses . . . .” Dora v. Frontline Video, Inc., 15 Cal. App. 4th
536, 546 (1993).
149. See, e.g., Martin Luther King, Jr., Ctr. for Soc. Change, Inc. v. Am. Heritage Prods.,
Inc., 296 S.E.2d 697, 703 (“We know of no reason why a public figure prominent in religion and
civil rights should be entitled to less protection than an exotic dancer or a movie actress.
Therefore, we hold that the appropriation of another’s name and likeness . . . is a tort in Georgia,
whether the person whose name and likeness is used is a private citizen, entertainer, or as here a
public figure who is not a public official.”).
150. See MCCARTHY, supra note 29 at § 4:21; OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 21, § 839.1A (West
2006) (“Any person, firm, or corporation that uses for the purpose of advertising for the sale of
any goods, wares, or merchandise, or for the solicitation of patronage by any business enterprise,
the name, portrait, or picture of any service member of the United States Armed Forces, without
having obtained, prior or subsequent to such use, the consent of the person, or, if the person is
deceased, without the consent of the surviving spouse, personal representatives, or that of a
majority of the adult heirs of the deceased, is guilty of a misdemeanor.”); LA. STAT. ANN. §
14:102.21 (2006) (“It shall be unlawful for any person to use for the purpose of advertising for
the sale of any goods, wares, or merchandise, or for the solicitation of patronage by any business
the name, portrait, or picture of any deceased soldier, without having obtained prior consent to
such use by the soldier, or by the closest living relative, by blood or marriage, of the deceased.”);
ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-761 (2007) (“The right to control and to choose whether and how to
use a soldier’s name, portrait or picture for commercial purposes is recognized as each soldier’s
right of publicity. A person is liable for using the name, portrait or picture of any soldier without
having obtained prior consent to the use by the soldier or by the soldier’s spouse, immediate
family member, trustee if the soldier is a minor or legally designated representative if the person
uses the name, portrait or picture for any of the following purposes: (1) Advertising for the sale of
any goods, wares or merchandise. (2) Soliciting patronage for any business. (3) Receiving
consideration for the sale of any goods, wares or merchandise . . . . The rights and remedies
provided in this section supplement any other rights and remedies provided by law, including the
common law right of privacy.”).
151. MCCARTHY, supra note 29 at § 4:21 (“The statute was amended to change the
definition of a ‘deceased personality’ to include those whose identity had commercial value at the
time of death ‘because of his or her death.’”).
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Although sparse, the case law supports this conclusion. In Yeager,152
the district court held that, notwithstanding the fact that the publication did
not propose a commercial transaction or offer for sale any specific product
or services, the publication was intended to promote Cingular’s products.153
The use of Yeager’s name and identity, then, was designed solely to
“attract attention” to defendant’s unrelated products and services.154 The
Yeager decision stands in clear contradistinction to the claim that
astronauts who work for the government or are members of the military do
not have a right of publicity.
The argument was also rejected by the trial court in Aldrin.155 The
defendants argued that, under this exception, military service personnel and
other public servants do not possess a right to publicity claim in images
taken of them in the course of conducting a mission made possible by
United States taxpayers.156 However, the court granted the motion for a
preliminary injunction, thereby rejecting the defendants’ argument.157
In sum, although a public official’s ability to invoke the right of
publicity may be limited, astronauts are not public officials. Consequently
they should be able to invoke the right of publicity as a member of the
public, regardless of their status as government employees or members of
the armed services.
D. Photographs of Astronauts in Space Are Not in the Public Domain for
Purposes of the Right of Publicity

Companies that misappropriate photographs of astronauts have argued
that astronauts have no standing to object to their use because NASA has
placed the photographs in the public domain. This argument is based on
the misperception that the United States government holds all intellectual
property rights in the photographs taken by astronauts while on NASA
missions, and that the photographs are in the public domain for unfettered
use by third persons. However, this is not the case. NASA’s Media Usage
Guidelines clarify that these photographs “generally are not

152. Yeager, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1096.
153. Id. at 1097–98.
154. Id. at 1098–99.
155. Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
156. Mem. of P. & A. of Defs. Excelsior Productions Inc., World Network Inc., Stephen
Gordon, and Peter Paul in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. for Prelim. Inj. 4, Aldrin v. Unified Precious
Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
157. Aldrin v. Unified Precious Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000).
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copyrighted.”158 Further, the guidelines state that if the image includes an
identifiable person, permission should be obtained from that person prior to
using it for commercial purposes:
If the NASA material is to be used for commercial purposes,
especially including advertisements, it must not explicitly or
implicitly convey NASA’s endorsement of commercial goods or
services. If a NASA image includes an identifiable person, using
the image for commercial purposes may infringe that person’s right
of privacy or publicity, and permission should be obtained from the
person.159

Similarly, NASA’s Regulations for Advertising Requests provides:
Many NASA images and most film and video footage are in the
public domain [and] can be used for advertising purposes.
However, there are rules regarding the appearance of astronauts or
NASA employees or names in commercial activities. Astronauts or
employees who are currently employed by NASA cannot have their
likenesses or names displayed on any commercial products,
advertisements or commercial product packaging. Astronauts and
NASA employees who are retired from the Agency can grant
permission for the use of their likenesses or names, but that
permission may be subject to a fee. For deceased astronauts or
employees, their families must grant permission for use of their
images or names.160

Thus, NASA’s own guidelines undermine any argument against an
astronaut’s right-of-publicity claim on the grounds that NASA itself placed
the photo in the public domain.
The right of publicity — which protects a person’s identity — is
separate and distinct from copyright.
Indeed, the courts have
overwhelmingly rejected the argument that federal copyright law preempts
state right-of-publicity claims because an individual’s “persona” cannot be
copyrighted.161 Thus, even if NASA generally does not seek copyright

158. NASA, Using NASA Imagery and Linking to NASA Web Sites (last visited Mar. 2,
2015), http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/guidelines/index.html#; cf. 17 U.S.C. § 105 (“Copyright
protection under this title is not available for any work of the United States Government . . .”).
159. Id.
160. NASA, NASA Regulations for Advertising Requests (last visited Mar. 2, 2015), http://
www.nasa.gov/audience/formedia/features/Advertising_Guidelines.html.
161. Toney v. L’Oreal USA, Inc., 406 F.3d 905, 910 (7th Cir. 2005) (“The fact that the
photograph itself could be copyrighted, and that defendants owned the copyright to the
photograph that was used, is irrelevant to the IRPA [Illinois right-of-publicity] claim.”); Downing
v. Abercrombie & Fitch, 265 F.3d 994, 1005 (9th Cir. 2001) (finding no preemption “[b]ecause
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protection for its photography, there is little reason to believe that this
policy would forfeit an astronaut’s right of publicity — a separate
intellectual property right.162 Unsurprisingly, the courts have rejected this
argument in the context of astronauts.
In Conrad,163 the defendant argued that NASA had effectively
dedicated the mission patch and photographs used in Action Products’
goods and packaging to the public domain. In its tentative order, however,
the district court noted that NASA’s policy indicated that if an image
included an identifiable person, using that image of the person for
commercial purposes may infringe upon that person’s right of publicity,
and permission should be obtained from that person prior to using that
image. The court observed that “although NASA may have been able to
copyright the picture itself or completely release it to the public domain, it
has chosen a specific policy preserving the rights of its astronauts to profit
from any commercial value their images may have.”164 Thus, the court
tentatively held that Plaintiffs had made a preliminary showing that Action
Products violated that policy and Plaintiffs’ rights of publicity.165

the subject matter of the Appellants’ statutory and common law right of publicity claims is their
names and likenesses, which are not copyrightable . . . .”); Landham v. Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc.,
227 F.3d 619, 623 (6th Cir. 2000) (rejecting preemption argument and noting that if federal
copyright law preempted a right of publicity cause of action merely because a copyrighted work
were involved, then “state-law rights of publicity would virtually cease to exist.”); Brown v.
Ames, 201 F.3d 654, 658 (5th Cir. 2000) (“the content of the right protected by the
misappropriation tort does not fall into the subject matter of copyright . . . .”); Waits v. Frito-Lay,
Inc., 978 F.2d 1093, 1100 (9th Cir. 1992) (“Waits’ voice misappropriation claim, therefore, is not
preempted by federal copyright law.”), abrogated on other grounds by Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v.
Static Control Components, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1377 (2014); Christoff v. Nestle USA, Inc., 62 Cal.
Rptr. 3d 122, 131–32 (Ct. App. 2007) (noting the differences between the right of publicity and
Federal copyright law), cert. granted, 169 Cal. 888 (2007), and modified on reh’g, 47 Cal. 4th
468 (2009); KNB Enter. v. Matthews, 78 Cal. App. 4th 362, 375 (Cal. Ct. App. 2000)
(“Accordingly, we conclude the [plaintiffs’] section 3344 claims are not preempted by federal
copyright law.”); Michaels v. Internet Entm’t Grp., Inc., 5 F. Supp. 2d 823, 837 (C.D. Cal. 1998)
(holding that using the image to advertise is not the same as merely copying it and stating
commercial use is an “extra element” that defeats preemption); see also MCCARTHY, supra note
29 at §§ 11:49–52. Even in the context of astronaut litigation, courts have rejected the argument
that federal copyright law preempts a claim for right of publicity. See Aldrin v. Unified Precious
Metals, Inc., No. BC 220608, at 7 (Cal. Super. Ct. Jan. 21, 2000) (holding that “since Plaintiffs
have merely had their picture taken or name written on a patch, they have not engaged in ‘a work
of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression’ and thus lie outside the scope of
copyright law.” (quoting Michaels, 5 F. Supp. 2d at 837)).
162. MCCARTHY, supra note 29 at §11:52.
163. See Part III.A, supra.
164. Conrad v. Action Prods., Inc., No. SA CV 99-1223 DOC (ANx), 7 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 18,
2000).
165. Id.
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Similarly, in Aldrin,166 the defendants, in opposing Aldrin’s motion for
a preliminary injunction, argued that Aldrin’s image was part of the public
domain because it had been sponsored by NASA. The court granted the
motion for a preliminary injunction, thereby rejecting the defendants’
argument.
Therefore, an astronaut is not precluded from bringing claims for
violations of his right of publicity merely because his name or likeness
appears on materials produced during NASA missions.

V. Practical Considerations: The Danger of Taking a
Right-of-Publicity Case Before a Jury
The authors are unaware of an astronaut’s claim for right of publicity
ever being decided by a jury. This is unsurprising as there is research to
suggest that celebrity defendants may receive preferential treatment
throughout the trial process.167 “In the early stages of a trial, celebrities are
afforded the opportunity to present their case to the media which, more
often than not, strengthens their case. Through increased accessibility to
the media, celebrities are able to appeal to the public’s sympathies . . .
before trial.”168 Because they have increased accessibility to the media,
celebrities can appeal to the public’s sympathies and generate bad publicity
for the party opposing them.169 The astronauts of early space exploration
enjoyed immense celebrity; ticker tape parades were held in their honor and
numerous awards have been bestowed upon them. They are frequently
sought after as spokespersons for commercial products. In short,
astronauts, especially those from the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo eras,
enjoy extremely high societal regard. Thus, parties building a defense
against an astronaut’s suit for right of publicity must worry not only about
the legal merits of their case, but the positive bias jurors may have towards
astronauts.
In addition, a loss at trial can be extremely costly to a defendant in a
right-of-publicity suit. Under Sections 3344 and 3344.1, the measure for
damages for right-of-publicity infringement, if liability is found, is actual
damages or $750, whichever is greater, any profits attributable to the use

166. Id.; See Part III. A, supra.
167. Jared Chamberlain et al., Celebrities in the Courtroom: Legal Responses, Psychological
Theory and Empirical Research, 8 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 551, 563–64 (2006) (discussing
study that found that mock jurors evaluate celebrities “more positively and view them as less
responsible” than non-celebrities).
168. Id. at 555.
169. Id.
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and not taken into account in computing actual damages, punitive damages,
and attorneys’ fees and costs. Since astronauts have a long history of
licensing their images and have reached many settlements, including
confidential settlements, which could be for significant dollar amounts,
expert witnesses would have a documented basis for testimony regarding
the damages sustained by an astronaut whose right of publicity has been
infringed.
Although no right-of-publicity case involving astronauts has gone to
trial, right-of-publicity cases involving non-astronauts have yielded
judgments granting substantial damage awards against defendants.170 For
instance, in DeRita v. Scott,171 compensatory damages of $179,275 were
granted for the violation of the Three Stooges’ right of publicity. The court
then granted $1,000,000 of punitive damages against the infringing
party.172
Such pragmatic concerns should cause companies to think twice about
the prospect of defending an astronaut’s right-of-publicity before a jury.

VI. Conclusion
Although Armstrong and Aldrin’s first moonwalk took place almost
forty-three years ago, the photographs taken that day and others from the
various eras of manned space exploration continue to resonate with the
public. While the history of that moment does belong to the world, the
intellectual property rights associated with any individuals within those
photographs belong to those who risked everything including their own
lives on behalf of mankind as a whole.
American astronauts now have decades of experience asserting their
right of publicity in order to curb misappropriation. They have extensively
licensed the use of their images, have negotiated private settlement with
infringers, and pursued litigation. The lessons learned are many. A
defense asserting that the astronauts are not recognizable based solely on
the space suit visor covering their face is unlikely to prevail, especially
where the photograph is well known and has a history of licensing activity.
And, the First Amendment will rarely protect a company that

170. Robert C. O’Brien & Bela G. Lugosi, A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words or
Sometimes a Million Dollars: The Commercial Value of Rights of Publicity, 23 ENT. & SPORTS
LAW. 9 (Summer 2005) (listing a variety of right-of-publicity verdicts within California and other
states, including $1,500,000 in compensatory damages plus punitive damages for actor Dustin
Hoffman, $403,000 in damages for Vanna White, $24,000,000 in damages for a former hockey
player, $7,625,000 in damages for the Beatles).
171. Id.
172. Id.
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misappropriates an astronaut’s identity for use in commercial advertising or
a commercial product. Nor are astronauts exempt from the right of
publicity merely because they are government employees or members of
the Armed Forces. Finally, NASA’s guidelines for the use of its
photographs are not a basis for maintaining that astronauts’ images are in
the “public domain,” such that the astronauts’ permission is not required to
use the photographs in a commercial context.
The unreported astronaut right-of-publicity disputes and analogous
published decisions strongly suggest continued and robust protection for
astronauts and their families under right-of-publicity laws. Moreover,
pragmatic concerns should weigh heavily against the decision to attempt to
defend against an astronaut’s right-of-publicity claim before a jury.
Prudent companies will make certain to reach a licensing agreement with
an astronaut or an astronaut’s family before using the astronaut’s image for
commercial purposes.
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I. Introduction
Imagine that you have come down with a cold. You immediately head
to the nearest drug store in search of medicine to relieve your symptoms.
You walk up and down the aisle and you notice that there are multiple
variations of the drug that you need — Tylenol next to acetaminophen,
Robitussin next to guaifenesin, etc. You compare the two equivalent drugs
and you note that most, if not all, of the ingredients are the same. The only
difference, aside from the name and packaging, seems to be the price at
which these drugs are sold. Did you ever consider what the effects would
be if competitive non-brand-name drugs did not enter the market at all?
A “generic drug” is defined as a term referring to any drug product
that is marketed under its chemical name that is comparable to a brandname drug product in dosage form, strength, quality and performance
characteristics, and intended use.1 Generic drugs are sold at a price
substantially discounted from their respective brand-name drug, even
though they are chemically identical.2 Creating a new drug is expensive
because extensive research and development are required along with
clinical trials. Because generic drug makers do not need to develop a drug
from scratch, the costs to bring drugs to the market are significantly less
than drugs recently created through research and development.3
Consequently, generic drugs are significantly cheaper than brand-name
drugs. Thus, generic drugs save consumers an estimated eight to ten billion
dollars a year at retail pharmacies, and even billions more when used by
hospitals.4
Like most new products and inventions, new drugs are developed
under patent protection. Generally speaking, a patent application filed on
or after June 8, 1995 has a term that begins on the date the patent issues and
ends twenty years from its filing date.5 The patent serves to protect the
investment made in the development of the new drugs by granting the
company, who conducted the research, the exclusive right to sell the drug

1. Generic Drugs: Questions and Answers, U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/ResourcesForYou/Consumers/QuestionsAnswers/ucm100100.htm
(last visited Jan. 7, 2015).
2. Generic Drugs, supra note 1.
3. Id.
4. A CBO Study: How Increased Competition from Generic Drugs Has Affected Prices
and Returns in the Pharmaceutical Industry, THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, at 14, (July 1998), available at http://www.cbo.gov/sites/
default/files/pharm.pdf.
5. U.S. Patent Act 35 U.S.C. §154(2).
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while the patent is in effect.6 Generic drugs, however, have been allowed
an exception through the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term
Restoration Act of 1984 — more commonly known as the Hatch-Waxman
Act. Drug companies can submit an abbreviated new drug application
(“ANDA”) for approval to market a generic product.7 An ANDA must
contain data, which when submitted to the Food and Drug Administration’s
(“FDA”) Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, Office of Generic
Drugs, provides for the review and approval of a generic drug product.8
Once approved, an applicant may manufacture and market the generic drug
product to provide a safe, effective, and low-cost alternative to the
American public.9 This ANDA process does not require the generic drug
company to repeat costly clinical research related to ingredients or dosage
forms that have already been approved for safety and effectiveness for the
brand-name drugs.10 The first company to file an ANDA for a particular
drug gets exclusive rights to market the drug as the generic alternative to
the brand named drug for 180-days.11 After this six months period, other
companies may sell generics and enter the marketspace.
In response to the Hatch-Waxman Act, brand-name companies and
generic drug companies now settle lawsuits in order to maximize their own
profits. Any two competitors can profit by agreeing not to compete with
each other, as long as they can find a way to split the profits.12 The longer
the competition is delayed, the more profits will be accumulated. In 2013,
the Supreme Court dealt with this issue in the case FTC v. Actavis, and
deemed that these types of patent settlements could potentially face
antitrust scrutiny.13 The Supreme Court considered the legality of patent
litigation settlements that affect competition between branded and generic
competitors. These policies and precedents, alongside antitrust competition
policy, underscore the importance of drug market competition in U.S.

6.
7.
8.

Generic Drugs, supra note 1.
Id.
Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA): Generics, U.S. FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION, http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/HowDrugsareDeve
lopedandApproved/ApprovalApplications/AbbreviatedNewDrugApplicationANDAGenerics (last
visited July 14, 2015).
9. ANDA, supra note 8.
10. Generic Drugs, supra note 1.
11. 21 U.S.C. § 505(j)(2)(A)(vii)(IV) (2012).
12. Aaron Edlin, Scott Hemphill, Herbert Hovenkamp & Carl Shapiro, Actavis and Error
Costs: A Reply to Critics, THE ANTITRUST SOURCE, at 1 (Oct. 2014).
13. See FTC v. Actavis, 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2232 (2013).
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healthcare policy.14 Accordingly, in my Note, I will discuss the effect of
generic brands in the market, how the Hatch-Waxman Act affects anticompetition within the pharmaceutical sphere, how the Supreme Court
approaches this issue, and how lower courts have responded to the
Supreme Court’s ruling regarding these settlements.

II. The Effects of Generic Drugs in the Marketplace
The Hatch-Waxman Act, which brought about the abbreviated
pathway for generic drug approval, spurred the growth of the current
generic drug industry in the United States.15 To gain FDA approval, a
generic drug must contain the same active ingredients as the innovator
drug; be identical in strength, dosage form, and route of administration;
have the same use indications; be bioequivalent, meet the same batch
requirements for identity, strength, purity, and quality; and be
manufactured under the same strict standards of FDA’s good
manufacturing practice regulations required for innovator products.16 The
Generic Pharmaceutical Association noted that the generic drug industry
has saved the American public $1.2 trillion over the past thirty years since
the launch of the Hatch-Waxman Act.17 The increased trend in new drug
approvals is a positive sign of the level of innovation demonstrated by the
industry.18
The use of generics has increased substantially since the mid-1990s, in
part because of increases in the mechanisms available to promote generic
use, including incentives in commercial insurance plans and public
coverage, such as tiered formularies with lower patient co-payments for

14. Luke M. Olson & Brett W. Wendling, The Effect of Generic Drug Competition on Generic Drug
Prices During the Hatch-Waxman 180-Day Exclusivity Period, BUREAU OF ECONOMICS FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION 1 (Apr. 2013), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/ documents/reports/estimating-effect-entrygeneric-drug-prices-using-hatch-waxman-exclusivity/ wp317.pdf.
15. Mike Chace-Ortiz, Trends and Development in the U.S. Generics Drug Industry 2014, LIFE
SCIENCES CONNECT (June 26, 2014), http://lsconnect.thomsonreuters.com/trends-developments-u-s-genericsdrug-industry-2014/.
16. Generic Drugs, supra note 1.
17. Generic Drug Savings in the U.S., GENERIC PHARM. ASSOC. 2 (2013), available at
http://www.gphaonline.org/media/cms/2013_Savings_Study_12.19.2013_FINAL.pdf.
18. Jody Fisher, U.S. Drug Market Trends: Looking Beyond the LOE to the New Normal,
PM360ONLINE (June 1, 2013), http://www.pm360online.com/u-s-drug-market-trends-looking-beyond-theloe-to-the-new-normal/.
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generic than for brand-name drugs, and restricting formulary coverage to
generics in certain therapeutic categories.19
Since 1993, sales of drugs have increased from about $50 billion per
year to around $300 billion in 2012.20 Many policymakers view generic
drug competition as the principal method to contain the rapid growth in
drug costs, which currently represents the fastest growing segment of
healthcare expenditures in the United States.21
Total healthcare system spending on medicine reached $320 billion in
2011.22 Over 80% of a brand’s prescription volume is replaced by generics
within six months of a patent expiring.23 As a result, generic products have
increased its share of total dispersed prescriptions in the US from 36% in
1994 to 84% in 2012.24 Generics also bring savings directly to patients. In
2010, the average copayment for a generic drug was $6.06 per prescription,
compared to $34.77 for brand named drugs.25 During that year, generic use
generated more than $157 billion in savings.26 Savings from generic
medications have continued to grow at an exponential rate, reaching more
than $360 billion from 2001 by the end of 2010.27
The number of generic companies manufacturing a specific drug
further affects the market. New brand-name drugs generate nearly all of
their sales during a market exclusivity period (“MEP”), which is the time
period between market launch of a brand-name drug and the launch of its
first generic.28 On average, the first generic competitor prices its product
only slightly lower than the price of the brand-name manufacturer.29 The

19. Henry Grabowski, Genia Long & Richard Mortimer, Brief Report: Recent Trends in
Brand-Name and Generic Drug Competition, J. MED. ECON. 2, available at http://fds.duke.edu/
db/attachment/2575.
20. Fisher, supra note 18, at 1.
21. Olson & Wendling, supra note 14, at 1.
22. The Use of Medicines in the United States: Review of 2011, IMS INST. FOR
HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS 2 (2012), available at https://www.imshealth.com/ims/Global/Content/
Insights/IMS%20Institute%20for%20Healthcare%20Informatics/IHII_Medicines_in_U.S_Report_2011.pdf.
23. The Use of Medicines in the United States: Review of 2010, IMS INST. FOR
HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS 3 (2011), available at http://www.imshealth.com/deployedfiles/
imshealth/Global/Content/IMS%20Institute/Static%20File/IHII_UseOfMed_report.pdf.
24. Grabowski et al., supra note 19, at 2.
25. IMS INST. FOR HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS, supra note 23, at 14.
26. SAVINGS: An Economic Analysis of Generic Drug Usage in the U.S., GENERIC PHARM. ASSOC. 3
(2011), available at https://www.tevagenerics.com/assets/base/pdf/Savings,An EconomicAnalysis.pdf.
27. Savings, supra note 26.
28. Grabowski et al., supra note 19.
29. Generic Competition and Drug Prices, U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION,
http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDER/ucm
129385.htm (last updated Mar. 1, 2010).
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entrance of a second generic manufacturer reduces the average generic
price to nearly half the brand name price.30 Any additional generic
companies manufacturing the brand-name drug affect the market less
drastically.31 For products that attract a large number of generic
manufacturers, the average generic price falls to 20% of the branded
price.32

III. Patent Settlements
A. Reverse Payment Settlements

A trend that has been rising in response to the increasing number of
generics entering the pharmaceutical market are patent settlements that
allow brand-name drugs to hold onto their control of the market. These
types of arrangement raise concerns associated with anticompetitive
behavior by brand-name companies preventing other players in the market
from entering.33 Over the past ten years, patent settlements have enabled
dozens of first-time generics to come to market many months before
patents on the counterpart brand-name drugs expired.34 In 2011, of the
twenty-two new generic drug launches, settlements allowed sixteen of
these generics to launch prior to patent expiry.35
One particular type of settlement is a reverse payment settlement
agreement, also known as “pay-for-delay” deals, which involve a brandname drug manufacturer compensating a generic brand entrant to abandon
its patent challenge and not to enter the market for a number of years.36
This settlement requires the patentee to pay the alleged infringer, rather
than the other way around, which is what is usually expected.37 The
Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) estimated that these deals cost
American consumers $3.5 billion a year.38 These generic firms are now
agreeing to delay their launches not just for cash, but for a promise from
the patent-holder to delay or cancel the launch of its authorized generic.39

30. Generic Competition, supra note 29.
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. Robin Feldman. Ending Patent Exceptionalism and Structuring the Rule of Reason: The
Supreme Court Opens the Door for Both. 15 MINN. J.L. SCI. & TECH. 61, 66 (2014).
34. IMS INST. FOR HEALTHCARE INFORMATICS, supra note 25, at 6.
35. Id.
36. Something Rotten, ECONOMIST (Aug. 6, 2009), http://www.economist.com/node/ 14172627.
37. FTC v. Actavis, 133 S.Ct. 2223, 2227 (2013).
38. Id.
39. The Economist, supra note 36.
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The four most common scenarios involving a brand-name company’s
consideration to a generic brand are: cash, poison pill clauses, noauthorized generic provisions, and forgiveness of damages.40 Cash is a
form of consideration in which a brand-name drug manufacturer pays cash
to a generic to delay entering the market.41 In this situation, the generic
receives a type of consideration that would not have been available as a
result of litigation — because under no circumstance would the brandname company supplement the generic’s entry into the market by paying it
money.42
A second type of compensation is a poison pill clause which ensures
that a generic drug company can expedite its entry when another generic
enters the market.43
These clauses ensure that no other generic
manufacturer, no matter how much time and resources it spends in its
litigation, can enter the market before the generic that has a poison pill
agreement with the brand-named company.
Another specific type of pay-for-delay agreement is a no-authorized
generic (“No-AG”) arrangement. When a generic enters the market to
compete with the brand, typically the brand-name drug producer can
introduce its own authorized generic version of the drug, making three
drugs available for consumers (one brand and two generics).44 The entry of
an authorized generic would make that 180-day window for the
unauthorized generic brand much less profitable. In a No-AG pay-fordelay arrangement, the generic manufacturer is being compensated for
agreeing to delay entry by the brand manufacturer’s own commitment to
delay entry with its authorized generic. 45 In effect, this allows the generic
manufacturer to keep their generic prices higher than they would be
otherwise.
The fourth scenario, brand forgiveness of damages, involves a
situation in which a generic has already entered the market. Even though
generics sell their products cheaper than brand-name drugs, a generic found
to be infringing on a brand-name drug’s patent could be liable for the
higher level of damages in the amount of the brand-name drug’s lost

40. See Michael A. Carrier. Payment After Actavis. 100 IOWA L. REV. 7, 36-47.
41. Carrier, supra note 40, at 36.
42. Id. at 36–37.
43. Id. at 37.
44. Joshua D. Wright, Comm’r, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Remarks at the Antitrust Master
Course VII (Oct. 10, 2014), available at https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_
statements/591131/141010actavisspeech.pdf.
45. Id.
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profits.46 In addition to lost profits, generics could also be liable for any
reduction in brand prices resulting from the introduction of the generic
drug.47 With this type of settlement, the brand-name drug company could
settle by agreeing to forgive some of these damages.48
When a party with no claim for damages walks away with money or
other forms of compensation, simply so that it will stay away from the
patentee’s market, antitrust issues come into question for these unjustified
settlements.49
B. Patent Exceptionalism Conflicts with Antitrust Goals

The clash between patent law and antitrust law is a colossal one, with
antitrust law abhorring monopoly and patent law advocating it.50 Patent
exceptionalism is a misconstrued idea of the patent system to exercise free
reign to patent holders.51 Patent exceptionalism follows the line of
reasoning that when a patent is at play, antitrust should yield, and the
government should keep its nose out.52 This reasoning derives that given a
patent holder’s lawful right to exclude others from the market, a patent
conveys the right to cripple competition.53 Patent exceptionalism flows
from a distorted view of a patent’s actual function.54 As long as an
invention is useful, new, and obvious a patent can be obtained. A patent
does not grant the right to do anything at all; except to exclude others from
making, using, or selling the invention that is patented.55 The mere fact
that you have a patent is not an act of infringement. Multiple patents may
have overlapping rights to exclude,56 since a patent cannot infringe upon
another patent. Antitrust law, on the other hand, characterizes exclusion as
the prevention of an incursion of a rival in a competitive sphere.57

46. Carrier, supra note 40, at 44.
47. Id.
48. Id. at 45.
49. Verizon Commc’ns Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 408
(2004) (“[C]ollusion is “the supreme evil of antitrust.”).
50. Feldman, supra note 33, at 66–67.
51. See Id. at 62.
52. Id. at 66.
53. Id.; FTC. v. Watson Pharm.s, Inc., 677 F.3d 1298, 1330 (11th Cir. 2012).
54. Id. at 68.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
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C. Antitrust Scrutiny of Patent Settlements

Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890 to combat
anticompetitive practices, to reduce market domination by individual
corporations, and to preserve unfettered competition as the rule of trade.58
Violations under the Sherman Act take one of two forms — a “per se
violation” or a violation of the “rule of reason.”59 A per se violation is
delineated in Section 1 of the Sherman Act as certain business practices,
and requires no further inquiry into the practice’s actual effect on the
market or the intentions of those individuals who engaged in the practice.60
A “rule of reason” analysis applies a totality of the circumstances test and
inquires as to whether the challenged practice promotes or suppresses
market competition.61 Intent and motive are often relevant in predicting
future consequences during a rule of reason analysis.62
The “rule of reason” doctrine is used to interpret the Sherman
Antitrust Act. In a traditional rule of reason analysis:
[The] court must ordinarily consider the facts peculiar to the
business to which the restraint is applied; its conditions before and
after the restraint was imposed; the nature of the restraint and its
effect, actual or probable. The history of the restraint, the evil
believed to exist, the Reason for adopting the particular remedy, the
purpose or end sought to be attained, are all relevant facts. This is
not because a good intention will save an otherwise objectionable
regulation or the reverse; but because knowledge of intent may help
the court to interpret facts and to predict consequences.63

This inquiry seems three-pronged: (1) What harm to competition
results or may result from the collaborators’ activities? (2) What is the
object they are trying to achieve and is it a legitimate and significant one?
And (3) are there less restrictive alternatives to the challenged restraint?64
When applied to patents, the Sherman Act “imposes strict limitations
on the concerted activities in which a patent owner may lawfully engage

58. Legal Information Institute, Antitrust: An Overview, CORNELL UNIVERSITY LAW
SCHOOL, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/antitrust.
59. Id.
60. The Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1 (West 2015).
61. Legal Information Institute, supra note 58.
62. Id.
63. Bd. of Trade of City of Chicago v. U.S., 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).
64. Phillip Areeda, The “Rule of Reason” in Antitrust Analysis: General Issues, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER, http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/antitrust.pdf
$file /antitrust.pdf.
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in.”65 In United States v. Singer Mfg. the Supreme Court held that the
agreements, although settling patent disputes, violated antitrust laws.66
That was because “the public interest in granting patent monopolies” exists
only to the extent that “the public is given a novel and useful invention” in
“consideration for its grant.”67

IV. The Hatch-Waxman Act
Numerous laws, regulations and legal precedents play an important
role in directly affecting drug competition by altering the structure and
shaping the competitive environment of these markets.68 One piece of
legislation in particular, The Hatch-Waxman Act, has been instrumental in
constructing the market for both generic and branded drugs.69 The Drug
Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984, also known as
the Hatch-Waxman Act, amended the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act to create an abbreviated pathway for approval of new drugs that are
therapeutically equivalent to a brand drug. This process prescribes
pharmaceutical manufacturers to file an ANDA for approval of a generic
drug by the FDA.70 Congress’ objective when enacting the legislation was
to increase generic competition while balancing the resulting cost savings
with sufficient incentives to encourage continued medical innovation
through the development of new drugs.71
In addition to the patents that protect new inventions, the HatchWaxman Act grants periods of exclusivity to manufacturers that have new
drugs approved by FDA.72 Generic manufacturers frequently challenge
patents protecting these brand-name drugs. 73
Apparently most if not all reverse payment settlement agreements
arise in the context of pharmaceutical drug regulation, and
specifically in the context of suits brought under statutory provisions

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

United States v. Singer Mfg. Co., 374 U.S. 174, 196 (1963).
Id. at 195–97.
Id. at 199 (White, J., concurring).
Olson & Wendling, supra note 14.
Id.
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 355(j) (2015).
Grabowski, supra note 19, at 1.
ASPE Issue Brief: Expanding the Use of Generic Drugs, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND DATA POLICE – U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, 3 (2010).
73. Grabowski, supra note 19, at 1.
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allowing a generic drug manufacturer to challenge the validity of a
patent owned by an already approved brand-name drug owner.74

There are four key features of the Hatch-Waxman Act. The first of
these features is that a drug manufacturer must submit a New Drug
Application to the FDA if they wish to market a new prescription drug.75
The manufacturer must submit as part of the application: full reports of
investigations on the safety of the drug, a list of the articles used as
components of the drug, a full statement of the composition of the drug,
and more.76 Then, these new prescription drugs undergo a long,
comprehensive, and costly testing process in order to receive marketing
approval from the FDA.77 If a company only develops one drug, the
median spending is still around $351 million.78 The median cost per new
drug is $4.2 billion for companies that have launched more than three
drugs; this value increases to $5.3 billion for those that have launched more
than four drugs.79
The second feature of the Hatch-Waxman Act as the previously
mentioned is the abbreviated procedure for generic drugs, which grants
permission of a generic drug manufacturer to obtain similar marketing
approval.80 The generic drug manufacturer can file an Abbreviated New
Drug Application specifying that the generic has the same active
ingredients and is a bioequivalent to the already-approved brand-name
drug.81 This allows the generic manufacturer to avoid the costs and time
involved with the research of developing these drugs, which are required to
obtain approval. This in turn speeds the introduction of low-cost generic
drugs to market thereby furthering drug competition.
The third feature of the Hatch-Waxman Act addresses special
procedures for identifying and resolving related patent disputes. It requires
the brand-name manufacturer to list in its New Drug Application the
number and the expiration date of any relevant patent.82 The generic
74. FTC. v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2227 (2013); Herbert Hovenkamp, Sensible
Antitrust Rules for Pharmaceutical Competition, 39 U.S.F. L. REV. 11, 24 (2004).
75. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 355(b) (1) (2015).
76. Id. at § 355(b)(1)(A)–(G).
77. Id. at § 355(b)(1).
78. Matthew Herper, How Much Does Pharmaceutical Innovation Cost? A Look at 100
Companies, FORBES, Aug. 11, 2013, http://www.forbes.com/sites/matthewherper/2013/08/11/thecost-of-inventing-a-new-drug-98-companies-ranked/.
79. Id.
80. 21 U.S.C. § 355(j)(1)–(2).
81. 21 U.S.C. § 355(j)(2)(iv) (2013).
82. See Id. at § 355(b)(1)(G).
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manufacturer must then assure the FDA that the generic will not infringe
the brand-name’s patents by: certifying that the brand-name manufacturer
has not listed any relevant patents, certify that any relevant patents have
expired, request approval to market beginning when any still-in-force
patents expire, or certify that any listed relevant patent is invalid or will not
be infringed by the manufacture, use, or sale of the drug described in the
Abbreviated New Drug Application.83 This last option is also known as the
“Paragraph IV” route and automatically counts as patent infringement.
The fourth feature is a special incentive for a generic to be the first to
file an Abbreviated New Drug Application taking the Paragraph IV route.
That applicant gets a period of 180-day exclusivity, where no other generic
can compete with the brand-name drug.84 Of the provisions in the HatchWaxman Act aimed at facilitating generic drugs entrance into the market, I
will further discuss the ANDA process and Paragraph IV litigation.
A. Abbreviated New Drug Application

The ANDA process greatly reduces the cost of completing an FDA
application for approval of a generic drug.85 To meet the FDA standards
prior to the Hatch-Waxman amendments, generic manufacturers had to
duplicate many of the brand-name manufacturer trials, and submit their
own safety and efficacy data on their products.86 However, under the
ANDA process, generic manufacturers only need to demonstrate that their
products have the same active ingredients and are “bioequivalents” to their
brand-name counterparts.87 Under the Hatch-Waxman Act, generics are
also given an exemption to patent law rules, to begin research on the brandname’s drug prior to that brand-name drug company’s patent expiration.88
B. Paragraph IV Litigation

Another exemption to patent law that Hatch-Waxman allows generics
is Paragraph IV litigation. The Hatch-Waxman Act created incentives for
generic manufacturers to challenge brand-name patents before they
expire.89 During this process, the generic manufacturer notifies the FDA
that either its generic product does not infringe on a listed patent on the

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

See Id. at § 355 (j)(2)(A)(vii)(IV).
See Id. at § 355 (j)(5)(B)(iv).
Grabowski, supra note 19, at 2.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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brand-name drug, or that the brand-name drug’s patent is not valid.90 A
Paragraph IV challenge can be made at the dosage form or strength level.91
The challenged brand-name drug company then has 45 days of receiving
notice of a Paragraph IV litigation to file a patent infringement action
against the generic company.92 The FDA cannot approve the generic
company’s ANDA until the company prevails either in court, settlement, or
expiration of a 30-month stay.93
The incentive for a generic manufacturer to file a Paragraph IV
challenge and to receive FDA final approval of its application is a 180-day
period of exclusivity.94 The victor is then the only ANDA-approved
generic version allowed on the market.95 The first-to-file status is
determined by the day of filing.96 Multiple generic manufacturers can
share first-to-file status if they file on the same day.97 As mentioned above
in the previous section, the first generic manufacturer to enter the market
generally drops their prices only slightly below the manufacturer’s price.
Therefore, this 180-day window is potentially very profitable to a first-tofile Paragraph IV challenger.
The likelihood of a Paragraph IV challenge being filed has increased
substantially in recent years, and has been occurring earlier in the drug lifecycle. Only 9% of drugs experiencing first generic entry in 1995 had
experienced a Paragraph IV challenge prior to their first generic launch.98
That number has increased to 81% by drugs experiencing first generic entry
in 2012.99 Paragraph IV challenges also have been occurring in a shorter
amount of time following the launch of a brand-name drug. In 1995, the
average time between the launch of the brand-name drug and the first
Paragraph IV challenge was 18.7 years.100 In 2012, that span of time
dropped to an average of 6.9 years.101
There are a variety of factors that affect the initiation of a Paragraph
IV challenge. Paragraph IV challenge activity is even more aggressive for

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.

Id.
Id.; See 21 U.S.C. § 355(j)(2)(iii) (2013).
Id. at § 355(j)(5)(B)(iii).
Grabowski, supra note 19, at 2; See 21 U.S.C. § 355(j)(5)(D)(i)(I) (2013).
Grabowski, supra note 19, at 2.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 6 (Figure 3).
Id.
Id.
Id.
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new drugs with sales greater than $250 million.102 Another factor that
comes into play is the drug’s sales prior to generic entry, the nature of the
patents protecting the drug, and the ease with which generic manufacturers
can imitate the drug to satisfy FDA regulations.103 For example, for higherrevenue drugs, generic manufacturers may be less selective when filing
challenges, as even a low likelihood of success in litigation can yield a
large expected return on the investment necessary to challenge a patent.104

V. The Supreme Court’s Opinion on Reverse Payments
The most recent Supreme Court decision regarding reverse payments
is Federal Trade Commission v. Actavis.105 In this case, Respondent
Solvay Pharmaceuticals obtained a patent for its brand-name drug
AndroGel.106 The FDA approved the application and Solvay obtained a
patent in 2003.107 The pharmaceutical companies Actavis, Inc. and
Paddock Laboratories filed Abbreviated New Drug Applications for a
generic drugs modeled after AndroGel for their own generic products.108
Both companies certified under Paragraph IV that Solvay’s patent was
invalid and that their generic drugs did not infringe it.109 Solvay initiated
Paragraph IV litigation against Actavis and Paddock claiming patent
infringement.110 The FDA approved of Actavis’ generic product, but
instead of bringing its drug to market, Actavis and the other generic
manufacturers entered into a “reverse payment” settlement agreement with
Solvay.111 The specific terms of this agreement included Actavis agreeing
not to bring its generic to market for a specified number of years
(specifically sixty five months) before Solvay’s patent expired, and
agreeing to promote AndroGel to doctors in exchange for millions of
dollars”.112 The other generic companies made roughly similar promises.113

102. Id. at 6.
103. Id.
104. Id.
105. Found by looking up “reverse payments” and filtering to Supreme Court cases in
LexisNexis (last visited May 8, 2015).
106. Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2224.
107. Id. at 2229.
108. Id.
109. Id. at 2224–25.
110. Id. at 2225.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Id. at 2229.
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Solvay agreed to pay millions of dollars to each generic.114 The FTC
stepped in and filed suit, alleging that the parties “violated §5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act by unlawfully agreeing to abandon their
patent challenges, to refrain from launching their low-cost generic drugs,
and to share in Solvay’s monopoly profits for nine years.”115 The
companies described these reverse payments as compensation for other
services the generics promised to perform, but the FTC contended that
those services had little value.116 According to the FTC, the true point of
the payments was to compensate the generics for agreeing not to compete
against AndroGel until 2015.117 The basic question addressed here is
whether such an agreement can sometimes unreasonably diminish
competition in violation of antitrust laws.118
The Eleventh Circuit concluded that as long as the anticompetitive
effects of a settlement fall within the scope of the patent’s exclusionary
potential, the settlement is immune from antitrust attack.119 The Supreme
Court rejected this “scope of the patent” test used by the Eleventh Circuit.
The Supreme Court ruled that reverse payment settlement agreements
between branded and generic pharmaceutical companies are subject to
antitrust scrutiny and should be analyzed under the traditional antitrust
“rule of reason” analysis.120 The Supreme Court recognized that these
reverse payment settlements tend to have significant adverse effects on
competition.121
These agreements may lead to higher prices for
pharmaceuticals by deterring generic entry, and contribute to increased
health care costs that consumers, employers, and governments are
struggling to contain.122
A. FTC v. Actavis’ Antitrust Claim

The Court in Actavis concluded that the FTC should have been given
the opportunity to prove its antitrust claim for five reasons.123 First, the
Court reasoned that the specific restraint at issue has the potential for

114. Id.
115. Id. at 2230; App. 29, Complaint ¶5 (encompassing practices that violate the Sherman
Act and the other antitrust laws).
116. Id. at 2229.
117. Id.
118. Id. at 2227.
119. FTC v. Watson Pharms., Inc., 667 F.3d 1298, 1312 (2012).
120. Wright, supra note 44, at 2.
121. Id. at 3.
122. Id.
123. Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2234.
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genuine adverse effects on competition.124 The payment in effect amounts
to a purchase by the patentee of the exclusive right to sell its product, a
right it already claims but would lose if the patent litigation were to
continue and the patent were held invalid.125 Permitting the patent
challenger to enter the market before the patent expires would also bring
about competition for the consumer’s benefit.126
Second, these anticompetitive consequences will at least sometimes
prove unjustified.127 When a reverse payment reflects traditional settlement
considerations, such as avoided litigation costs or fair value for services,
there is no same concern that a patentee is using its monopoly profits to
avoid the risk of patent invalidation.128 Traditionally, a party with a claim
(or counterclaim) for damages receives a sum equal to or less than the
value of its claim.129 However, in the reverse payment settlement at issue,
a party with no claim for damages (something that is usually true of a
Paragraph IV litigation defendant) walks away with money simply to stay
away from the patentee’s market.130
Third, where a reverse payment threatens to encourage unjustified
anticompetitive harm, the patentee likely possesses the power to bring that
harm about in practice.131 This imbalance of power is reflected in the
amount the pharmaceutical company is willing to pay off the generic brand.
However, a strong and valid patent itself would help to assure such power
in a way that would lessen the incentive of a company seeking to induce
others to stay out of the market.132
Fourth, an antitrust action is likely to prove more administratively
feasible. An unexplained large reverse payment suggests that the patentee
has serious doubts about their patent’s survival.133 The objective of the
payment would then be to maintain high levels of profits and share it with
the patentee and the challenger, rather than face a potentially competitive
market.134

124. Indiana Federation of Dentists, 476 U.S. at 460-461.
125. Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2234.
126. Id.
127. Id. at 2235.
128. Id. at 2236.
129. Id. at 2233.
130. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 408
(stating collusion is “the supreme evil of antitrust”).
131. Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2236.
132. Id.
133. Id.
134. Id.
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Lastly, the fact that a large unjustified reverse payment risks antitrust
liability does not prevent litigating parties from settling their lawsuit.135 It
is entirely possible to have settlements that do not include such unjustified
reverse payments.
B. The Actavis Court’s Conclusion

The Court in Actavis concludes that a reverse payment, where “large
and unjustified”, can bring the risk of significant anticompetitive effects.136
A court should examine the size of the payment, and assess its likely
anticompetitive effects along with its potential justifications.137 The Court
held that reverse payment settlements should be analyzed under the
traditional “rule of reason” framework, and that the plaintiff’s prima facie
demonstration of a settlement’s anticompetitive effects necessarily
“depends upon its size, its scale in relation to the payor’s anticipated future
litigation costs, its independence from other services for which it might
represent payment, and the lack of other convincing justification.”138 This
conclusion lends itself to the next issue namely: what constitutes a reverse
payment that is worth litigation over a patent’s validity?
The Court explained that when future courts analyze a payment that
presents anticompetitive concerns, those courts should look to the
payment’s “size, its scale in relation to the payor’s anticipated future
litigation costs, its independence from other services for which it might
represent payment, and the lack of any other convincing justification.”139
The Court has a strong preference for determining patent strength by
examining the payment rather than the patent itself.140 An unexplained
large reverse payment could suggest that the patent holder has serious
doubts about the patent’s survival.141 Therefore, forms of payment from
the brand-name drug to the generic drug company could constitute
anticompetitive harm, in which even strong patents would not be protected
from scrutiny.
The Actavis Court however recognized two categories for which the
settling parties could offer justifications.142 The settling parties should be
allowed to show that the payment is either (1) no larger than litigation
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.

Id. at 2237.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 2237–38.
Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2237.
Carrier, supra note 40, at 18.
Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2236.
Carrier, supra note 40, at 19.
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costs, or (2) that the payment is for unrelated generic services rather than
delayed entry.143 Regarding litigation costs, if a defendant can justify
payments that amount to no more than rough approximation of the
litigation expenses saved through a settlement with redeeming virtues, then
there is not the same concern that a patentee is using its monopoly profits
to avoid the risk of patent invalidation or a finding of noninfringement.144
The second justification involves brand payments for unrelated
generic services. These can include the brand-named drug paying for a
generic company to market its product, to provide inventory or backup
manufacturing services, to supply them with raw material or finished drug
products, and/or for development agreements for unrelated products.145 If
the brand really is paying for generic services in a transaction that does not
involve the dividing of monopoly profits to pay for the delayed entry, it
could offer a legitimate justification for its payment to the generic.146
Aside from those two situations, Actavis leaves open for question of
the type of compensation that constitutes an exclusion payment violating
antitrust laws. The Actavis Court directs lower courts to focus on the
presence of significant unjustified anticompetitve consequences, and
emphasized four elements to consider.147 These include: payments’ size,
scale in relation to the payer’s anticipated future litigation costs,
independence from other services for which it might represent payment,
and lack of any other convincing justification.148 How the lower courts
have interpreted Actavis will come up later in discussion.
C. The Commissioner’s Response to the Actavis Holding

Joshua Wright was sworn in as a Commissioner of the Federal Trade
Commission on January 11, 2013, to a term that expires in September
2019.149 Wright said there was no question the ruling covers all kinds of
considerations.150 He states that, “Actavis clearly applies to reverse
payment settlements involving noncash compensation.”151 To not involve

143. Id.
144. See Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2236.
145. Carrier, supra note 40, at 22.
146. Carrier, supra note 40, at 21–22.
147. Carrier, supra note 40, at 30.
148. Id.
149. Joshua D. Wright: Commissioner, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, https://www.ftc.gov/
about-ftc/biographies/joshua-d-wright.
150. Melissa Lipman, No Question Actavis Goes Beyond Cash, FTC’s Wright Says, LAW
360 (Oct. 10, 2014, 9:54 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/586388.
151. Id.
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such payments would create artificial limitations that simply do not make
economic sense and would impose a rule that elevates form over
substance.”152
One standard the Supreme Court set for deals that might pose antitrust
problems is comparing a payment to the costs the drug maker saves by
avoiding further litigation as an appropriate benchmark.153 Wright however
suggests that those litigation savings are not a good benchmark because
even “very large payments,” much bigger than avoided litigation costs, can
produce settlements that ultimately benefit consumers.154
A litigation cost benchmark does not reliably identify anticompetitive settlements and generates considerable risk of chilling
consumer welfare-increasing settlements. As lower courts continue
to struggle with how to identify reverse payment settlements that
likely reduce consumer welfare, it is important to accurately
identify the relationship between payment size and harm before
concluding payment size is indeed a ‘workable surrogate for a
patent’s weakness,’ as the court suggested it may be.155

Beyond advocating a “rule of reason” analysis, the Court did not set
forth a clear structure for reviewing settlement agreements and left this job
to the district courts.156
The Commissioner notes that the post-Actavis landscape remains
unsettled with respect to a number of critical questions concerning how
lower courts will and should evaluate reverse payment settlements.157
Particularly, he notes three questions: (1) does Actavis apply to noncash
payments, (2) are reverse payments that are larger than avoided litigation
costs considered to be “large and unjustified” within the Court’s
framework, and (3) should courts balance competitive harms associated
with delayed generic entry of a particular drug against any consumer
welfare benefits to consumers of other drugs that would not occur but for
the settlement.158

152. Id.
153. Id.
154. Id.
155. Supra note 44, at 14.
156. Jason Oliver, Supreme Court Holds Reverse Payment Settlement Agreements to be
Analyzed Under “Rule of Reason” Approach, BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP (June 21, 2013),
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=1bf5b27a-6c24-4e24-9750-48d7ae135587.
157. Supra note 44, at 2
158. Id.
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Regarding the first question of whether or not reverse payments must
take the form of cash to be subject to antitrust scrutiny, Wright believes
that Actavis clearly applies to reverse payment settlements involving
noncash compensation.159 Even before Actavis, brand-name and generic
pharmaceutical manufacturers had entered into increasingly complex and
creative settlement agreements that frequently included noncash
consideration.160 Today’s settlement agreements include any number of
nonmonetary elements in which a brand-name company agrees to not
introduce an authorized generic that might compete with the generic firm’s
product, such as complex supply agreements, marketing, and other
advertising arrangements.161
Regarding the second question, Wright contemplated the economic
conditions under which inferences about competitive harm can reliably be
drawn from a large payment and how exactly one interested in enforcing
the antitrust laws or counseling clients would proceed to identify such
payments.162 He finds that litigation costs are not an appropriate
benchmark for evaluating reverse payments under the “rule of reason”.163
He suggests that lower courts should be reluctant to rely on a truncated
litigation cost benchmark substitute for a more full-blown “rule of reason”
inquiry.164
The next question is how to analyze large noncash payments under the
rule of reason. This is an inquiry that is difficult to define. In the most
common form of noncash payment from a brand manufacturer to a generic
manufacturer to delay entry, a no-authorized generic agreement, the
consumer welfare impact of such an arrangement is simple to analyze
because the No-AG commitment offers no consumer benefits. But this is
not always the case, as pharmaceutical companies are settling their patent
disputes in evermore complex fashions, often attempting to disguise the
reverse payment.165 The rule of reason would require lower courts to
analyze all the costs and benefits associated with the challenged conduct.

159. Id. at 5.
160. Id.
161. Lipman, supra note 150.
162. Id. at 9.
163. Id. at 12.
164. Id. at 15.
165. FTC Files Amicus Brief explaining That “No-AG” Agreements Are Used by Drug
Companies to Delay Generic Competition, FTC (Aug. 13, 2012), https://www.ftc.gov/newsevents/press-releases/2012/08/ftc-files-amicus-brief-explaining-no-ag-agreements-are-used-drug.
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VI. Post-Actavis Landscape
A. Circuit Courts

The Third Circuit is the first Court of Appeals to take on a pay-fordelay case since the U.S. Supreme Court ruled on this matter.166 Experts
say that the case will be significant as the first appellate ruling applying
Actavis since the justices ruled in 2013.167 The Third Circuit will weigh in
on the question of whether generic drug makers must receive cash for a
deal to count as a reverse payment.
The Appellate Court heard arguments over whether a New Jersey
district court correctly concluded that the justices were only talking about
cash settlements when they opened the door to antitrust challenges to
Hatch-Waxman Act settlements.168 In King Drug Co. of Florence, Inc.,169
the plaintiffs argued that the Third Circuit incorrectly dismissed their suit.
They accused GlaxoSmithKline PLC of paying off Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries Ltd. to delay launching a generic version of the drug Lamictal
until the day before GSK’s patents were set to expire. In exchange,
plaintiffs argued that GSK promised not to launch its own authorized
generic during Teva’s 180-day exclusivity window.170 The defendants say
that a no-authorized-generic promise was simply a term of an exclusive
early-entry license, which has always been allowed under patent law.171
The defendants also make a case that a no-authorized generic provision is
basically an exclusive license, and exclusive licenses are something that are
expressly allowed under patent law.172 This issue comes down to what
kind of payment the Supreme Court was referring to in Actavis.
B. District Courts

Of the seven courts to have considered this reverse settlement issue in
light of Actavis, only two have ruled that Actavis requires cash payments.173
The bulk of other district courts that looked at the issue of these types of

166. Melissa Lipman, 3rd Circ. To Decide If Reverse Payments Must Be Cash, LAW 360
(Nov. 17, 2014, 4:19 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/591582/3rd-circ-to-decide-if-reversepayments-must-be-cash.
167. Id.
168. Id.
169. King Drug Co. of Florence, Inc. v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 791 F.3d 388 (3d Cir.
2015).
170. Lipman, supra note 166.
171. Id.
172. Id.
173. Lipman, supra note 150.
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payments seem to agree that Actavis goes beyond straightforward cash
payments.174 A broader issue that has come up is whether or not, for
pleading purposes, the plaintiffs would have to specify a number for the
payment value.175 Actavis merely says the payment must be “large and
unjustified.”176 How should noncash payments have to be estimated in
monetary terms in order to figure out if the payment counts as “large and
unjustified”?177 Drug manufacturers will be arguing over whether
settlements have to include cash payments to receive antitrust scrutiny
under Actavis.178
In re Loestrin 24 Fe Antitrust Litigation held that the Actavis decision
required cash consideration in order to trigger the “rule of reason” scrutiny
fin determining whether a reverse settlement payment violates federal
antitrust law.179 The court held that plaintiffs had not adequately alleged
payment in the form of cash in exchange for agreement to stay out of the
market for that drug, and the plaintiffs failed to state a plausible claim upon
which relief could be granted.180 The motion to dismiss was therefore
granted.181 The court stated the five factors in determining whether reverse
settlement payments satisfy the rule of reason and how it could be
measured when the reverse payment is made in cash. However, noncash
settlements were almost impossible to measure against these factors.182
In a second case, the New Jersey District Court held that the buyers’
class action complaint challenging the patent settlement failed to state an
antitrust claim, since there was no transfer of money in the settlement.183
A majority of courts seem to take the opposite position that a reverse
payment is not limited to cash payments. The District Court of New
Jersey, acknowledged that Actavis addressed cash payments, but concluded

174. Lipman, supra note 166.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Lipman, supra note 150.
178. Id.
179. See In re Loestrin 24 Fe Antitrust Litig., 45 F. Supp. 3d 180, 195 (D.R.I. 2014).
180. Id.
181. Id.
182. Id. at 191.
183. In re Lamictal Direct Purchaser Antitrust Litig., No. CIV. 12-995 WHW, 2012 WL
6725580, at *7 (D.N.J. Dec. 6, 2012) adhered to on reconsideration, 18 F. Supp. 3d 560, 566
(D.N.J. 2014).
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that the Supreme Court focused on the antitrust intent of the settling parties
rather than the manner of payment.184
The United States District Court in the Northern District of California
stated that to constitute a “payment” under the “rule of reason” test, used in
conjunction with evaluating terms of reverse payment in settlements
involving patent infringement suits, the court must be able to calculate a
value.185 The court found no need to restrict the definition of payment only
to cash, since there are many plausible methods by which a court may
calculate the value of nonmonetary terms.186
The Eastern District of Pennsylvania also held that a reverse
“payment” was not limited to cash.187 That court also concluded that a
non-authorized generic provision did not have the same economic effect as
a grant of exclusive license to enter market prior to expiration of a
patent.188
The District Court in Massachusetts also did not see it fit to read into
the opinion a strict limitation of its principles to monetary-based
arrangements alone.189 Adoption of a broader interpretation of the word
“payment” would serve the purpose of aligning the law with modern-day
realities. Nowhere in Actavis did the Supreme Court explicitly require
some sort of monetary transaction to take place for an agreement between a
brand and a generic manufacturer to constitute a reverse payment.190
The District Court of Connecticut also follows the same line of
reasoning and does not think these payments should be limited to cash
payments.191 Since large and unjustified reverse payments can bring with
them the risk of significant anticompetitive effects regardless of the
particular form of transfer, they should not be limited to cash payments.192

184. In re Effexor XR Antitrust Litig., No. 11-5479, 2014 WL 4988410, at *20 (D.N.J. Oct.
6, 2014).
185. United Food and Commercial Workers Local 1776 v. Teikoku Pharma USA, Inc., 74 F.
Supp. 3d 1052, 1069 (N.D. Cal. 2014).
186. Id. at 1069–70.
187. In re Niaspan Antitrust Litig., 42 F. Supp. 3d 735, 751 (E.D. Pa 2014).
188. Id. at 750.
189. In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litig., 968 F. Supp. 2d 367, 392 (D. Mass.
2013).
190. Id. at 392.
191. In re Aggrenox Antitrust Litig., No. 3:14–md–2516, 2015 WL 1311352 at *11-12 (D.
Conn. 2015).
192. Id. at 12.
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VII. Conclusion
Pharmaceutical companies spend much of their time and resources in
conducting research and clinical trials to develop new drugs. Under the
Hatch-Waxman Act, generic drugs can refer to the same tests that the
brand-name drugs have conducted, as long as the generic brands can
prove similarities in the biological makeup of both drugs. As a result,
pharmaceutical companies have been paying off generic companies to not
enter the market until their patents are nearly expired — a transaction
known as a reverse payment. These companies have been settling
lawsuits in order to maximize their own profit, at the expense of the
benefit to society. This trend of reverse payment patent settlements that
has developed in response to the Hatch-Waxman Act has promoted anticompetition in the marketplace, and even rises to the level of antitrust
scrutiny. While proving to be beneficial to the pharmaceutical industry,
reverse payments create an antitrust issue by allowing the pharmaceutical
companies to monopolize the market space, as well as creating a public
interest problem by taking away public access to cheaper drugs.
Congress’ objective when enacting the Hatch-Waxman legislation
was to increase generic competition while balancing the resulting cost
savings with sufficient incentives to encourage continued medical
innovation through the development of new drugs. Like most of the
district courts that have taken on this post-Actavis issue, I agree that
reverse payments should not be confined to cash payments in order to rise
to the level of antitrust scrutiny. Given the complexity of modern day
payment formulations, it would be detrimental for future reverse payment
cases to pigeon-hole the parameters of payments to cash. In determining
the antitrust scrutiny level, it is important to consider whether the brandname drug has conveyed to the generic a type of consideration that is not
a direct consequence of winning the lawsuit.
Generic drugs play an important role in the pharmaceutical consumer
landscape. Many policymakers view generic drug competition as the
principal method to contain the rapid growth in drug costs. Therefore,
restricting options for American consumers would go against the original
intent of the Hatch-Waxman Act.
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I. Introduction
Young innovating companies constitute risky investments because
they lack the necessary track record and often lock their capital in
intangibles.1 Entrepreneurs wish to secure some financial backing in order
to grow their business; but, while they know their business inside-out,
potential investors must be convinced to invest. To defeat information
asymmetries,2 entrepreneurs and potential investors must rely on
observable characteristics or other manufactured signals to make
investment decisions.3
While these innovative startups are ill-suited for bank loans,4 they are
prime candidates for venture capital (VC) fund investments.5 To elect their
investments targets, VCs rely on characteristics and signals that can be
observed before and during the negotiations. For instance, before the
negotiations, potential investors valorize the prior experience and education
of a fund-seeking entrepreneur;6 or during negotiations, an entrepreneur can

1. Bronwyn H. Hall, The Financing of Innovative Firms, 1 R. ECON. & INSTITUTIONS 1,
2–5 (2010) (discussing how innovative companies have most of their assets in research and
development (R&D) and this R&D constitute an intangible asset, mostly in the form of human
capital).
2. Id. at 7. Information asymmetries were first formally discussed by George A. Akerlof
in The Market for “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84 QUARTERLY J.
ECON. 488 (1970) where he describes how market with information asymmetry may lead to good
investments to not enter the market.
3. Hall, supra note 1, at 8 (using the example of R&D expenditure as a signal around the
information asymmetry problem).
4. “Low salvage values relative to the original investment makes these [intangible assets
created by innovation investment] unsuitable for debt finance in spite of the tax advantage, so that
firms whose investments are mostly intangible will rely more heavily on retained earnings and
equity.” Id. at 10. Citing previous empirical studies, Hall, supra note 1, argues that young
innovative companies are often cash strapped, this lack of cash affects R&D, and they rely more
on venture financing because they are more willing to take risks. Id. at 21–22.
5. ANDREW METRICK & AYAKO YASUDA, VENTURE CAPITAL & THE FINANCE OF
INNOVATION, 10–13 (2d ed. 2011) (discussing the type of companies in which venture capital
funds invest).
6. David H. Hsu, Experienced Entrepreneurial Founders, Organizational Capital, and
Venture Capital Funding, 36 RESEARCH POL’Y 722 (2007), David H. Hsu empirically tests
whether prior experience and education affect the fund receives through direct ties as well as the
valuation of the venture. He finds that prior experience has a statistically significant effect on the
likelihood of receiving funds through direct ties as well as increases the pre-investment valuation
of the company. He finds, however, that education has mixed and sometimes inconclusive
effects; yet, in the Internet industry, holding a doctorate increases the likelihood of receiving
funds through direct ties as well as increases preinvestment valuation in a statistically significant
way.
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reveal her company’s potential if she is willing to accept staged financing7
or relinquish some corporate control.8
When investing, VCs also consider company characteristics such as its
innovative potential.
Investors seek innovative companies because
innovations can help them profit based on Schumpeterian principles.9
These principles argue that innovation helps generate profits in one of two
ways: innovation helps create differentiated products or innovation helps
produce the same product but at a lower cost.10
Investors struggle to assess innovation potential.11 First, investors do
not fully observe this potential because inventors do not wish to disclose
their innovation.12 Second, even if inventors clearly disclose their ideas,
entrepreneurs also have an incentive to exaggerate their potential.13

7. Ronald J. Gilson, Engineering a venture capital market: lessons from the American
experience, 55 STAN. L. REV. 1067 (2003). Ronald J. Gilson explains how contracts between
venture capital firms and startup entrepreneurs can be used to alleviate some of the risk,
uncertainties, information asymmetries, and agency cost linked with the investor-investee
relationship including using staged financing, control, monitoring, etc. Stage financing falls
within this category. Id. at 1080.
8. Id. at 1091.
9. “[T]he bulk of private fortunes is, in capitalist society, directly or indirectly the result of
the process of which innovation is the ‘prime mover.’” Joseph A. Schumpeter, BUSINESS
CYCLES, A THEORETICAL, HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CAPITALIST
PROCESS, 104 (1939).
10. Id. at 85–86. Innovations shift the innovator’s cost curve and allow innovators to
capture some of the demand.
11. This issue does not refer to the difficulties measuring innovation or innovation potential
because innovation is an abstract concept. This issue refers to the observation of innovation
potential because innovators know more about their inventions than outside observers.
12. Disclosing innovation makes it available to potential competitors because ideas and
innovations are non-rival and can be reproduced. The “non-rival character of knowledge . . .
means that once an invention is known, everyone can use it with no additional R&D cost.” David
Encaoua, Dominique Guellec & Catalina Martínez Patent systems for encouraging innovation:
Lessons from economic analysis, 35 RESEARCH POL’Y 1423, 1424 (2006). This issue is referred
as the Arrow’s information paradox where disclosing the information destroys its value.
KENNETH J. ARROW, Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for Invention, THE
RATE AND DIRECTION OF INVENTIVE ACTIVITY: ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS 609, 615
(Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research ed., 1962) (explaining the paradox that the information’s “value
for the purchaser is not known until he has the information, but then he has in effect acquired it
without cost”). The investors may not copy the information herself but the innovator may not be
able to prevent its reproduction after disclosing it. The initial inventors may still enjoy a firstmover advantage and hence benefit from her invention, but she might not be able to benefit as
much as she would have, had she not disclosed.
13. Mattew Beacham & Bipasa Datta, Who becomes the winner? Effects of venture capital
on firms’ innovative incentives: a theoretical investigation, Univ. of York, Working Paper (2013).
Mattew Beacham and Bipasa Datta present a two-period theoretical model explaining the
incentive that entrepreneurs have to put high amounts of efforts in the first period in order to
obtain venture capital financing in the second period.
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Therefore, investors struggle to forecast the market potential especially at
the early innovations stages.
Fund seeking companies and investors rely on selection criteria that
address information asymmetries and separate companies according to their
potential. In the software industry, entrepreneurs and investors have
arguably used patent portfolios to separate companies according to their
potential.14
Patents are perceived as incentivizing innovation by granting the
holder a monopoly in exchange for disclosing information about the
invention;15 however, in the software industry, patents do not seem to fulfill
this function.16 The software industry moves too fast for the patent system
and for the innovator to profit on her monopoly power. This is because a
patent takes on average of almost three years to be granted,17 while most
software users would have changed software at least once during that time
period.18 Even if software patents remain relevant, its holders have hardly
enforced them.19
Software patents instead are often used as innovation-potential signals.
Software startups rarely hold patents.20 This scarcity makes them good

14. Ronald J. Mann, Do Patent Facilitate Financing in the Software Industry?, 83 TEX. L.
REV. 961 (2005).
15. Catherine M. Cottle & Robert P. Greenspoon, Don’t Assume a Can Opener:
Confronting Patent Economic Theories with Licensing and Enforcement Reality, 12 COLUM. SCI.
& TECH. L. REV. 194, 205 (2011) (discussing the reward theory of patents that “argues that
patents incentivize innovation by increasing the benefits associated with obtaining a patent”
because it creates a monopoly market that the innovator can exploit).
16. Id. at 209–10 (discussing the prospective theory and how patents disseminate
information such as declaring to competing firms of successful research and allowing holders to
exchange information).
17. Performance Accountability Report 190 Table 4 (2013), USPTO, http://www.uspto.gov/
about/stratplan/ar/USPTOFY2013PAR.pdf. This table shows that the average pendency for a
Computer Architecture, Software & Information Security was 2 years and 8 months.
18. The lifespan of software has been dropping quickly. A survey from 1992 cites a 10.1
year lifespan for software in Japan. Tetsuo Tamai & Yohsuke Torimitsu, Software Lifetime and
its Evolution Process over Generations, SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE PROC. 63 (1992). “Another
survey in Germany from the year 2000 claims that more than seventy-five percent of customers
are replacing their software each year and almost fifty percent are replacing them every six
months.” Sylvain Perchaud, Software Patents and Innovation, 1 J. OF INFO. L. & TECH. (2003).
19. Mann uses his interview with IBM to explain how some companies have a more
“lenient enforcement of their IP rights.” IBM offers nonexclusive licenses and does not wish to
enforce its intellectual property through litigation. Mann, supra note 15, at 1005–06. This seems
to indicate that the cost of enforcing patents outweighs the benefits in the software industry.
Software innovators often prefer to cross-license their patents.
20. For instance, in a 2005 survey, a minority of software startups held patents by the time
they received their first round of venture capital financing. In comparison, in the biotech industry
the majority of companies held a patent before receiving their first investments. In Patents,
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signals. Software companies often file patent(s) later in their lifecycle to
differentiate their products, to facilitate cross-licensing, and to signal
expertise and knowhow.21 First, this paper analyzes whether patents have
been used as innovation-potential signals as well as how they help investors
select which projects to finance. This paper argues that VC funds have
indirectly encouraged the proliferation of software patents.
Patent scarcity also makes startups vulnerable to potential claims. A
2013 report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office noted an
increase in patent infringement litigation with multi-defendants between
2007 and 2011 and 89 percent of this increase was attributable to software
patent litigation.22 Second, this paper analyzes how the impact in the
increase in patent litigation affected the software industry and the signaling
value of patents. The second section also discusses how Patent Assertion
Entities (PAEs) have proliferated, how PAE litigations have increased, and
how they impact the value of patents.
Both VCs and PAEs rely on patents in different ways. By using
patents in an unexpected way, PAEs have complicated VCs’ company
valuation. Indirectly, VCs have fed into the patent assertion entity
problem. This paper presents empirical evidence that PAEs have impacted
the behavior of VCs. Finally, this paper discusses how VCs have been
impacted by PAEs and the role that VCs play to hinder the PAE
phenomenon. This paper argues that VCs can do more to hinder the impact
of PAEs.

II. Are Patents Good Signals for Investors?
On the demand side, most young companies rely on inside finance to
start their businesses but in order to grow and flourish, they turn to outside
financing.23 To gain access to outside finance, innovators need to convince
Venture Capital, and Software Startups, Ronald J. Mann and Thomas W. Sager compare the
biotech industry to the software industry. Ronald J. Mann & Thomas W. Sager, Patents, Venture
Capital, and Software Startups, 36 RESEARCH POL’Y 193 (2007). In High Technology
Entrepreneurs and the Patent System: Results of the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey, Stuart J.H.
Graham, et al., compared the biotechnology, medical device, software/internet, and IT hardware
industries. While Graham et al., also find that VC backing correlated with patenting and that the
software industry behave differently than the biotech industry, they report higher patent numbers
than Mann et al. Stuart J.H. Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs and the Patent
System: Results of the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey, 24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1255 (2009).
21. Mann, supra note 14, at 985–96.
22. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-13-465, ASSESSING FACTORS THAT AFFECT
PATENT INFRINGEMENT LITIGATION COULD HELP IMPROVE PATENT QUALITY 14 (2013).
23. See e.g. Metrick, supra note 5, at 17, exhibit 1-6; Valérie Revest & Alessandro Sapio,
Financing Technology-Based Small Firms in Europe: What Do We Know?, 39 SMALL BUS.
ECON. 179 (2012) (showing that high-tech European companies rely on internal funds at the early
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outsiders to invest. To convince outsiders, innovators can resort to sending
the “correct” signals.
On the supply side, VC funds provide finances to startups. Since most
VC funds have a short lifespan,24 they rely on selling their stakes to profit
(instead of collecting dividends).25 A successful sale involves an initial
public offering (IPO) where the VCs’ stakes are sold to a public or to
another company in case of an acquisition.26 To profit, a VC needs to
successfully convince a public or another company about the investment’s
soundness. As a result, sending signals can help convince outsiders.
Over its lifetime, a company might send signals to VCs to get initial
financing and to the public to get further financing. Patents can serve as a
signal on both occasions. This section investigates how startups use
patents as signals. The section concludes by discussing whether these
signals work in the software industry.
A. From Patenting to Investments

Investors are less interested in defining and measuring innovation and
more interested in profiting from innovation.27 VCs want the companies
they fund to innovate because innovation lead to higher profits according to
Schumpeterian principles. Scholars have debated over the role of VC
funds in the innovation process: Do VC funds encourage innovation?28 Or

stage and outside financing at a later stage); William B. Gartner, Casey J. Frid, & John C.
Alexander, Financing the Emerging Firm, 39 SMALL BUS. ECON. 745 (2012) (estimating the
most common source of financing for young firms).
24. VC funds are a limited partnership built to usually last ten years. They are extendable
under certain circumstances. See e.g., William A. Sahlman, The structure and governance of
venture-capital organizations, J. FIN. ECON. 473 (1990); Paul Gompers & Josh Lerner, The
Venture Capital Revolution. 15 J. ECON. PERSPECTIVES 145 (2001).
25. Metrick, et al., supra note 5, at 178–80. Profiting upon exit contrasts with other
investors who profit from collecting interest on loan repayments like banks or dividends like
long-term entrepreneur-investors.
26. Id. at 179.
27. See e.g., Zvi Griliches, R&D and Productivity: The Econometric Evidence, NAT’L
BUREAU OF ECON. RESEARCH 315–19 (1998) (discussing how stock market prices respond to
changes in patent filings and reporting mixed evidence about this impact); James Bessen, Jennifer
Ford, and Michael J. Meurer, The Private and Social Costs of Patents Trolls, 34 REGULATION 26
(2011-2012) (discussing the reaction of investors and the stock market to filing patent suits and
showing that investors may overreact).
28. What constitutes an innovation is beyond the scope of this paper. For simplicity, a
“product innovation is the introduction of a good or service that is new or significantly improved
with respect to its characteristics or intended uses.” OECD & EUROSTAT, OSLO MANUAL 48
OECD PUBLISHING (3d ed. 2005). “This includes significant improvements in technical
specifications, components and materials, incorporated software, user friendliness or other
functional characteristics.” Id. Beside product innovation, the OECD and Eurostat identify three
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do they accurately spot innovative companies?29 The truth is probably
somewhere in between these two views.30
This section analyzes these innovation selecting and the innovation
inducing hypotheses. Because innovation is difficult to measure, scholars
have used patents as a proxy for innovation.31 This section argues that
patents seemingly play such a proxy role for investors as well.
On the one hand, if investors can only spot but cannot encourage
innovation, investors must carefully select the companies. They must find
ways to separate companies with high innovative potential from companies
with low innovative potential, and to invest in the former.32 This task can,
however, prove difficult.
First, entrepreneurs cannot directly exhibit their innovativeness
because disclosing their content can destroy its potential value.33 Second,
innovative potential can be faked: if a fund-seeking entrepreneur knows
how investors select companies, he or she will try to exhibit the sought-out
characteristics, which includes innovativeness.34 These two problems force
inventors to indirectly signal their innovativeness. A good signal is costly
enough to separate individuals with low and high potential,35 and cheap
enough to allow recipients to access it.36

types of innovation: process innovations, marketing innovations, and organizational innovations.
Id. at 47. These last three types of innovation are beyond the scope of this paper.
29. See Masayuki Hirukawa & Masako Ueda, Venture Capital and Innovation: Which is
First?, 16 PAC. ECON. REV. 421 (2011).
30. “Firms that seek venture-funding appear to be patenting more actively prior to the
funding event (and for the purpose of securing funding), and venture-capital investors appear
much less willing to fund companies that hold no patents.” Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1280.
31. Patents are legal title to a monopoly over the innovation. Griliches, supra note 27, at
289. Companies may decide to not protect their innovation or use another form of protection
(e.g., trade secret) or the innovation may simply not be patentable. Id. at 296. Thus, patents may
constitute an imperfect proxy. Id. at 301 (discussing the validity of using patent as a measure of
inventive output). Griliches argues that patents may provide a good indicator when comparing
behavior across firms and across industry but is a less accurate indicator within firms. Id. The
size of the company (as measured by R&D expenditure) impacts the relationship between R&D
and patent filings. Id. at 303. The propensity to file a patent for invention differs according to
industries as well. Id. at 308.
32. See Metrick & Yasuda, supra note 5, at 123–35 (highlighting the different failure rates
VC funds experience depending on the stage of financing involvement). VC funds that invest at
earlier stages often face higher failure rate. Id.
33. See Arrow, supra note 12, at 615 (discussing the information value paradox).
34. See Matthew Beacham & Bipasa Datta, Who Becomes the Winner? Effects of Venture
Capital on Firms’ Innovative Incentives – A Theoretical Investigation, 7–10 (Univ. of York,
Working Paper No. 13/33, 2013) (building a theoretical model to show the different incentives of
companies with high or low skillsets).
35. Michael Spence, Job Market Signaling, 87 Q. J. ECON. 355, 358 (1973) (discussing the
role that signal costs play in effectively defeating information asymmetries and using the example
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Patents have served as an efficient signal because they are costly to
produce, verifiable, and costless to access.37 First, patents are often quite
costly to obtain,38 and they generally are costly to retain.39 If an innovator
is rational, she will only file a patent if she expects the benefits to outweigh
the costs. Signaling the innovative potential to outsiders constitutes such a
benefit. A patent that signals her innovative potential may even justify the
patenting cost40 when she may have otherwise used other means to protect
her innovation –– such as trade secrets.
Second, patents are verifiable and verified. The government verifies
patents in two principal ways. A patent office must first verify and approve
that the patent fulfills certain criteria before a patent becomes valid.41 The
of education as a costly and time consuming signal that job seekers may elect to signal to
employers their worth); Clarissa Long, Patent Signals, 69 U. CHI. L. REV. 625, 655–660 (2002)
(discussing the importance of making the signal costly enough to avoid multiple equilibria). A
good signal should also reflect the underlying quality being signaled. See id. at 671.
36. Long, supra note 35, at 644 (“The strategy of firms will thus be to convey in-formation
about their positive attributes in a way that presents low acquisition and verification costs to the
intended recipients.”). The issue is twofold: Outsiders cannot directly observe innovation
potential and they cannot trust what they are told. An outsider may not be able to directly
observe the innovative potential because innovators wish to keep it secret and young companies
may not have yet realized this potential. An outsider may not trust an entrepreneur to directly
express the truth about the company’s innovative potential because of the distorted incentive to
exhibit the sought-out characteristics. Of course, an entrepreneur knows more about her company
than outsiders and this unequal knowledge creates information asymmetries that have been
usually resolved through signaling. IPO and investment literature focused on the signal theory.
See, e.g,. James C. Brau, & Stanley E. Fawcett, Initial Public Offerings: An Analysis of Theory
and Practice, 61 J. FIN. 399 (2006) (performing a survey of company officers to determine what
signals are important for a successful IPO).
37. Carolin Haeussler, Dietmar Harhoff & Elisabeth Müller, To Be Financed or Not: The
Role of Patents for Venture Capital Financing (Munich Sch. of Mgmt., Working Paper No. 200902, 2009) (investigating, empirically, whether patent filing and patent quality impact the
likelihood of receiving financing in the German and British biotechnology industry). Haessler et
al., found that having patent applications increased the likelihood of receiving funding, and that
the changes in the patent application stock provided results that were more statistically
significant. Id. at 22. Patent quality also increased the likelihood of receiving funding in a
statistically significant way. Id.
38. For instance, AM. INTELLECTUAL PROP. LAW ASS’N, REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC
SURVEY 2013 27 (2013) cites $10,000 patent fees for electronic/computer in 2012.
39. For more information on the fee schedules, see USPTO Fee Schedule, U.S. PATENT
AND TRADEMARK OFFICE (USPTO), http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/qs/ope/fee010114.htm
(last visited Dec. 15, 2014).
40. Long, supra note 35, at 627, argues that, “[P]atents can serve as a means of reducing
informational asymmetries between patentees and observers. The ability to convey information
credibly to observers at low cost is a highly valuable function of patents. . . .” Using a model, she
later argues the information cost reducing role of patents can explain why patents may be worth
the cost, aside from the rent they produce. Id. at 644.
41. The criteria are different in most jurisdictions. For instance, the USPTO verifies that
the invention is: (1) useful, 35 U.S.C § 101 (2015); (2) novel, 35 U.S.C § 102 (2015); and (3)
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courts also legitimize any patents that have successfully been litigated and
upheld.42 Similarly, industry participants can signal the value of a patent
through citations43 because subsequent patents must cite patents which they
rely on.44 In conclusion, even if an investor does not have the required
expertise, she can still easily access this signal and its value because other
entities (whether governmental or other industry participants) vouch for the
patent’s quality.
However, an investor does not have to rely solely on these entities to
assess the signal’s value because she can research the patent’s content. To
obtain a patent, innovators must disclose the contents of their invention.45
An investor can access the patent office’s records and read the documents
relating to the patent. Because VC fund managers specialize in an
economic sector, they often possess the expertise required to evaluate
patents.46 Patent disclosure helps dispel some information asymmetries
without destroying the information’s (and innovation’s) value.47 Empirical
evidences support that VCs use company portfolio when deciding whether

non-obvious, 35 U.S.C § 103 (2015). Long, supra note 35, at 667-68, argues at that “[t]he PTO is
an imperfect mechanism . . . for assuring that information contained in a patent is credible”
because the evaluation can be rushed and incomplete.
42. During a patent litigation, a court can decide on the validity of the patent along the same
criteria used by the patent office to grant a patent. Furthermore, the court must decide whether
infringement occurred; hence, the court decides upon the boundaries of the patent. Patent
enforcement is an even more costly signal because it involves more actions: monitoring
infringements and costly litigating court. GAO Study, supra note 22, at 9–11 (discussing the
enforcement of patents).
43. Haeussler et al., supra note 37, at 16 (discussing the value of patents as signal to obtain
financing. They investigate as well the quality of the signal sent by patents: they estimate patent
quality using patent citations because patents that receive citation are considered prior art. They
find that “companies with highly cited patents receive VCs financing faster than firms with
infrequently cited patent applications.”).
44. Long, supra note 35, at 652. Investors can also look at the original patent to look at
what patents it cites and benchmark this patent with respect to previous patents; Samuel Kortum
& Josh Lerner, Assessing the Contribution of Venture Capital to Innovation, 31 RAND J. ECON.
674, 689–90 (2000) (arguing that citations and litigations are two indicators of a patent’s value).
45. This disclosure is the quid pro quo for gaining an enforceable legal monopoly. The
patent holder can exploit this monopoly power or outsource the exploitation through licensing or
selling agreements or refuse to exploit it as well.
46. Long, supra note 35, at 666 (discussing the cost of evaluating signals like patent and
requiring the intervention of experts); George G. Triantis, Financial Contract Design in the
World of Venture Capital, 68 U. CHI. L. REV. 305, (2001) (discussing the importance of
intermediaries like venture capital funds and banks because they provide specialized knowledge
and can evaluate projects); Olav Sorenson & Toby E. Stuart, Syndication Networks and the
Spatial Distribution of Venture Capital Investments, 106 AM. J. SOCIOLOGY 1546, 1577 (2001)
(empirically testing the impact of industry experience and finding that industry experience have a
statistically significant on the likelihood of financing a company).
47. Haeussler et al., supra note 37.
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to invest,48 even if patents constitute a problematic proxy for innovative
potential.49
On the other hand, if VCs can encourage companies to innovate,50
they will encourage innovation only if they can profit from it. To
encourage profitable innovation, investors must align their incentives with
the company managers or inventor’s incentive. Realigning incentives can,
however, prove to be difficult because, by investing, VCs separate control
from capital and dis-align these incentives; hence, VCs inadvertently create
an agency problem.51
To overcome this agency problem, VCs have mostly relied on two
solutions.52 First, investors can realign their incentives with the innovator’s
through financial inducements.53 For instance, investors can request a stage
financing clause, which specifies that an entrepreneur and its VC agree on
installment investments that are disbursed only if the entrepreneur reaches
certain milestones (e.g., prototype, mass production, etc.).54 This method
assures that an innovator-entrepreneur remains motivated to develop an
innovation along a VC-selected timeline.
Second, investors can realign incentives through direct intervention.
By this way, VCs can monitor and control some activities. For instance,
investors can demand that the innovator-entrepreneur yields some positions
48. See e.g. Dirk Engel and Max Keilbach, Firm-level Implications of Early Stage Venture
Capital Investment – An Empirical Investigation, 14 J. EMPIRICAL FIN. 150 (2007) (empirically
testing and finding that German venture-capital-backed startups have more patent filing than
comparable non-venture-capital-backed startups but they are already filing more application
before the engagement of venture capital funds, which means that funds invest in companies that
patents instead of encouraging patenting).
49. See supra note 31.
50. Kortum & Lerner, supra note 44 (attempting to estimate the impact of venture capital
activity on patent filing controlling for R&D investment). They find a positive relationship
between venture capital investment and patenting. They further test the casual direction of the
relationship. They use the liberalization of investment rules, which only impact venture capital
funding, to control for the causality of the effects. They find that increasing venture financing
increases patenting.
51. Eugene F. Fama & Michael C. Jensen, Separation of Ownership and Control, 26 J. OF
L. & ECON. 301 (1983) (discussing the issues associated with control, which makes the decision,
from separating ownership, which bears the consequences of decisions because transaction costs
lead incomplete contracts).
52. Gilson, supra note 7, also discusses the use of compensation schemes involving
performance incentives and exit call option at 1083–85.
53. Id. at 1079 (“Staged financing aligns the interests of the venture capital fund and the
entrepreneur by creating a substantial performance incentive. If the portfolio company does not
meet the milestone whose completion was funded in the initial round of financing, the venture
capital fund has the power to shut the project down by declining to fund the project’s next
round.”).
54. Id.
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of control in the company. VCs often request seats on the company’s
board of directors55 to remain involved and monitor the company’s
activities. Relinquishing too many seats (and control) may, however,
signal a poor investment because it can indicate that an entrepreneur has
little leverage through outside opportunities.56 Investors would then need
to screen companies for the appropriate level of malleability.57
Even under this VC-inducing innovation hypothesis, patents can be
used as signal. Since VCs profit from exiting companies, they must send
the proper signal to attract outside investors.58 VCs can signal before
exiting through patenting the company’s innovative and profit potential.
This hypothesis has been verified empirically.59
Under both the selecting and inducing hypothesis, patenting plays a
role as signal. While this section examined the general signaling value of
patents, their value varies from industry to industry. The following section
discusses the role of patents in the software industry.
B. The Software Industry

Software patents continue to create a debate. In the United States,
software innovators can patent and/or copyright their software
innovations.60 Patenting software protects processes and against reverse

55. Id. at 1082-83.
56. In Contracts and Exits in Venture Capital Finance, 21 REV. FINANCIAL STUDIES, 1947
(2008), Douglas Cumming estimates that venture capital fund managers who exercise more
control are more likely to exit via an acquisition than IPO or a write-off using a sample of
European venture capital backed companies. He argues that more VCs’ control rights are usually
associated with less promising companies. Id. at 1950.
57. VCs need to balance the need to exercise control to encourage innovation without
stifling or wrongly steering innovation. The VC’s expertise becomes important in this context
because she may be able to understand the industry specific difficulties.
58. “Because entry and exit is more difficult for investors in a privately held firm, such
investors can be expected to place a higher marginal value on gaining information about each
firm’s attributes than would investors in publicly held firms.” Long, supra note 36, at 673.
59. “This finding suggests that patents cast an important signal not only to VC audiences
but also to investors in public equity markets.” David H. Hsu & Rosemarie H. Ziedonis, Patents
as Quality Signals for Entrepreneurial Ventures, Academy of Management Proceedings 25
(2008) (estimating the impact of patent as signal at different stages of a startup financing cycle
and finding that patent application stock is strongly correlated with the likelihood of a venture’s
final funding was through an IPO).
60. See e.g. Philip J. Weiser, The Internet, Innovation, and Intellectual Property Policy, 103
COLUM. L. REV. 534, 539 (2003) (stating that “computer programs are eligible for protection
under both copyright – as creative works of authorship — and patent — as items of functional
utility”).
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engineering.61 Patenting grants an innovator protection over the software’s
innovative sections.62 Copyrighting software grants longer protection63 at a
lower cost.64 Copyright protects against literal copying.65 This option
between patenting and copyrighting makes software unique. Software
patent and copyright have their upsides and downsides, which are beyond
the scope of this paper.
Patents can serve to incentivize innovators by granting them a right to
exclude others to use their innovation. However, in the software industry,
patents have arguably been used to signal potential. First, the software
patent granting process and lifecycle support that patents are more of a
signal than an asset: a software patent takes on average almost three years
to be granted whereas users update or change software on average once in
that period.66 Hence, by the time a software innovator can take advantage
of her monopoly, users have moved on.
Second, VCs backing is correlated with higher patenting levels. A
2008 study reports that software startups backed by VCs applied or hold
5.9 patents on average as compared to 1.7 for the software startup general
population; and that 67 percent of VCs backed software startups held at
least one patent while only 24 percent of the software startup general
population.67 While VCs backed companies may be more innovative
(selection hypothesis), non-VCs backed companies may simply not wish to
patent because they do not have a need for it.
More particularly, software companies generally delay patenting68 and
this delay supports the signaling argument. While budget constraints may

61. Julie E. Cohen and Mark A. Lemley, Patent Scope and Innovation in the Software
Industry, 89 CALIF. L. REV. 1 (2001) arguing that patenting should not protect reverse
engineering efforts.
62. Id.
63. Patents are valid for up to 20 years from the date of filing (35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(2)) while
copyright protection are valid for up to “the life of the author and 70 years after the author’s
death” (17 U.S. Code § 302).
64. American Intellectual Property Law Association, Report of the Economic Survey 2013,
(2013) cites $350 copyright fees and $10,000 patent fees for electrical/computer in 2012. For
more information on the fee schedules, see U.S. Copyright Office http://copyright.gov/docs/
fees.html; United State Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), http://www.uspto.gov/web/
offices/ac/qs/ope/fee010114.htm (last visited Dec. 15, 2014).
65. “In the language often used by courts interpreting the Copyright Act, this issue boils
down to the protectibility of literal copying of ‘non-literal’ elements of a software program.”
Weiser, supra note 60, n. 13.
66. See footnote supra note 17 & 18.
67. Graham et al., supra note 20, Table 1.
68. See e.g., the discussion in Mann and Sager, supra note 20 (estimating the differences
between the biotechnology industry and the software industry and finding lower patenting rates
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dictate this delay,69 VC funds invest millions into software companies70 and
can afford to file a patent. If software patents are mainly viewed as a
valuable asset, a rational VC should not delay patenting (to protect their
investments) because of value discounting71 and knowing the speed of the
industry.72 VCs must delay because software patent value is affected
overtime.73 If software patents are mainly viewed as a valuable signal,
patents only become valuable when VCs prepare to exit.74
Finally, as one study reports, software patents have traditionally not
generated revenue streams or been heavily enforced prior to 2005 as
reported by one study.75 This trend has changed and a GAO study reveals
and a large gap between both industry before the first investment rounds) and Mann, supra note
21 (arguing on the differences of patenting in the software industry).
69. GAO Study, supra note 22, reports that “a few representatives of venture capital and
software startup firms told [GAO] that they do not always apply for patents until their companies
are well established because patent attorneys are expensive, and the process is time consuming.”
Id. at 34–35. Graham et al., supra note 20, find that software startups patent less often and with
lesser intensity than biotechnology, medical device, and IT hardware startups. Id. at Table 1.
And Table 2 shows that the most cited reason for not seeking patent protection is the cost of
patenting in the software industry.
70. See infra Section IV. A. (explaining that between 2005 and 2012, VCs invested on
average $5.6 million into each software company according to a dataset from Dow Jones).
71. See generally, What is the Formula for Calculating Net Present Value?,
INVESTOPEDIA.COM, http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/021115/whatformulacalculating
netpresentvaluenpvexcel.asp. The present value of a patent is the sum of the marginal profits
received from filing a patent over the life of a patent as compared to not filing a patent. This
value is higher today than it is tomorrow based on the future value discount/present value
calculation of economics since people discount the future because of its uncertainties, inflation,
and other factors such as preferences. However, because a competitor may be able to file a
similar patent, filing a patent tomorrow may be worthless if someone else filed it. In other words,
rational individuals value the present more than the future.
72. See generally What is the Formula for Calculating Net Present Value?,
INVESTOPEDIA.COM, http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/021115/whatformulacalculating
netpresentvaluenpvexcel.asp. The implicit assumption is that the value of a patent diminishes
because of present value discounting of future value, inflation, and because of competing
researcher willing to patent the same idea. In other words, assets are more valuable today than in
the future.
73. See generally Inefficient Market, INVESTOPEDIA.COM, http://www.investopedia.com/
articles/05/032905.asp?rp=i. The discussion assumes that VCs can sell patents. If the market for
patent is efficient, then patenting an exploiting the innovation itself or patenting and selling the
patent should be worth the same. While markets for patent are likely inefficient because
information asymmetries and search cost to find a buyer, a VC should likely be able to recoup the
cost of patent filing.
74. Delaying patenting –– instead of patenting or not patenting –– does not seem rational,
unless the value of patent as a signal changes over time because its value as an asset should not.
A priori, startups may be as innovative as incumbent companies; a nonestablished company
seeking a path may not need to signal its potential while an established one seeking further fund
may need to signal its potential.
75. See discussion supra note 19.
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that software patent litigation has increased more rapidly than non-software
litigation not involving software between 2007 and 2011.76 The next
section discusses software patent litigation and particularly PAEs, which
have been playing a central role in this change in philosophy. Seemingly,
to gain access to funds, VCs have incentivized software entrepreneurs to
seek funding through patents. Accordingly, VCs have indirectly fed into
the litigious changes.

III. Patent Assertion Entities Impacting the Software Industry
The previous section has showed that software patents play a role as a
signal; yet, they remain a potential asset. Still, VCs may prefer companies
with large patent portfolios because these portfolios may guarantee larger
profits through patent-granted monopolies. These portfolios can also be
sold in case of failure.77
Moreover, patents can be strategically used to increase the
competitor’s costs. For instance, through a patent, its holder gains an
associated right to exclude others from using her patented innovation.78
Patents can be strategically used to defend against competitors’ claims. For
instance, a company can use its patents as defense during an infringement
lawsuit or leverage their patents to instigate counter-claims.79
Recently, some entities have disrupted the software patent ecosystem.
These entities enforce but do not utilize patents. Their activities have
changed how market participants value patents as assets. This section
discusses non-practicing entities. It argues that these entities help as well

76. See GAO Study, supra note 22, at Figure 5.
77. See, e.g., John E. Dubiansky, An Analysis for the Valuation of Venture Capital-Funded
Startup Firm Patents, 12 B.U. J. SCI. & TECH. L. 170 (2006) (discussing the issues venture
capitalists face valuing patent before their sell and give the example of VC firms who specialized
in reselling intellectual property of failed startups).
78. Holders enforce this right of exclusion through litigation: litigating may conclude in an
injunction ordering the infringer to not use the patented innovation or in royalty damages
transferring funds from the infringer to the patent holder; however, the court may also hold that
the alleged infringer did not infringe or that the patent is invalid. Injunctions are more difficult to
obtain: “In the 2006 eBay decision, the Supreme Court ruled that district courts should not
assume an injunction was automatically needed in patent infringement cases and instead should
use the same test used in other cases to determine whether to award the plaintiff an injunction.
eBay, Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388 (2006). According to several legal
commentators we spoke with, this decision has generally made it more difficult for NPEs to
obtain injunctions in the courts and has led them to pursue exclusion orders at ITC –– although
there may have been other reasons for the increase in filings, including the relative speed of
proceedings at ITC.” GAO Study, supra note 22, at 11 n.26.
79. Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1300–02.
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as hinder innovation and concludes by looking at the software industry and
the impacts of these entities have on the financing of innovation.
A. Patent Assertion Entities Impacting the Innovation Ecosystem

Non-practicing entities encompass a multitude of entities. These
entities live along a spectrum. At one end of the spectrum are inventors
who do not exploit their patents. Universities and research centers often
perform research and file a patent based on their research, but do not
develop products or services that utilize these patents (but may license
them).80
At the other end of the spectrum are entities that exploit patents but do
not invest in R&D or invent. For instance, some organizations have
developed a business model that relies on purchasing patents and licensing
them or enforcing them for revenues.81 These organizations have been
credited with driving the increase in patent litigation at a large cost to
society.82
In other words, these entities monetize patents but do not utilize
patents: they profit either by acquiring and licensing patents83 or by
litigating infringers.84 The companies, “whose business model primarily
focuses on purchasing and asserting patents,”85 are often referred to as
patent monetization entities or patent assertion entities (PAE),86 to

80. GAO Study, supra note 22, at 2.
81. Id. at 19.
82. James Bessen & Michael J. Meurer, The Direct Costs from NPE Disputes, 99 CORNELL
L. REV. 387, 389 (2014) (estimating that non-practicing entities cost accrued $29 billion of direct
costs in 2011.) This figure however, has been criticized for being overinflated, David L.
Schwartz & Jay P. Kesan, Analyzing the role of non-practicing entities in the patent system, 99
CORNELL L. REV. 425, 433, 440 (2014) (arguing that this figure is biased upward because it
includes litigation that may have been brought regardless and because monetary transfers between
entities differ from costs to economists.)
83. Thought, Inc. v. Oracle Corp., No. 12-cv-05601-WHO (N.D. Cal. 2014).
84. Pragmatus AV, LLC v. Facebook, Inc., 769 F. Supp. 2d 991, 995 (E.D. Va. 2011)
(stating that the plaintiff is a “‘non-practicing entity,’ meaning that it does not research and
develop new technology but rather acquires patents, licenses the technology, and sues alleged
infringers. [Plaintiff]’s main line of business is enforcing its intellectual property rights, and a
large part of that task involves threatening to file lawsuits.”).
85. FTC, The Evolving IP Marketplace: Aligning Patent Notice and Remedies with
Competition, at 94–103 (Mar. 2011), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/
evolving-ip-marketplace-aligning-patent-notice-and-remedies-competition-report-federal-trade/11
0307patentreport.pdf.
86. “Some NPEs simply buy patents from others for the purpose of asserting them for
profit; these NPEs are known as patent monetization entities (PME).” The GAO study, supra
note 22, at 2. But “[t]he Federal Trade Commission uses the related term ‘patent assertion
entities’ to focus on entities whose business model solely focuses on asserting typically purchased
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distinguish them from other nonpracticing entities (NPEs) like university
and research institutions, which develop technologies.87 PAEs are
sometimes also referred as patent trolls.88
PAEs have developed three different types of business models:89 They
sue and hope for a big jury award; they sue and negotiate quickly for a lowvalue settlement (leveraging high litigation costs); or they accumulate large
quantities of patents and license this portfolio (under the threat of suing
nonlicensed alleged infringers).90 Regardless of their business model, these
entities present major upsides and downsides.
On the one hand, PAEs provide inventors with the opportunity to raise
more funds from their patented innovation. PAEs transfer funds through
licensing or sales from technology users to patent holders.91
Since innovators receive more funds, PAEs should incentivize
inventors to innovate more.92 Assuming that an innovator is rational and
patents. As such, the PME term also encompasses entities that might use third-party NPEs to
assert patents for them.” The GAO study, supra note 23, at n. 6.
87. For an in-depth definition of nonpracticing entities and patent trolls, see for example
Mark A. Lemley & A. Douglas Melamed, Missing the Forest for the Trolls, 113 COLUMB. L.
REV. 2117 (2013); Schwartz et al., supra note 22.
88. See, e.g., In re Qimonda AG, 462 B.R. 165, 174 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 2011) (“‘nonpracticing entity’ or ‘NPE’ (sometimes disparagingly referred to as a ‘patent troll’).”). “Not all
NPEs are referred to as ‘patent trolls.’ For example, research universities may develop patented
technology but not practice the patents.” Cascades Computer Innovation LLC v. RPX Corp., No.
12-CV-01143 YGR, 2013 WL 316023, at *1 n.3 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 24, 2013).
89. Executive Office of the President, Patent Assertion and U.S. Innovation, THE WHITE
HOUSE, http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/patent_report.pdf (last visited Jan. 23,
2015). The Executive Office of the President has identified seven characteristics for these kinds
of patent assertion entities: “1. They do not “practice” their patents; that is, they do not do
research or develop any technology or products related to their patents; 2. They do not help with
“technology transfer” (the process of translating the patent language into a usable product or
process); 3. They often wait until after industry participants have made irreversible investments
before asserting their claims; 4. They acquire patents solely for the purpose of extracting
payments from alleged infringers; 5. Their strategies for litigation take advantage of their nonpracticing status, which makes them invulnerable to counter-claims of patent infringement; 6.
They acquire patents whose claim boundaries are unclear, and then (with little specific evidence
of infringement) ask many companies at once for moderate license fees, assuming that some will
settle instead of risking a costly and uncertain trial; 7. They may hide their identity by creating
numerous shell companies and requiring those who settle to sign non-disclosure agreements,
making it difficult for defendants to form common defensive strategies (for example, by sharing
legal fees rather than settling individually).”
90. Lemley et al., supra note 87, at 2126; The GAO study, supra note 22, at 14 (“some
stakeholders . . . said that they experienced a substantial amount of patent assertion without firms
ever filing lawsuits against them.”). These licenses have been referred as stick licenses, where
the potential infringer takes a license under threat of litigation.
91. Lemley et al., supra note 87, at 2124–25.
92. See Cottle et al., supra note 15, at 215 (discussing how “NPEs also introduce liquidity
into technology markets” because “when acquiring rights to an individual’s or a company’s patent
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risk neutral, she invests in innovating only if her expected benefits from
innovating outweigh her expected costs. This innovator forms expectations
about the value of her innovation. This valuation is based upon either
exploiting the innovation or licensing or selling it.
An innovator may opt to license her patent because she cannot exploit
it or simply because she prefers to let others exploit it. First, an innovator
may struggle to exploit her innovation because of budget constraints (e.g.,
costly product development or manufacturing), or because she lacks
necessary supporting patents, or because she lacks the clout to maximize
profits.93 Second, an innovator may simply specialize in R&D and prefer
to license instead of exploiting her innovation.
Regardless of her reasons, an innovator may struggle to license her
patent due to the licensing-related transaction costs. One study found94 that
a minority of companies licenses out their patents,95 but companies often
wish to license more.96 Companies mostly cite identifying licensing
partners as the most important problem –– above issues surrounding
licensing fees, negotiation costs, and technology advances.97
Innovators can benefit from an intermediary. Such an intermediary
has proven useful for small and medium enterprises in Korea.98 These
enterprises have used the services of the Korean Integrated Contract
Manufacturing Service to enhance their collaborative efforts and help them
“diffuse their innovative technologies.”99

or portfolio, the NPE acts as a technology broker and facilitates a robust technology
marketplace.”).
93. For instance, even if an innovator could exploit her patent, she may not profit because
she might not even have the resources to enforce her patent and exploit her monopoly. “[P]atent
enforcement has become financially undoable for small startup companies. NPEs provide an
avenue to protect assets that would otherwise be lost due to financial constraints.” Colleen V.
Chien, Patent Assertion and Startup Innovation, NEW AM. FOUND., OPEN TECHN. INST. WHITE
PAPER 18 (2013).
94. Maria Pluvia Zuniga & Dominique Guellec, Who Licenses Out Patents and Why?
Lessons from a Business Survey (OECD Sci., Tech. and Indus. Working Papers, Working Paper
No. 2009/05, 2009), available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/224447241101.
95. Twenty-seven percent of Japanese companies declared to license patents to
nonaffiliated partners while the corresponding figure for European companies is twenty percent.
Zuniga & Guellec, supra note 94, at 12.
96. Forty-five percent of European companies and eighty percent of Japanese companies
that already license want to license more. Zuniga & Guellec, supra note 95, at 20.
97. Zuniga & Guellec, supra note 94, at 21.
98. Sungjoo Lee, Gwangman Park, Byungun Yoon & Jinwoo Park, Open Innovation in
SMEs—An Intermediated Network Model, 39 RESEARCH POL’Y 290, 296–99 (2010).
99. Lee et al., supra note 98, at 296–99.
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PAEs can play this intermediary role and provide middlemen
services.100 PAEs, by definition, must repeatedly and profitably purchase
patents; therefore, they have the required skillset to price the patents
correctly. PAEs can use these interactions to build a network to identify
viable partners, to help innovators sell101 and price their innovation.102 As
such, they can serve as a hub for patents or market places.
By creating opportunities for licensing and sale revenues, PAEs
incentivize patenting innovation.103 Basic economics dictate that if the
innovation market functions efficiently, the presence of PAEs shifts the
patent demand curve. In the long term, the equilibrium supplied quantity
of patents should increase whereas the impact on the equilibrium price of
patent is ambiguous.
PAEs may encourage innovators to patent innovations that would not
have otherwise been patented; or they may also encourage innovators to
innovate more than they would otherwise have. Assuming that PAEs
encourage innovation, it is also ambiguous whether the incentivized
innovations are socially efficient innovations.104 On the one hand, the
PAEs that use the first business model105 rely on acquiring valuable patents
and enforcing them; these PAEs should encourage patenting valuable
innovations. On the other hand, second and third business-model PAEs do
not necessarily encourage socially efficient innovations and their patenting
100. See generally Colleen Chien, From Arms Race to Marketplace: The Complex Patent
Ecosystem and Its Implications for the Patent System, 62 HASTINGS L.J. 297, 315–17 (2010)
(discussing the role of intermediaries in the patent system, including the PAEs).
101. See generally Linus Dahlander & David M. Gann, How Open Is Innovation?, 39
RESEARCH POL’Y 699 (2010). Linus Dahlander & David M. Gann perform a review of the
literature on Open Innovation, a business model which relies on bringing inside a company
outside innovation and sending outside a company innovation. They highlight the literature that
discusses the issues with selling (or licensing) innovation. Id at 704. They highlight the issues
with disclosure, valuation, and technology transfer costs.
102. See generally James F. McDonough, The Myth of the Patent Troll: An Alternative View
of the Function of Patent Dealers in an Idea Economy, 56 EMORY L.J. 189, 190 (2006) (NPEs
can then license or collect fees for these patents: they act as intermediaries and decrease
transaction costs for innovators who do not have the expertise to license their patent, to negotiate
fees, or enforce their patent. “These trolls act as a market intermediary in the patent market.
Patent trolls provide liquidity, market clearing, and increased efficiency to the patent markets ––
the same benefits securities dealers supply capital markets.”).
103. See generally Schwartz et al., supra note 82, at 434 (“By creating options to generate
rewards for innovators otherwise shutout of the marketplace . . . [t]ogether with contingency fee
lawyers whose business models depend on choosing the right patents and the right patentees,
NPEs can create important avenues for appropriating rewards for valuable patent rights that are
owned by non-market players.”).
104. A socially efficient innovation is an innovation whose social benefit from innovating
outweighs the social cost of innovating.
105. Executive Office of the Present, supra note 89.
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because they rent-seek based on nuisance demands/suits and scale
leveraging for revenues.106
Finally, first business model PAEs also provides a public good
because, through litigation, they challenge patents and establish their
boundaries.107 If an innovation is cumulative,108 then knowing the patent
boundaries helps subsequent innovators assess the innovation added value.
If a court validates a patent and sets its boundaries, a follow-on innovator
also knows whether to negotiate a license from the original patent holder.109
When second and third business model PAEs intervene, courts never have
a chance to assess a patent’s validity or boundaries.
On the other hand, PAEs disrupt innovation systems because they
impose additional costs upon innovators. First, they enforce patents that
may not have been enforced otherwise. For instance, the original patents
may not have been enforced because the original holder could not afford to
enforce. Some industries also have a culture of cross-licensing;110 hence,
putting patents in the hand of PAEs disrupts such culture.
Second, these entities have been heavily criticized in recent times as a
tax on innovation111 because they use their superior bargaining position to

106. Since the PAEs that deploy the third business model rely on acquiring a large portfolio
and leveraging them, they encourage patenting any innovation regardless of their added value.
107. See generally Joseph E. Stiglitz, Economic Foundations of Intellectual Property Rights,
5 DUKE L.J. 1693, 1715 (2008) (“When a firm gets a patent, it encloses the commons, making
private what would otherwise be public . . . But when a firm challenges a patent, it creates a
public good, because if it successfully challenges a patent, that piece of knowledge enters the
public domain, where anybody can use it. Thus, challenging a patent is a public good. The result,
of course, is that there will be an underinvestment in fighting bad patents, and an overinvestment
in trying to get bad patents.”).
108. For a broad discussion of cumulative innovation and the associated issues, see for
example Suzanne Scotchmer, Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: Cumulative Research and the
Patent Law, 5 J. ECON. PERSP. 29 (1991). In general, more frequently cited patents are more
valuable because their innovator-declared and implied value (using patent renewal as proxy) is
positively correlated to the number of citations. Dietmar Harhoff, Francis Narin, Frederic M.
Scherer & Katrin Vopel, Citation Frequency and the Value of Patented Inventions, 81 REV.
ECON. & STAT. 511 (1999).
109. This has lead different countries to approach this issue differently. “For example, in the
United States, patent holders do not have a duty to license and their licensing actions are limited
only by antitrust law, but in the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, compulsory license
statutes require patent holders to license their products.” T. R. Beard, George S. Ford, Thomas M.
Koutsky & Lawrence J. Spiwak, Quantifying the Cost of Substandard Patents: Some Preliminary
Evidence, 12 YALE J.L. & TECH 240, 249 (2010).
110. Colleen V. Chien, Reforming Software Patents, 50 HOUS. L. REV. 325, 341 (2012)
(discussing the culture of cross-licensing among patent holders, which can become difficult with
the presence of PAEs).
111. Robin Feldman & Mark A. Lemley, Does Patent Licensing Mean Innovation? (Stan. L.
& Econ. Olin Working Paper No. 473, 2015).
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impose costs on innovators without providing added value. Their superior
bargaining position rests on their nonparticipation in the industry:
Innovators/alleged infringers have a product at stakes; they can be locked
into a technology with high switching cost; and they may have invested in
second-generation innovation, whereas PAEs are immune to cross-claims
because they have no products at stake.112 PAEs can leverage this position
and extract more rent from alleged infringers who fear large damages or an
injunction, which would prevent innovators from producing their
products.113
PAEs also burden the judicial system.114 Second business model
includes PAEs filing suits and negotiating low-value settlement; hence,
they require court intervention and clog dockets. Even though thirdbusiness-model PAEs rely on threats, they may need, from time to time, to
carry out their threats and file out a suit in order to substantiate these
threats.115 Under both business models, PAEs leverage litigation costs to
gain more profits.116
PAEs likely discourage socially efficient cumulative innovations
because they create uncertainties. They encourage innovators to patent
their inventions through financial incentives, some of which might not have
been patented otherwise. Therefore, PAEs feed into the system and make it
more difficult to see patent boundaries. This behavior of patenting more
innovations leads to patent thicket, “a term used to describe ‘a dense web
112. Only a small number of companies opt to switch products. Colleen Chien, Startups and
Patent Trolls, 17 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 461 (2014) (explaining that faced with NPEs litigation 9%
of respondents decided to change their product). NPEs can exploit the switching cost from the
adopted technology to any alternative technology.
113. “The Federal Circuit focused on the high costs for defendants to defend, the burden of
complying with discovery, and the minimal risk to non-practicing entities because they have no
actual products at stake.” Summit Data Sys., LLC v EMC Corp., No. 10-749-GMS, 2014 WL
4955689, at *4 (D. Del. Sept. 25, 2014).
114. These entities have been associated with large social welfare impact. Bessen & Meurer,
supra note 82 (estimating that NPEs accrued $29 billion of direct costs in 2011).
115. “The typical scenario begins with an NPE contacting a targeted company through a
cease and desist letter accusing the company of infringing one or more of its patents. Soon after,
the NPE sends a request for royalty payments to the targeted company leaving the attached entity
with three options: (1) stop using the technology (and incur switching costs if alternatives are
available); (2) pay royalties to the NPE; or (3) face litigation.” Stefania Fusco, Markets and
Patent Enforcement: A Comparative Investigation of Non-Practicing Entities in the United States
and Europe, 20 MICH. TELECOMM. & TECH. L. REV. 439, 444 (2014).
116. Awarding attorney’s fees may solve some but not all problems because defendants
would still need to go through the court system. Christian Helmers, Brian Love & Luke
McDonagh, Is There a Patent Troll Problem in the U.K.?, 24 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA &
ENT. L.J. 509, 541–544 (2013) (arguing that the U.K. and the U.S. are similar in many respects
but the U.K. experience fewer PAE activities because the U.K. system shifts the litigation costs
onto the loser instead of each party paying for their own litigation costs).
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of overlapping intellectual property rights.’”117 Patent thickets impose a
cost upon innovators because innovators must check for possible
infringements or need to guess and estimate the boundaries of numerous
patents.118 PAEs, by indirectly encouraging patent thickets, increase the
cost and diminish the likelihood of subsequent innovations.119
“NPEs make innovation more expensive while, at the same time,
creating a secondary market for inventors with an uncertain beneficial
effect.”120 The overall theoretical impact of PAEs on patenting incentives
and, by proxy, on innovation incentives remains unclear.121 Survey
evidence has pointed out, however, that PAEs are not an efficient
middleman first, because PAEs usually sue before issuing a license122 and
second, because if a license is issued, it leads to no knowledge transfers,123
or only marginal improvements to products.124 The overall impact of PAEs
on innovation seems more negative than positive.
The relationship between PAEs and patenting is intricate: PAEs need
patents to thrive and they encourage patenting whether by providing a
market for innovation or by creating the need for practicing entities to
defend themselves. Patents have proliferated as shown by Figure 1: The
left axis shows the number of newly granted patents per year; the right axis
shows the number of patent suit filed and the number patent suits involving
117. Jaffe v. Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., 737 F.3d 14, 17 (4th Cir. 2013).
118. Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. U.S. Patent & Trademark Office, 653 F.3d 1329 (Fed.
Cir. 2011).
119. Lemley et al., supra note 85, at 2125 (arguing that “[b]y increasing the costs of using
technology, [NPEs] would . . . create deadweight, welfare-reducing loss by decreasing the use of
patented technologies and the manufacture and sale of products using patented technologies. In
addition, by increasing the costs of using patented technologies, they would reduce the use of
those technologies in research and development (R&D) and in follow-on inventions and thereby
reduce innovation.”).
120. Fusco, supra note 115, at 449.
121. Fiona M. Scott Morton & Carl Shapiro, Strategic Patent Acquisitions, 79 ANTITRUST L.
J. 463 (2014) (presenting a stylized model that describe under which conditions NPEs promote
innovation and benefit consumers and under which conditions they deter innovation and harm
consumers; concluding that, under anecdotal evidence, NPEs are more likely to deter innovation
and harm consumers).
122. Feldman & Lemley, supra note 111, at 23.
123. Feldman and Lemley argue that the traditional markers of knowledge transfer (technical
knowledge, personnel transfer, and joint venture creation) are not exhibited by these relationships.
Feldman & Lemley, supra note 111, at 25–28. Their survey also shows that relationship with
NPEs like universities also do not exhibit these markers. Feldman & Lemley, supra note 112 at
30–36.
124. “100% of respondents in both the computer & other electronics category and the
combined life sciences category reported that when licensing or settlement requests led to
licenses, the technology they licensed resulted in adding new products or features 0-10% of the
time.” Feldman & Lemley, supra note 111, at 38.
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PAEs. Between 2004 and 2013, inventors have filed patents at a faster
pace. Figure 1 also shows that patent suits have increased at an even faster
pace. The portion of patent suits that involve NPEs has also increased
dramatically over the period and seems to drive the increase in patent suit
filings.

0
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Granted Patents

Patent Suit Filings

Patent Lawsuits Involving PAEs

Figure 1: Patents Granted and Patent Suits Filed between 2004 and 2013.
(Source: USPTO; Annual Report of the Director: Judicial Business of the United States Courts,
Patent Freedom)

The growth of patents and PAE activities is hard to disentangle. On
the one hand, a PAE can only file a suit after an inventor files a patent and
sells it to them; hence, patent filings influence the likelihood of patent suits
and PAE’s activities. On the other hand, a PAE encourages patent filing
for defensive purposes and by doing so provides innovators with financial
alternatives. The next section discusses how this can have an impact on
startups and how innovation incentive affects their financing and VC
funding. It investigates in more detail the impact of PAEs on patenting
activities.
B. Spotting Innovation in the Software Industry

PAEs have operated in many industries, but they have concentrated in
the Information and Communication Technology (ICT).125 The ICT
industry and in particular the software industry have been heavily impacted

125. Bessen, Ford, and Meurer use industry codes (SIC) and estimate that 22 percent of NPE
cases involved a defendant in the electronics industry, 15 percent in machinery and computer
equipment, 14 percent in software, and 9 percent in communications between 1990 and 2010.
Bessen, Ford & Meurer, supra note 27, at 29. From surveys, Chien reports that 88 percent of IT
VCs received demands of their portfolios as compared to biotechnology/pharmaceutical/medical
device VCs of whom only 13 percent received demands. Chien, supra note 93, at 11.
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by the rise of PAEs:126 since 2005, the majority of PAE suits have come
from high-tech industry and about 42 percent of the litigated patents by
PAEs come from the ICT industry.127
PAEs can take advantage of the software industry’s characteristics:
broad patents and patent abundance. First, patents in the ICT industry and
particularly in the software industry tend to be broad because software
patents use functionality language (what something does) instead of
descriptive language (what it is).128 A broad patent leads “to a lack of
understanding of patent claims and, therefore, what constitutes
infringement.”129 In some instance, patents could even overlap.
Second, the abundance of patent increases the costs and decreases the
benefits of patent searches for innovators. This abundance leads to patent
thickets,130 which complicates identifying the relevant patents.131 Figure 2
shows on the left axis the number of newly granted patents for all USPTO
categories and on the right axis the number of newly granted software
patents.132 This figure shows that the number of software patents has
increased at a faster rate than the total number of patents.
126. “As many as 55% of all patent defendants and 82% of PAE (“patent troll”) defendants
have been sued on the basis of a software patent.” Colleen Chien & Aashish Karkhanis, Software
Patents & Functional Claiming, Presentation to the 2/12/13 Software PTO Roundtable at SLS
(2013) http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/software_ak_cc_sw.pdf (last visited Jan. 23,
2015).
127. Patent Freedom, an organization that gathers data on NPE activities, reports in Exposure
by Industry that in each year from 2005 to 2012, over 51 percent of NPE suits are from high-tech
industry. Aggregating the computer hardware, software, services, media and telecom, and semiconductors show that ICT accounted for 42 percent of litigated patents by NPEs. https://www.
patentfreedom.com/about-npes/industry/ (last visited Jan. 19, 2015).
128. Executive Office of the President, supra note 89, at 8.
129. The GAO study, supra note 22, at 28–30.
130. Timo Fischer & Philipp Ringler, The Coincidence of Patent Thickets – A Comparative
Analysis, TECHNOVATION, December 2014, at Fig. 3 and Table 1.
131. “[T]he sheer volume of patents makes searching for relevant patents before developing
new products particularly difficult, especially for products that combine many patented
technologies.” The GAO study, supra note 22, at 30–31.
132. Software patents include patents granted by USPTO under 14 different classifications
according to the methodology provided by Stuart J.H. Graham & David C. Mowery, The Use of
Intellectual Property in Software: Implications for Open Innovation, in OPEN INNOVATION:
RESEARCHING A NEW PARADIGM 184 (Henry Chesbrough et al., eds., 2006): 324 (Electricity:
Measuring and Testing), 345 (Computer Graphics Processing and Selective Visual Display
Systems), 369 (Dynamic Information Storage or Retrieval), 700 (Data Processing: Generic
Control Systems or Specific Applications), 701 (Data Processing: Vehicles, Navigation, and
Relative Location), 703 (Data Processing: Structural Design, Modeling, Simulation, and
Emulation), 707 (Data Processing: Database and File Management or Data Structures), 709
(Electrical Computers and Digital Processing Systems: Multicomputer Data Transferring), 704
(Data Processing: Speech Signal Processing, Linguistics, Language Translation, and Audio
Compression/Decompression), 710 (Electrical Computers and Digital Data Processing Systems:
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Figure 2: Patents Granted for Software and All Category Patents between 2004 and 2013.
(Source: USPTO)

VCs invest in this patent ecosystem of broad, unclear, and abundant
patents. Not only patents lose value as an asset, they also lose their value
as a signal: VCs will struggle more and more to assess patent value and
innovation potential in the software industry. VCs might wish to perform
patent searches to assure that the companies in which they invest do not
repeat patented innovation and do not infringe on existing invention.
However, patent searches are expensive and having to perform searches
nullifies some of the patent signaling value because its value can no longer
be readily assessed at no cost.
VCs might request that innovators perform searches before investing
but innovators have little incentive to perform patent searches before
innovating. If an innovator encounters a relevant patent, during their
search, on which they may infringe, then, during litigation, this knowledge
may support a willful infringement theory and lead to higher damages.133
Even if an innovator performs a search, she may struggle to find the patent
owner because the PTO does not register transfers. This is also true if
PAEs hold these patents because, by definition, PAEs purchased their
portfolio from innovators.134

Input/Output), 711 (Electrical Computers and Digital Processing Systems: Memory), 713
(Electrical Computers and Digital Processing Systems: Support), 715 (Data Processing:
Presentation Processing of Document, Operator Interface Processing, and Screen Saver Display
Processing), and 717 (Data Processing: Software Development, Installation, and Management).
133. Id.
134. Id.
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PAEs that file nuisance suits or leverage their portfolio135 can thrive in
this software patent ecosystem because an alleged infringer is less likely to
take a risk and challenge patents whose identities and boundaries are
uncertain.
In effect, software innovators are caught in a vicious circle: broad
software patents lead to patent thickets; patent thickets lead to less preinvention patent searches; fewer searches increases infringement
likelihood. PAEs feed into this equation: they encourage patenting and
broad software patent; and they increase search cost for patent owners.
VCs also feed into this equation: They encourage patenting and selling
these patents for scrap.
For VCs, patents should become more of a shield against suits than a
proof of innovativeness or even an asset to sell in case of failure. The
correlation and possibly the causation between patent lawsuits, PAE
activities (observed in Figure 1) and patenting activities (observed in
Figure 2) seems to point out that: with more patents comes more
opportunity to file lawsuits; as PAEs accumulate more patents over the
years, they have more opportunities to file lawsuits; and as they become
more active, they create a higher cost on the system. The relationship
between PAEs and VCs lies through the patents they respectively purchase
and sell, and through the companies they respectively sue and finance. The
next section attempts to answer how VCs have reacted to PAEs activities.

IV. The Impact of Patent Assertion Entities on
Venture Capital Funds
VCs and PAEs are repeat players targeting the same type of
companies. VCs traditionally invest in very small companies and PAEs
target small as much as large companies, if not more. One study reports
that “companies with less than $10M of annual revenue represented at least
55% of unique PAE defendants, bringing 26% of PAE defenses.”136

135. As discussed previously, PAEs use three essential business models: litigation for large
jury award; leveraging high litigation costs for quick and low-value settlement; large portfolio
leveraging to induce licenses. Lemley, et al., supra note 87, at 2126.
136. Chien, supra note 112, at 471; Morton et al., supra note 121, found that in 2013
defendants earning less than $10 million in revenues constituted 55 percent of unique defendants
and 35 percent of total defendants. Id. at Figure 3. In 2015, Feldman et al., supra note 111,
reported that in their sample of 102 companies, 71 percent of companies that received request had
over $100 million in revenues. Id. at 18; Chien, supra note 93, reports that from a survey of 307
venture capital or investors and startups, 35 had received demands and 75 percent of the
companies reported revenue under $10 million. Id. at 10. NPEs do not spare small companies nor
wait for them to become large in order to exercise pressure.
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Unsurprisingly, a survey of 114 VC showed that “75% responded that
NPEs had made demands of their portfolio.”137
PAEs may target VC backed startups. By definition, VC backed
companies receive funds; hence, PAEs know that their demand can be
honored. PAEs can also strategically time their demand for further
gains.138 Some startups’ funding events (e.g., obtaining seed money, doing
later stage rounds of financing, or going through an IPO) receive
publicity.139 Because litigations can impact their valuation,140 fund seeking
companies will yield to PAE demands more easily –– even if they are
unfunded.
A. Empirical Evidence

According to the previous argument, PAEs should impact VC
activities. In this section, I test the relationship between PAE activities,
patenting activities, and VC activities at a macro level. I collected data on:
the number of patents granted annually sorted by category from the
USPTO;141 patent suits from the yearly United States Courts statistics;142
PAE activities from Patent Freedom;143 and venture capital funding from
the Dow Jones database.144 Some of this data was used to graph Figure 1
and Figure 2. The data covers the period from 2004 to 2013.
I test the following relationship:

VC activities are represented by three variables: the number of
software companies who receive funds; the total VC-funds invested in

137. Chien, supra note 112, at 471.
138. Morton et al., supra note 121, at 474–75.
139. Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1320.
140. Bessen, Ford, & Meurer, supra note 27, estimate that NPEs have led to a trillion dollars
of lost wealth from NPEs suing public traded companies.
141. Patent Counts By Class By Year January 1977—December 2014, U.S. PATENT &
TRADEMARK OFFICE, http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/cbcby.htm (last visited
May 28, 2015).
142. Annual Report of the Director: Judicial Business of the United States Courts, U.S.
COURTS, http://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports (last visited May 28, 2015).
143. RPX CORPORATION, https://www.patentfreedom.com/about-npes/litigations/ (last visited
May 28, 2015).
144. VENTURESOURCE DOW JONES, https://www.venturesource.com (last visited May 28,
2015). The dataset contained 8,777 companies; after removing companies that did not have an
industry affiliation, and did not have an amount funded, the dataset yield 15,800 transactions ––
as some companies received more than one round of funding.
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software companies; and the average VC-funds invested in software
companies.
Legal activities are represented by two variables: number of patent
lawsuits; and the number of NPE lawsuits. Patenting activity is represented
by the number of patents granted.
Since the period covers the financial crisis, financial shocks are likely.
To control for these economic shocks, the estimation will include same
variables for non-software companies. The underlying assumption is that
software and non-software companies were impacted in the same way by
economic shocks.
Since I would like to test whether PAE activities impacted VC
funding, I must address the following two issues. First, the discussion
above highlighted that PAE activities, patenting, and VC funding show
signs of simultaneity as well as feedback loops. To address these potential
endogeneity problems, the relationships are tested through fixed effect
estimations, which focus on the impact of the change in the independent
variables onto the change in the dependent variable.145 Second, I test the
impact of the lagged legal activity and the lagged patenting activity because
I hypothesize that VC activities are impacted by legal and patenting
activities after these activities are observed. Thus, I hypothesis that: in year
one, VCs observe the level of legal and patenting activity and fundraise;146
and in year two, they invest these funds.
The reason for using one-year lag for patenting activity is twofold.
First, VC funds often base their funding upon patent applications and not
necessary on patents granted because USPTO takes on average three years
to grant patents at which point startups already need and receive funding.
Looking at patent granted more than a year prior to funding would arguably
not reflect the actual VC decisions. Therefore, having older granted patents
should not improve the results.147 Second, econometrically, adding more
lagged software is problematic because of the sample size; it decreases the
145. Fixed effect estimations focus on the change in a variable or more precisely on how a
variable differs from its average value. Using the first difference provides a similar result but
since only eight years of data are available, fixed effect avoids losing a variable. To avoid
complicating the text unnecessarily, I write, for instance, that PAE activities impact VC activities
whereas I am actually testing whether deviating from the mean PAE activity impacts deviating
from the mean VC activity. As such, is not computed because it is the average activity.
146. VC funds invest their money after they raised the whole fund, which may take up to a
year. One study reports that the investment duration period, time between the first investment
and the last investment, lasts between one to two years. Douglas J. Cumming, The Determinants
of Venture Capital Portfolio Size: Empirical Evidence, 79 J. BUS. 1083 (2006).
147. Assuming that VCs base their funding decisions upon older patent portfolio, patent
lawsuits may be. In other words, the number of patents granted beyond the previous year may
impact the number of software companies receiving financing.
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accuracy of the results. For completeness, I attempted to add more lag
years for patents but it did not improve the results and the results did not
lead to statistically significant effects.
When the VC activity is measured by the number of software
companies who receive funds, I expect this number to decrease as more
lawsuits are filed and more PAEs are active because VC-backed software
companies are prime targets and become less attractive as investments as
compared to other opportunities that are not targeted by PAEs. If VC funds
are not deterred from investing, litigation activities may also increase the
number of companies in which VC funds are invested because they want to
diversify their risk and invest in more companies in case a lawsuit destroys
their investment.
When the VC activity is measured by the total VC-funds invested in
software companies, I expect this number to either increase or decrease. It
may decrease if VC funds are deterred from investing in these companies
because of the fear of losing their investments. It may increase if they are
not deterred because in spite of this “innovation tax” VCs still profit from
their investment but must pay part of the profits to this innovation tax.
When the VC activity is measured by the average VC-funds invested
in software companies, I expect this number to either increase or decrease
for the same reasons. The results of these fixed effect estimates are
presented in Table 1.
In the first specification, the number of patent lawsuits in year one has
a positive and statistically significant effect at the 10 percent level on the
number of software companies in year two. The number of patents granted
in year one does not have a statistically significant effect on the number of
software companies in year two.
In the fourth specification, PAE filings in year one do not have a
statistically significant effect on the number of software companies in year
two. The impact of patents granted in year one does not have a statistically
significant effect.
In the second specification, patent lawsuits in year one have a positive
and statistically significant effect on the total funds software companies
receive in year two. The number of software patents granted in year one
has a negative and statistically significant effect the VC-funds software
companies receive in year two.
In the fifth specification, patent lawsuits and PAE filings in year one
has a positive and statistically significant effect on total funds software
companies receive in year two. The number of software patents granted in
year one has a negative but not statistically significant effect on the average
funds software companies receive in year two.
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0.0005
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0.25*
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-0.00006
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0.25

0.27

8

8

8

8

0.94
0.95
0.21
the coefficient is significant at the 10 percent level
**
the coefficient is significant at the 5 percent level

0.90

0.95

0.52

R2

8

8

0.47

*

Table 1: Fixed Effects Regressions of the Macro-Level Impact of PAE Activities

In the third specification, patent litigation in year one does not have a
statistically significant effect on the average amount received by company
in year two. In the sixth specification, PAE activities in year one have a
positive and statistically significant effect on the average amount received
by company in year two at the 10 percent level. In these two
specifications, the explanatory power of the fixed effects estimates is much
lower than under other specifications.
In general, lawsuits and PAE have impacted VC activities. First, as
expected, PAEs have a greater impact than lawsuits in general when
comparing specifications 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6. While the
coefficients of these legal activities are consistent, they do not always
produce statistically significant effects. PAE activities impacted the total
and average amount invested in software companies in a statistically
significant way whereas lawsuits impacted the number of software
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companies that received VC funds and the total amount VC funds invested
in a statistically significant way.
Second, these results are probative of some correlation but not
causation. PAE activities spur VC to invest more into software companies
and this can be interpreted in two ways: On the one hand, VCs end up
paying part of the rent raised by PAE and much like a tax, these rent is
passed on to all market participants including investors like VCs; on the
other hand, VCs may invest more into software companies because now if
the companies fail, VCs can sell the patents to VC funds.
However, I would argue that this second explanation does not hold
because the number of software patent granted has a negative effect on the
total and average amount received by VC-backed software companies
(which is statistically significant in specification 2 and 6). In other words,
since granted software allows companies to protect themselves against
demand, these companies require fewer funds. This overall, supports the
hypothesis that VCs infuse funds to pay for PAE demands.148
In other words, VC funds seem to finance the litigious activities of
their investments. The extra funds invested might also be later transferred
to PAEs. Not only do VC funds indirectly pay a part of the PAE burden,
they act like an insurance company by spreading the risk of PAE activities
across all their investments and increasing the pool of companies in which
they invest.
The data provides some level of detail about who receive the VC
funds: the funds can be divided according to the timing to the investment or
investment rounds: seed round, first round, second round, and later round.
This nomenclature parallels the development stages during which the
company fundraises. After dividing the data according to the investment
stage and focusing on PAE activities, the relationship between the variables
are further investigated. Table 2 summarizes the results of these
investigations.
The seed round results show that PAE activities in year one do not
have a statistically significant effect on VC behavior in year two at the seed
round. VC funds may not be reacting to PAE activities at the seed round
because PAE do not focus on seed companies. Seed software startups
receive on average $630,000 (and non-software seed startups receive
$780,000) as compared to companies in the first round who receive on
average $4 million (and $5.5 million respectively), in the second round
who receive $6.2 million (and $7.9 million respectively), in the later stages
148. VC funds invest fewer funds because patents can be used as shield against litigation and
hence patent protection decreases the VC investment’s exposure to suits whereas if patents were
valuable assets, as more patents are granted, VC should invest more.
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who receive $8.5 million (and $11.5 million respectively). Thus, the
relatively small amount that seed startups receive may not attract PAEs and
explains why their activity does not have a statistically significant effect on
VC funding activities.
The first round results show that PAE activities only have a positive
and statistically significant effect on the total amount invested by VC into
software companies. Taking all three results together seems to imply that
overall VCs have invested more money because of PAE activities but the
increase per company is only marginal. From year to year, the average
amount software companies receive at the seed stage has oscillated around
the $4 million without much deviation.
The second round results show that PAE activities in year one had a
positive and statistically significant effect on the change in the total amount
invested by VC into software companies in year two and on the total
amount invested by VC into software companies in year two; but, it did not
have a statistically significant effect on the average amount invested by VC
into software companies in year two.
These results seem to imply that VCs have increased the amount they
invest overall in companies at the second round of financing but also they
have invested in more companies at this investment round. These results
support that VC funds seem to diversify their risk while paying part of the
innovation tax.
The later round results show that the change in PAE activities in year
one had a positive and statistically significant effect on all three dependent
variables in year two. These correlations support the assertion that VC
funds observed PAE activities and reacted in response to their increased
activities by increasing the amount invested overall and on average as well
as spreading the funds invested to more companies.
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VC activities have been most affected by PAE activities in the second
and later round the most. First, from a cost benefit analysis standpoint,
PAEs may focus their activities where they may profit the most. PAEs
may have targeted companies that are in later rounds of fundraising
because these companies receive more funds and can afford to pay
demands. These companies also have more (financial backing) to lose;
hence, they may be more willing to settle. If PAEs had targeted seed and
first stage startups who cannot defend themselves or do not know how, the
effect has not been statistically significant at the macro level. Anecdotal
evidence discussed above shows that PAEs have made demands from all
companies; hence, PAEs may have had a disparate effect.
Second and late stage startups are older startups, which are more
likely to have been granted a patent. Thus, they are more likely to bse able
to defend themselves against demands. VC funds could have perceived
these type of companies as safer investments and decide to invest more into
these later stage ventures in year two once they observe more PAE
activities in year one.
Some VCs specialize in rounds and only invest in seed or late stage
startups whereas others invest in a balanced portfolio. Since I cannot
control for the origin of the funding, it is impossible to determine whether
PAEs may have led to a shift in the behavior for VCs with a balance
portfolio.149
Over the period, VC funds have invested more in later stage startups
overall and on average (a 53 percent increase in the average amount
received by later stage software companies and 16 percent increase for nonsoftware companies). In comparison, between 2005 and 2012, seed
startups received fewer funds on average (a 7 percent decrease in the
average amount received by software startups and 24 percent for nonsoftware startups).
This increase may also be due to the financial crisis. The nonsoftware VC investment variables all have a statistically significant effect
on the dependent variables for the late stage estimations. More mature
companies may have received more funds during the period because they
were viewed as more likely to survive.
Once more, VC funds do not seem to invest more because PAEs
purchase patents: the number of granted patents by the USPTO has a
negative effect on VCs investment when statistically significant. This

149. Round specialized VCs may no change their behavior without important switching cost
linked to the partnership agreement when the VC was set up.
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supports the notion that VC funds have valorized patents as a mean to
protect against PAE activities.
However, these estimations have limitations. I can only use eight
years of macro-level data. Data on individual companies and the PAE
demands they receive may help further answer these questions particularly
because numerous demands may not take the form of a suit. As such, a
micro-level investigation may provide a better understanding of VC
behavior in the face of PAE demands.
Even with these limitations, these estimations support the notion that
VC funds may have impacted their financing behavior because of PAE
activities. Further investigations of these issues may be required to draw a
more accurate conclusion about the actual micro level impact.
B. What can VCs do?

PAEs are active in the software and tech industry and VCs invest in
these industries.150 As repeat players, VCs need be aware of PAEs and
adjust their business model accordingly151 because small companies and
startups hardly benefit from PAEs through patent sales.152 The VC
adjustments come at three stages: preinvestment, during investment, and
post-investment.
Preinvestment VCs may wish to stop valorizing patent as signal. This
approach feeds into the PAE problem. Since innovators who patent are
more likely to receive funds, this added incentive leads to more patents,
which may later be sold to PAEs. More patents also increase the likelihood
of patent thickets, where PAEs thrive.
VCs need to realign their cultural approach to patents and possibly
more in line with startup innovators. “While most surveyed VCs were
positive about patents, startup survey respondents tended to express more
anti-patent sentiments.”153 VCs need not rely on patents for investing
because they can use other metrics or tools. In the software industry, VCs
have used software downloads, network size, and other performance
measures to invest.154 VCs should eliminate their reliance on patents

150. From 66 VC funds, 88 percent responded that PAEs made demands of companies in
their portfolios. Chien, supra note 112, at 471–72.
151. Some market participants have expressed certainties about PAE demands showing that
companies and VCs are aware of their presence. Chien, supra note 112, at Table 1.
152. Larger companies benefit from selling their patents to PAE as “50% of PAE patents
come from companies with under $200M in annual revenue.” Chien, supra note 112, at 469.
153. Chien, supra note 93, at 21–22.
154. See Mario Schaarschmidt & Harold von Kortzfleisch, Examining Investment Strategies
of Venture Capitalists in Open Source Software, 11 INT’L J. INNOVATION AND TECH.
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altogether. The information gained through using patents is only marginal
from the information a VC could gain through a nondisclosure agreement
with a fund-seeking venture. Furthermore, they may pass by socially and
privately efficient innovation that may not be patentable.
Pre-investment, VCs should create an environment where PAE
demands should not become taboo. A rational VC expects PAE demands
and accounts for them ex-ante. By penalizing fund-seeking companies if
they receive PAE demands, VCs encourage companies to hide these
demand, which lead to further information asymmetries and also
companies to yield to PAE demands to hide them. In other words, VCs
indirectly incentivize their companies to yield to demands. Without precise
information, VCs will spread the cost of PAEs over its entire portfolio and
act as insurance companies for their portfolio innovative startups.155 This
phenomenon spreads the PAE innovation tax beyond the concerned
company and industry.
Once they have invested, VCs can help their startups to anticipate
PAE demands. First, VCs can encourage their portfolio companies to
exercise more caution to perform patent searches at the onset. VC backed
companies already perform more patent searches than the general
population of companies.156 In the IT industry, VCs need to double their
efforts: even though PAEs are more active in ICT, IT innovators perform
fewer patent searches than other industries;157 and VC-backed companies
only perform marginally more patent searches than non-VC backed
companies.158

MANAGEMENT 1 (2014). The authors discuss how VCs have invested in Open Source Software.
Id. They discuss how by definition those VCs do not rely on intellectual property to profit but
instead of other business model (e.g., sale of complementary services) and have relied on other
performance indicators and methods to select ventures. Id.
155. In equilibrium, since VCs expect a certain level of PAE demands, they have already
adjusted on all their offers to all their ventures. Because these costs remain inaccurate without
disclosure between entrepreneurs and VCs, the venture capitals will on average overestimate the
demand than underestimate. Thus, this PAE tax affects venture more than necessary because of
these information asymmetries. As a tax, PAEs deter investments in seemingly lower-innovativepotential ventures because high-innovative-potential ventures remain attractive investments.
156. “A substantial share of the respondents to this question reported regularly doing patent
searches. . . . Among the venture-backed sample, searching was substantially more common.”
Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1321.
157. Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1321. The authors found that nine in ten biotechnology
and medical devices companies perform patent searches whereas only six in ten IT companies
and three in ten software companies amongst VC backed companies. Id.
158. “[S]lightly less than one-quarter of software companies reported doing regular patent
searches . . . [and] nearly three in ten venture-backed software startups.” Id. See GAO Study,
supra note 22, at 30 (anecdotally comparing the search cost technology industry and
pharmaceutical industry).
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VCs need to further encourage patent searches as best practices; but,
VCs should also request these patent searches to be performed as soon as
possible.159 Patent searches have a real cost, which will partially be passed
on to innovation users and will decrease the overall innovation value.
However, search costs avoid larger litigation costs later. Furthermore,
patent searches have positive externalities because companies do not
inefficiently repeat existing research: If an innovation exists, the startup can
try to obtain a license. These best practices, once implemented, benefit
startups now and in the future.160
Aside from avoiding demands, VCs can play a role in countervailing
PAE unreasonable demands. As an industry repeat player, VCs know the
reputation of PAEs better than new innovators; hence, they can mentor
innovators to deal with these demands.161
VCs value patents as a shield against demands. Individual rationality
dictates that VCs push for patenting instead of trade secret because trade
secrets do not protect them against attacks.162 However, having a software
patent does not protect against PAE demands because the PAE-offensive
and the startup-defensive patents still need to be compared, contrasted, and
litigated in court. PAEs’ second and third business model gamble on
startups being cash-strapped and thus challenge patents in court ––
regardless of the claim validity.
Post-investment, VCs should, however, avoid selling their portfolio
companies’ patents to PAEs. The majority of startups, particularly
software startups, do not have patents; if they do, they only sell them

159. Graham et al., supra note 20, at 1322-23. The authors discuss the timing of the patent
search and argue that companies “put off costly searching until they are more certain of the
economic value of a technology.” Id. A startup may need to perform some research before they
can identify the problems needing solving; hence, a patent search many be impossible until later
in the innovation process. Id.
160. Annalisa Croce, José Martí & Samuele Murtinu, The Impact of Venture Capital on the
Productivity Growth of European Entrepreneurial Firms: ‘Screening’ or ‘Value added’ Effect?,
28 J. BUS. VENTURING 489 (2013) empirically test and find that VC-backed companies have
higher level of productivity than comparable non-VC backed companies once VC invest and that
these VC investments have a long term effect on the company’s productivity: the VC exit has no
negative impact on labor, capital, and total factor productivity. Id. They conclude that VCs have
an imprinting effect (performance persistence after the exit) because VCs provide value-adding
services like coaching and mentoring. Id.
161. Chien describes in Appendix C a number of patent defense service providers and
offerings and as repeat players, VCs are better placed to encourage the user of these services.
Chien, supra note 93, at 52 app. c.
162. Patents also provide some monopoly power for their portfolio companies but these
startups can find it too costly to enforce their own patents.
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during transition or distressful times.163 This decision to refuse to sell to
PAEs is socially and individually rational: in the future, their portfolio
companies are likely to receive demand from PAEs. And because VCs
operate in a given industry, the patents they sell to PAEs can come back
and haunt them.
VCs can benefit from keeping the patents of their failed companies to
pass on to future startups, or putting them into a patent pool on behalf of
their portfolio companies, or selling them to practicing entities. For
instance, Google has recently attempted to purchase the patents of
distressed companies and innovators to circumvent them selling to PAEs
and reappearing as a threat later.164

V. Conclusion
PAEs’ demands do not create the same impact on larger companies as
they do on smaller ones.165 These demands unsettle the operation of small
companies, whose responses vary from product changes to fighting the
issues in court.166 VC funds operate within the realm of these small
companies. They have a chance to diminish the impact of PAEs.
Even though a company’s profit potential is hard to assess ex-ante,
investors must stop putting such an emphasis on patents in their decisionmaking. Such emphasis becomes detrimental to innovation because
innovators are over-incentivized to invest in patents instead of investing in
innovations.
These issues are exacerbated in the software industry. VC funds and
PAEs have constant run-ins. VCs pressure their portfolio companies to
patent, which feeds even further into the PAE problem: More patenting
leads to more patent thickets and more patenting opens the door to more
patents available for sale to PAEs if the startup fails. Therefore, VCs
indirectly put their future investment at a competitive disadvantage.

163. Chien, supra note 93, at 479–80. Note that selling should be distinguished from
monetizing via licensing here because a previous OECD research found that smaller and larger
companies had a higher propensity to license than medium size companies as measured by
employees. Zuniga, supra note 94, at 13 tbl.2. However, age of the companies did not seem to
play an important factor. Id. at 15 tbl.6.
164. Allen Lo, Announcing the Patent Purchase Promotion, GOOGLE PUB. POL’Y BLOG
(Apr. 27, 2015), http://googlepublicpolicy.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/announcing-patent-purchasepromotion.html.
165. Chien explains that “The smaller the company, the less able it was to absorb the impact
of a lawsuit without a significant impact: the smallest companies reported the highest rate, while
companies over $100M in revenue reported no impact from troll suits, even though they were
sued at a much higher frequency than small companies in the sample.” Chien, supra note 112, at
475.
166. Chien, supra note 112, at 473 tbl.1.
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The software industry lends itself to the proliferation of PAEs. Their
proliferation makes assessing the value of innovations even more difficult.
As a result, VC fund activities have been in part affected by PAE activities
and VCs are paying for the activities of PAEs. In the future, VCs should
aim to decrease the chances of having to respond to PAEs’ demands.
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